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Tests and questionnaires provide scientists and practitioners from various dis-
ciplines like psychology. educational science and political science with objective
means to measure subjects with respect to their traits, abilities. or attitudes. Such
measurement can be relevant in many research settings such as the selection or
placement of students in certain school types, the diagnosis for psychological or
medical treatment. or the selection of the best applicants for a job.
Tests may be aimed at measuring one or multiple abilities. A test aimed at
measuring one ability like a mathematics skill may. however, be sensitive to other
sources of variation as well. The subjects' test scores need IlOt be the same every
time  a  test is taken because  the test circumstances  need  not   be  the  same   (e.g.,
noisy surroundings, or having had a party the night before). Standardized testing
practices as discussed in textbooks on research methodology (e.g.. Cronbach. 1990)
will control for most situational factors. Also, the topic or the wording of one or
two mathematics problems (items) may unintentionally draw on other abilities
and, as a consequence, may give one group of subjects a advantage over another.
For example, an item involving a baseball court may give children from the USA
an advantage over European children. The effects of these "nuisance" factors on
the subject's test performance may cancel each other out when the number of
items is large (e.g., Stout, 2002). Tests of this type are driven  by one "dominant"
ability.
Tests may also measure multiple abilities. For example, test items may draw
upon the students' language skills as well as on their mathematics skills. This
may occur in contextual math problems. For subjects with equal language skills.
this will not cause extra variation in test scores and. thus, the test is driven by
one dominant ability. When subjects have different language skills. this will cause
extra variation in the test scores. Students with poor language skills (e.g.. dyslexia.
English not being their first language) may perform worse on this test than one
would expect based on their mathematics ability alone. Ignoring language as a
1
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source of variation may lead to seriously unjust decisions for these students.  Data
that result from the confrontation of subjects to these test items comprise multiple
abilities but none of them is dominant.
Alternatively. a test may be sensitive to multiple abilities, but each test item
is driven by one dominant ability. An example is a mathematics test that tar-
gets different sub-abilities like spatial insight, arithmetics, and calculus. These
sub-abilities may be related to each other. Another example is an intelligence
test that targets different sub-abilities like verbal reasoning, quantitative reason-
ing and abstract/visual reasoning  (e.g., the Stanford-Binet intelligence scale:  see
Thorndike, Hagen, & Sattler,  1986). Data resulting  from  a test measuring these
sub-abilities may exhibit "approximate simple structure" (e.g.. Stout,  1987).   Sim-
ple structure in practice does not occur because unintended factors will to some
extent influence the subjects' responses. One may note that data with one dom-
inant ability also reflect approximate simple structure. For approximate simple
structure data it is possible to partition the total test into sub-tests driven by one
dominant ability. This is convenient because measuring subjects is mathemat-
ically and conceptually much easier when based on a single ability. This thesis
discusses methods that can be used to select one or more sets of items. each driven
by one dominant ability. from a test measuring multiple abilities.
The traits, abilities, and attitudes that social scientists try to observe using
tests are inherently unobservable in nature. In item response theory (IRT; e.g.,
Mokken. 1971: Hambleton k Swarninathan, 1985: Fischer & Molenaar, 1995)
they are for that reason called "latent traits".  The term 'dimensionality" refers
to the number of latent traits that can explain the responses of subjects to a
set  of  items  or  a  test.    A  set of items  that is driven  by a single latent trait  is
denoted "unidimensional"  and by multiple latent traits "multidimensional':  IRT
provides a statistical theory that defines the relationship between the latent traits
and the probabilit.y that the subject gives a particular response on an item. The
function that defines this relationship is denoted an item response function.  As the
number of parameters that defines an IRT model decreases, the model becomes
easier to estimate and the measurement properties that apply under the model
become more attractive. Under the one-parameter logistic model (Rasch, 1960) for
example, measurement of abilities on an interval level is possible (i.e.. concerning
three students named Max, Sien and Bobby measured on a logit scale who have
latent trait scores 0.5. 1 and 2. we can say that the difference in ability between
Bobby and Sien was twice as large as between Max and Sien). A trade-off when
using few parameters is, however. that it is less likely that the model gives a good
representation of the data.
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Nonparametric IRT models are based on the sallie assumptions as parametric
IRT models (i.e., unidimensionality. local independence and monotonicity), but
the item response functions in these models are not parametrically defined (see
Stout, 2002, Sijtsma  &  Molenaar,  2002  for an overview). These properties  make
nonparametric IRT models appropriate for the ordering of subjects and, for a
particular model, of items. The ordinal nature implies that compared to their
parametric counterparts weaker statements  can  be made about the subjects  (i.e.,
we may infer that Bobby's mathematical ability was better than Sien's ability,
and that Sien's was better  than Max's ability,  but  not  how much better).    The
advantage lies in the fact that nonparametric models will more likely fit data than
parametric models.
When selecting items into one or more approximately unidimensional sets
(scales) within the framework of nonparametric IRT, different approaches can
be used. Mokken Scale analysis for Polytomous items (MSP; e.g., Molenaar &
Sijtsma, 2000) focusses on the monotonicity assumption of IRT models by using
a scaling coefficient (H coefficient; Loevinger, 1948; Mokken, 1971) that is sensi-
tive to the discriminations of items. The use of this coefficient makes the method
insensitive to the distribution of the difficulty of the items because it corrects for
the items' marginal distributions. Another attractive feature is that the user can
choose a suitable lower bound for item and scale quality. Hemker, Sijtsma, and
Molenaar (1995) demonstrated that these scales generally reflect the underlying
dimensionality of data. but the scales can hold a few items sensitive to a different
latent trait than the remainder of the items in a scale. The methods DETECT.
DIMTEST and HCA/CCPROX (e.g., Stout, 2002, for an overview) use a relax-
ation of the local independence assumption of IRT models. These methods seem
to aim more directly at obtaining unidimensional subsets.
Organization of the Chapters
This thesis presents some contributions to dimensionality assessment under non-
parametric IRT models. The following research questions can be distinguished
in this thesis: (a) How successful is the scaling method MSP compared to the
dimensionality assessment methods DETECT, DIMTEST and HCA/CCPROX?.
(b) Why does MSP sometimes select an item into a scale that is driven by a differ-
ent  trait  than the other items  in the same scale:  is the cause the scaling coefficient,
the algorithm, the side conditions. or a combination of these?, (c) How can MSP
be improved such that unidimensional scales may be obtained and the attractive
properties of the current method are maintained?
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Chapter 1 covers the first research question. It discusses two models on which
dimensionality assessment methods in nonparametric IRT can be based: the es-
sentially and the strictly unidiniensional models. These models are compared
theoretically. Using a simulation study. three esseiitially unidimensional model
based methods DETECT. DIAITEST and HCA/CCPROX and one strictly uni-
dimensional niodel based method. AISP. are compared on their ability to assess
the dimensionality of different types of data. Recommendations are given when
to use which method.
Chapters 2 through 5 aini to answer the last two research questions.  III
Chapter 2. four hierarchical alternatives for the it.erii selection algorithill used for
Alokken Scale Analysis are proposed. Attractive properties of these algorithms
are their simplicity. their availability iii standard software packages for the social
sciences like SPSS. and the opportunity they provide to investigate the process by
which sets of iteins are joined. By means of a simulation study and an empirical
example. the success of these hierarchical methods in assessing dimensionality is
compared with respect to each other and to AISP's item selection method.
The third chapter discusses the effects that different clustering algorithms may
have on finding the underlying dimensionality of data. Using a few examples.
we illustrate where in the process of clustering things might go wrong in the
sense that suboptimal solutions may be found and, consequently, the underlying
dimensionality cannot be retrieved.
The next chapter. Chapter 4. introduces three alternative methods aimed at
reducing the probability of obtaining suboptimal solutions. These niethods use
deterministic and stochastic versions of non-hierarchical clustering algorithms and
clearly defined scaling objectives iii both unidimensional and multidimensional
contexts. Specific scaling conditions are not included. Using a simulation study, we
itivestigate whether stochastic algorithms may be used for obtaining optimal (or.
nearly optimal) soltitions.  iloreover. we investigate how successful these stochastic
Hlethods based on the H coefficient are in yielding sets that reflect the underlying
dimensionality of data.
Finally, in Chapter 5, ,suggestions are presented on how the new stochastic
methods of Chapter 4 may be extended so that they become useftil for creating
multiple Alokken scales: that is, iiicorporating the AIokken scale analysis condi-
tions. The chapter also explains how other interesting conditions may be imposed







In this chapter four methods for dimensionality assessment under nonparametric
item response theory methods (AISP. DETECT. HCA/CCPROX, and DIAITEST)
were compared. First. the methods were compared theoretically. Second. a sim-
ulation study was done to compare the effectiveness of MSP, DETECT. and
HCA/CCPROX in finding a simulated dimensional structure of a matrix of iteni
response data. In several design cells, the methods that use covariances conditional
on the latent trait (DETECT and HCA/CCPROX) were superior in finding the
simulated structure to the method that used normed unconditional covariances
(AISP).  Third.  the correctness  of the decision of accepting or rejecting unidimen-
sionality based on the statistics used in DETECT and DIAITEST was considered.
This decision did not always reflect the true dimensionality of the item pool.
This chapter has been published as: Van Abswoude. A.A.H.. Van der Ark. L.A. &
Sijtsma.  K.   (2003). A comparative study  on test dimensionality procedures under  non-
parametric IRT models. Applied Psychological Measurement. 28 (1), 3-24.
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1.1 Introduction
Although it can be argued tliat test perforniance often is simultaneously governed
by several latent traits. most researchers seem to agree that a test or a question-
naire should preferably measure  only one dominant latent trait.   This is reflected
by the existence of many unidimensional item response theory (IRT) models and
only a few multidimensional IRT models (e.g.. Kelderman & Rijkes, 1994: Reck-
ase, 1997). There  are at least two reasons why unidimensional measurement  is
preferred.
First.  when  test  data  measure Oile latent trait, a single score  can be assigned
to each examinee. and the interpretation of test performance is unambiguous.
Also. wheii a nieasureinent practitioner interids to measure multiple latent traits.
it can be argued that he/she should construct a unidimensional test for each trait
separately. When items measuring different traits are part of the saine test, for
example. when some items are sensitive to vocabulary and otliers are sensitive
to verbal comprehension, this line of reasoning would stipulate that the test is
split into two unidimensional subtests. and that examinees obtain separate scores
on each.  Note that if one sumniary score would be assigned based on both item
types. it would be unclear to what degree a latent trait influenced the test score of
a particular examiziee. because one ability could have compensated for the other.
also depending on the strength of their mutual relationship.
Second. due to the larger number of parameters the estimation of multidimen-
sional IRT models is more complicated than the estimation of unidimensional IRT
models (e.g.- see Bdguin & Glas, 2001. who used Afarkov chain Monte Carlo tech-
niques for estimating a multidimensional normal ogive model). Using the simpler
unidimensional IRT models instead may be an attractive option. in particular.
after an item clustering method has been applied to the data to determine their
dimensionality. Then. a unidimensional IRT model can be fitted to the items
loading on a particular latent trait.  and  this  may be repeated  for each latent trait.
Traditionally. the dimensionality of responses from a set of dichotomous items
was determined using linear factor analysis. It is well known that 'difficulty factors'
may arise (Hattie, Krakowski. Rogers. & Swaminathan. 1996, Nandakumar &
Stout. 1993: see Aliecskowski et al.. 1993. for an example) when items vary widely
in difficulty. and correlations are based on binary item scores. Other probleins may
arise when tetrachoric correlations are used to correct for the extreme discreteness
of the binary item scores. One problem is that the tetrachoric correlation matrix
may not be positive definite (Knol & Berger. 1991: Lord k Novick, 1968, p. 349).
Another problem is that tetrachoric correlations estimate a correlation based on
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hypothesized normal variables when. in fact. only binary scores were observed, and
normality thus may be an invalid assumption. An alternative may be nonlinear
factor analysis. but Hattie et al. (1996) found that nonlinear factor models were
not as effective in discriminating between unidimensional and multidimensional
data sets as their linear counterparts.
An alternative to factor analysis is nonparametric item response theory (NIRT),
which is central in this chapter. NIRT uses a nonlinear model for the relation be-
tween binary correct/incorrect item scores and a continuous latent trait. and has
the advantage that it can be applied directly to the binary item scores. This
means that tetrachoric correlations are not necessary. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the effectiveness of three methods used for retrieving the di-
Inensionality of binary item score data, which are based on NIRT and which use
covariances between binary item scores. We consider the methods as they exist
'of the shelf'. The three methods considered here were AISP (Hemker et al.,  1995:
Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000). DETECT (Kim, 1994; Zhang & Stout, 1999a, 1999b),
and HCA/CCPROX (Roussos, 1992: Roussos, Stout, & Marden.   1998).    In  ad-
dition, the statistical procedure DIMTEST (Nandakumar & Stout. 1993: Stout,
1987: Stout, Douglas, Junker, & Roussos, 1993; Stout, Goodwin Froelich. & Gao,
2001) was used for testing hypotheses about the dimensionality of itenl response
data. and results were compared to the results of the other methods.
1.2  Nonparametric IRT
1.2.1  Strictly and Essentially Unidimensional Models
Strictly  unidimensional  models.   Let  X  =  (Xi,····XJ )  be the vector  of J binary
scored item variables.  and  let  x  -  (zl · · · · , I J )b e the realization  of X. Score  1
indicates a correct answer. and score 0 an incorrect answer. The probability of
an item score of 1 depends on one latent trait 8, and is denoted pjce). This is
the unidimensionality (UD) assumption. Probability Pj (8)  is  the  item  response
function (IRF). Further. local independence  (LI)  is assumed, which is defined  as
3
pcx = x18) = I-I pcxj =Ijle). (1.1)
j=1
Assumption LI means that given a fixed value of 8 the responses of an individual
to the J items are statistically independent. Assumptions UD and LI together do
not imply falsifiable consequences on the observed data (Holland & Rosenbaum.
1986:   Junker,   1993).    For this purpose.   we need restrictions  on  the  IRFs.    For
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example. let 80 and 81, be the latent trait values of examinees a and b. then the
monotonicity assumption (AI) states that,
Pj(Ba) 5 Pj(eb),
whenever 00 < 4,  for j=1. . . . .1
Assumption AI means that the IRFs are monotone nondecreasing in 0. The as-
sumptions of UD. LI and AI together define the model of monotone homogeneity
(Alokken k Lewis. 1982: Sijtsina & Alolenaar, 2002, chap. 2-5). The model of
monototie homogeneity is an NIRT model that implies the stochastic ordering of
0 by the total test score, X+ = EXj (Grayson. 1988; Hemker. Sijtsma. Molenaar.
&  Junker.  1997).   A more restrictive model  can  be  defined by adding  to  UD.  LI.
and M the assumption that the IRFs do not intersect. Together these four assump-
tions define the model of double monotonicity (Afokken k Lewis. 1982: Sijtsma
& Molenaar, 2002, chap. 2. p. 6). In addition to ordinal person measurement
the model of double monotonicity allows an invariant item ordering (Sijtsma &
Junker, 1996).
Essentially unidimensional models. Stout (1990: also, see Junker, 1993) de-
fined the dimensionality of item response data in terms of the minimum number
of traits necessary to achieve LI and M. In essentially unidimensional models,
however. the assumptions of LI and AI are relaxed to essential independence and
weak monotonicity. respectively. Stout  ( 1990)  assumed  that  test  performance  is
governed by a domiiiant latent trait and several 11uisance latent traits. Following
this idea. a vector 0 -  (8.81 · · · · · Bw) represents the dominant 8 and  W nuisance
traits. Based on large sample theory. essential independence (EI: Stout. 1990)
states that.
<.  -1    E    Icov(xj. xkle - 8)1--,0. for.J= x:
16j<kSJ
also  see  AlcDonald  (1982)  and  Holland  and  Rosenbaum  (1986).   For  finite  J,  the
analog  to the large sample version  of  EI  is that Cov(Xj, Xkle)   - 0, which  is
mathematically idealized to weak local independence (weak LI) or. equivalently.
painvise. tocat in.dependence. that is,
COV(Xj, Xk|8 - 8) = O. for all 8. and for all 1 5 1<k s J (1.2)
(Stout et  al., 1996: Zhang & Stout. 1999a).  Note that  weak LI (Equation  1.2)  is
implied  by LI  (Equation  1.1).  but  not the other way around. In practice.  weak  LI
may be used to investigate LI (Stout. 1990).
Weak monotonicity means that the average of J IRFs is an increasing func-
tion of 0. but leaves the individual IRFs unrestricted within the confines of this
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condition on the mean: that is,
3                            1
J - 1 E pj ( e a ) S .1 - 1 E pj ( / b ), whenever ea < Gb, coordinatewise.
j=1 j=1
Thus, the strictly unidimensional model has a stronger independence assump-
tion and a stronger monotonicity assumption than the essentially unidimensional
model.
Discussion of the models. Although both have different points of departure,
the essentially and strictly unidimensional IRT models both imply weak LI. For
analyzing empirical data both types of models may use this property. For exam-
pie, in the strictly unidimensional Rasch model the LI assumption is investigated
for empirical test data using statistical tests based on weak local independence
(Molenaar, 1983; also, see Glas & Verhelst, 1995). The most pronounced differ-
ence between the strictly and essentially unidimensional NIRT model discussed
here is the investigation of the dimensionality of the responses to a set of items.
Item selection based on strictly unidimensional models aims at finding one or more
homogeneous (i.e., measuring one 8 each) clusters, using observable consequences
of the model of monotone honiogeneity, in particular, of assumption M. Item selec-
tion based on essentially unidimensional models aims at finding clusters of items
sensitive to one dominant trait each, using observable consequences of weak LI.
These differences will be explained in the next sections in more detail.
1.2.2  Methods for Investigating Dimensionality
MSP
Let a set of items consist of J dichotomous items and let a unidimensional cluster
of items consist  of L items (j -1, . . . ,L;L S J) .T h e computer program Mokken
Scale analysis for Polytomous items (MSP5 for Windows, MSP for shorti Molenaar
& Sijtsma, 2000) uses scalability coefficient H (Loevinger, 1948; Mokken, 1971)
as the criterion for selecting items that yield a unidimensional cluster. For items
j and k, the H coefficient is defined as the ratio of the covariance between items
j and k, and their maximum covariance given the marginal distributions of the
itemsi that is,
COV(Xj. X )
Hjk - COV(Xj, Xk max
Thus, Hjk is the normed covariance of an item pair. The scalability coefficient
of a single item j with respect to the other L-1 items selected into a cluster is






The item scalability coefficient Hj can be interpreted as an index for the slope of
the IRF of item j. For example. under the 2-parameter logistic model (2-PLM:
e.g.,  Birnbaum. 1968). fixing  the  distribution  of  8  and  also  the 2-PLM location
parameters of the IRFs. the Hjs are an increasing function of the slope parameters
(Mokken, Lewis, & Sijtsma, 1986).
Finally, for a set of L items the scalability coefficient H is a weighted average
of the itern Hjs, with positive weights depending on the marginals. Let 4 be
the proportion correct  on  item j. and write Cov(Xj.Xk)max  =  7rj .   Note  that
7   = 7rj(1 - 7rk) if 71-j 5 7rk; and 7'rjtj = 7rk(1 - 7Tj) if 7rk < 7rj. Mokken (1971, p.
152) writes coefficient H as
L-1  L
E      Z    '4:) Hi
j=1 k=j+1
H  =                                              (1.3)L-1  L
6, E 4:)j=1 k=j+1
Because fixed 7rjs also imply fixed 7rj S, an increase of the Hjs causes an increase
of H. Under UD, LI and M, it can be shown that 0 S H 5 1 (Mokken, 1971; p.
150). Given UD, LI, and M. the value of H= 0 means that the IRFs of at least
(L -1) items are constant functions of 8, and H=1 means that there are no
Guttman errors (given  that  7rj  5  7rk,  a Guttman error is defined  as  Xj  =  1  and
Xk = O); see Mokken (1971, p. 150) for further elaboration. Mokken (1971, p.
184) defined a scale as follows:
DEFINITION: A cluster of items is a Mokken scale if,
Cov(Xj.Xk)  > 0, for all item pairs (j, k; j 0 k)land (1.4)
Hj    2   c  >  0, for all items j, (1.5)
where c is a positive lower bound of Hj, which is user-specified. The higher c. the
more restrictive item selection is with respect to the discrimination of the items.
A high c means good item discrimination and accurate person ordering using X+
(also, see Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, p. 68).
MSP uses a sequential bottom-up item clustering procedure to partition a
multidimensional set of items into clusters of items that each constitute a Mokken
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scale. The default start set is the item pair in the pool with the highest significant
positive Hjk (for other possibilities, see Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000, chap. 5). The
second step is the selection of an item from the remaining items, that satisfies
Equations  1.4 and  1.5 with respect to the previously selected items, and maximizes
the common H of the already selected items and the newly selected item.  In
the next steps, items are added to the already selected cluster using the same
procedure. A scale has been completed when no more items remain that satisfy
Equations  1.4  and  1.5. If items remain unselected, subsequent clusters of items
may be selected as described for the first cluster. The procedure stops when no
more items remain that satisfy Equations   1.4  and   1.5.    For more details about
the item selection procedure, see Hemker et al. (1995) and Molenaar and Sijtsnia
(2000).
Additional remarks. First, by selecting Mokken scales using scaling condition
Hj 2 c the dimensionality of the data is implicitly investigated as well (see Heniker
et al., 1995). Consider the following idealized situation. Assume that some itenls
are driven by Oi and other iteizis by 82, and that these traits are correlated. Notice
that. for the entire set of items an IRF is the regression of Xj on a composite
of these two Os, and that Hj expresses the strength of this relatioilship.  Finally,
assume that the relationship of the items driven by 01 with 81 is stronger than that
of the items driven  by  02  with  82.   The rest score,  RC_j)  =  X+  - Xj,  estimates
the latent trait composite, and the regression of item j on RC_j) is given by
P[Xj  = 11Rc_j)]. Based on these assumptions, in general, the regression  of items
driven  by  01  on RC_j) is steeper (higher  Hj)  than that of the items driven by 82
(lower  Hj).
Suppose  that  the  item pair selected first is driven by 81,  then  a conveniently
chosen c value selects the other items sensitive to 81 into the first cluster because
their Hjs with respect to the already selected items are greater than those of items
sensitive to 02. If these latter items have Hj s <  c. they remain unselected and  the
first item cluster is completed. Because the remaining items are driven  by 82,  rest
score RC_j) based on these items estimates 82 and the regression. P[Xj = 1IRC_j)].
is steeper resulting in higher Hjs. If these Hjs exceed lower bound c, then a second
cluster consisting of items sensitive to 02 is selected.
The choice of lowerbound c affects the cluster composition.  A low c value
may result in clusters that are highly heterogenous with respect to latent trait
composition. A high c value yields a cluster with high Hjs, but as a consequence
many items sensitive to the same latent trait may be rejected. In general. when
determining an appropriate value of c a researcher should find a balance between
the number of items in a scale and the strength of the scale.
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Second, because MSP uses a sequential item selection procedure. comparable
to forward stepwise regression  in  SPSS  (1998),  not  all  combinations of items  are
considered. Therefore. the final iteni clusters may not have the maximum possible
H coefficient for each cluster given all possible partitions of the total set. MSP
offers a possibility to refine the search procedure, see Mokken (1971. pp. 198-199)
and Sijtsma and Molenaar (2002. p. 72) for 1Ilore details.
DETECT
Let composite Go be a linear coinbination of the separate Os from latent trait
vector 8 (which inay contai11 several dominant traits and several nuisaiice traits
simultaneously). Composite Go can be understood as the latent direction that is
best measured by the test (see. Zhang & Stout. 1999a. for a rigorous definition of
the  direction  of best measurement  of a test). Given unidimensionality.  following
Equation   1.2. the expected conditional covariance  of  an  item pair equals  0.    If
ea is built up from multiple traits differentially measured by different items. the
expected conditional covariance is positive when items j and k are driven by
the same latent trait or traits that correlate highly. and negative when items j
and k are driven by traits that correlate weakly or zero. The computer program
DETECT uses the sign behavior of the conditional covariances to find clusters of
dimensionally homogeneous items.
More specifically, DETECT (Kim. 1994, Zhang, 1996: Zhang & Stout, 1999b)
partitions, as much as possible, the set of items into an a priori specified maxi-
mum number of clusters in siich a way that the expected conditional covariances
between items from the same cluster are positive and the expected conditional
covariances between items from different clusters are negative. Consider an arbi-
trary partitioning  P  of the  item  pool.   Let  (Sk (P)  =  1  if items j  and  k  are  in  the
same cluster of P: and dik(P) = -1 otherwise (Zhang & Stout. 1999b).  Then.
the theoretical DETECT index is defined as
2
Do (P) F    djk(P)E[Cov (Xj, Xklea)]. (1.6)
.J(J - 1) 15.»SJ
DETECT tries  to  find  the  partition that maximizes  Do (P). This partition
is denoted as P* and is taken as the final cluster solution. Thus. DETECT
attempts to find dimensionally homogeneous clusters of items. each of which may
be interpreted to assess another latent trait and. this way. DETECT finds the
number of dominant latent variables within a data matrix. Because the number
of possible partitions increases very fast with the number of items. DETECT uses
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a genetic algorithm to search for the optimal partition. The criterion that is used
to evaluate each  partitioning is the DETECT index.  Do (P).
A geoinetrical representation (e.g., Ackerman. 1996, Stout et al., 1996), de-
picted in Figure 1.1. helps to visualize item response data driven  by  two  Bs.   The
vectors' length depends ori the item discrimination, and the vectors' angles reflect
the correlation between variables. Items j, k, 1, m and n are differentially sensitive
to  both  Gs  and  item n exactly measures composite  Ga.    In  yielding a particular
Ba value. it is assumed that high values on one latent trait can compensate for
low values on another.  For any value of 80, we may project a line that has a
90°  angle with vector  00. This projected  line then indicates for which combina-
tions of values for 01 and 02 that particular value of 0,2 is found. Because of this
compensation,  for a fixed value  of 0., the probability of correctly answering two
items driven  by one latent trait (e.g., items j  and k, driven  by  81 )  may be higher
than expected under LI. That is. subjects with a particular On value who answer
item j positively are likely to answer item k also positively. The reverse may hold
when items are driven by different traits (e.g., itenis k and l). Thus, the expected
conditional covariance of an item pair is positive when the same dominant trait






Figure 1.1: Geometrical Representation for  Two  T aits  and Five Items
Let rest score  RC _j.-k)  =  X+  -  Xj  -  Xk  be the total score ignoritig  the  two
studied items j and k. The sample DETECT statistic uses the following estimate
of the expected conditional covariances.
7      E. Cov[Xj.Xle·IRC-j.-k)]  + E  Cov(Xj, X/,IX+) 
E [03v(Xj. Xkle«)] = . (1.7)
2
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This  average  of the expected covariances  was used because E[Cov(Xj, Xk Ix+)]
tends to be negatively biased and E{Cov[Xj,XkIR(-j ,-k)] } positively biased
(Junker, 1993: Zhang & Stout. 1999a). The average  of the two expected condi-
tional covariances was expected to be less biased (Zhang & Stout, 1999a).
Additional remarks. First. DETECT is relatively new and much theoretical
research remains  to  be  done. For example, the distribution of theoretical  Da (P)
under interesting hypotheses is still unknown. In addition, in spite of Equation 1.7
the DETECT index still is slightly biased (e.g.. Zhang.  Yu,  &  Nandakumar.  2003
investigate  bias for various DETECT indices).
Second, Zhang and Stout (1999b) showed that DETECT finds the correct
partitioning if items are mainly sensitive to one trait and only marginally to other
traits. This is know as approximate simple structure (see Zhang & Stout, 1999b
for a rigorous definition). When data deviate from approximate simple structure.
the correct dimensionality nlay  not be found (Zhang & Stout, 1999b).
Third, the DETECT index expresses the magnitude of the departure from
unidimensionality within one or more clusters of the partition but is not an index
of the number of traits within the item respotise data. Thus, there may be a high
number of dimensions  and  yet  Da (P)  is  small. or there  may  be few dimensions
and yet D„ (P)  is  large.
HCA/CCPROX
The software package HCA/CCPROX (Roussos et al., 1998) uses agglomerative
liierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) for finding clusters of items. The program pro-
vides the opportunity to choose between different statistics, including conditional
covariances. for assessing the relationship between variables. The user can also
choose between different agglomerative HCA methods. Only the combination of
statistic and method that according to Roussos  et  al.  ( 1998)  was most successful
in dimensionality assessment is presented here.
The program starts with each of the J items as a separate cluster.  Then. at the
second level of hierarchy. the two items having the smallest expected conditional
covariance, E{Cov[Xj, Xk|R(-5.-k)11· are joined.   For the subsequent steps we
introduce some additional notation. In general. at one particular step in the
clustering process, let A„ and Aw denote two clusters of items, containing .J„
and  Ju, items, respectively.   Let  RC_,4,.-A„ ) denote  the rest score. containing  all
responses to items that  are not  in  A,.  and Aw.  Then.  we may define the expected
conditional covariance, E{Cov[Xi.Xj IRC-A.,-Aw)]  · In each of the subsequent
levels of hierarchy that pair of clusters is joined that is closest of all pairs according
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to the proximity irieasure.
Prox(Av, Aw) = (JvJ,c)-1 X  Z  IE[Cov(X„ Xj|R(-A, ,-A..))l|.
i<A, jEAW
The process of joining clusters is repeated until all .J items are collected into one
large cluster.
Additional remarks. First, HCA/CCPROX does not provide a formal criterion.
such as the lower bound c of coefficient H in MSP or the maximum DETECT index
Da (P* ) ' that helps the researcher to decide which one of the J-1 possible cluster
outcomes reflects the true dimensionality best. Consequently, the researcher must
choose the solution that most likely represents the dimensionality of the item
response data.  Due to the lack of a formal criterion, the researcher should rely
on a priori theoretical expectations about the true dimensionality structure of the
data. For example, when it is expected that a verbal test measures vocabulary,
grammar. and spelling. and each item is assumed to predominantly measure one
trait, then the three-cluster solution from HCA/CCPROX is appropriate here.
Second, according to Roussos      et      al.       ( 1998) the positively biased
E{Cov[Xi, Xj IRC -A„,-A.)1}   will not affect the cluster analysis much, because
two items sensitive to different traits have an expected conditional covariance
that is larger than that of two items that are sensitive to the same latent trait.
HCA/CCPROX should tlierefore be able to correctly partition the items according
to their dimensionality.
DIMTEST
DIMTEST is a statistical test procedure that evaluates the unidimensionality of
data from a user-specified item set (Nandakumar & Stout, 1993; Stout. 1987; Stout
et al., 2001). The procedure of DIMTEST is the following. First, the item pool is
split into three subtests, of which two are assessment subtests (denoted AT1 and
AT2)  and one is a partitioning subtest (denoted  PT).  One may use factor analysis
or, for example, MSP or DETECT to have a sensible basis for AT1, AT2 and PT.
DIMTEST provides linear factor analysis on the tetrachoric correlation matrix
to determine which M items out of the total set of N items (the number Af is
user-specified; for rules of thumb. see Nandakumar & Stout, 1993) are selected in
AT1. These M items that constitude AT1 are hypothesized to be sensitive to the
same trait. AT2 consists of M items sensitive to another trait than that measured
by AT1,  but  with a similar observed frequency distribution of proportions correct
on the items. Subtest PT is formed using the j - 2AI remaining items.
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Using the sum scores on the PT subtest, the group of examinees is partitioned
into subgroups of at least 20 (as recommended by Stout. 1987) of approximately
equal ability. AT2 is designed to reduce examinee variability bias' (i.e., 8 still
has  a positive variance given  a  fixed PT score)  and  'item  difficulty  bias'  (i.e.,  8
variance is inflated even more when items in the ATl test and the PT test vary in
difficulty). For short tests both kinds  of bias  may  inflate the DIMTEST statistic
enough to incorrectly reject the null hypothesis of unidimensionality.
Let  XAT1  and X Ti  be the scores on two items from  AT1:  and let YpT be a
total score comparable with X+ based on all items in PT. The DIMTEST sample
statistic is based upon,
Cov (x;1Tl. A-,AT111"PT = y ' (1.8)
Under unidimensionality and for large J. this covariance must be close to zero for
any item pair from AT1 and any YpT score. Under regularity conditions. the orig-
inal DIMTEST-statistic T (Stout.  1987), and the more powerful T' (Nandakumar
& Stout, 1993) are distributed asymptotically (both in N and J) standard nor-
mally when unidimensionality holds. Given a significance level a and the upper
100(1  - a) percentile  of a standard normal  distribution,  Za,  unidimensionality  is
rejected when T > Za  or T'  >  Za
Additional remarks. First, DIMTEST tests the specific hypothesis that uni-
dimensionality holds in a particular data set. For that reason DIMTEST, unlike
MSP, DETECT and HCA/CCPROX, cannot directly be used to partition items
in different clusters. Second. DIMTEST exhibits some positive bias because of the
use of test scores as conditioning variable even after correcting for two types of
bias using AT2. Tliird, Stout et al. (2001) proposed a new DIMTEST procedure
which uses only one subtest AT. The aim of the new DIMTEST procedure is to
further reduce  bias and increase power  of T'. The properties  of the new procedure
are still subject to investigation. Therefore. we did not use it in this study.
1.3 Simulation Study
A simulation study was done to compare the effectiveness of AISP. DETECT. and
HCA/CCPROX for selecting items into clusters that represent the true dimen-
sionality of the data.  Also. it was investigated whether the DETECT statistic.
Do (P).and the DIMTEST statistic. T'. indicate whether  the true model  is  es-
sentially unidimensional or multidimensional. The simulation study involved six
factors:   (1) the IRT model used for simulating the data (two models).  (2)  the num-
ber of latent traits (two numbers).   (3)   the correlation between the latent traits
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(six  correlations),   (4)  the  number  of  items per trait   (for each number of latent
traits,  four  combinations  of numbers of items).   (5)  the item discrimination  per
trait (three combinations).  and  (6)  the item selection method  (four methods).   For
each cell of the 2 x 2 x 6 x 4 x 3 x 4 design, 2,000 simulees were generated from
a multivariate standard normal density. Data were simulated assuming simple
structure  (Stout,  et  al.,   1996),  meaning  that items loaded  only  on one trait.  but
traits were allowed to correlate. Part of the design was replicated five tillies to
investigate the stability of the results.  For a few cells of the design. a smaller
sample size (N = 200) was investigated.
IRT model. To simulate multidimensional item response data. the multidi-
mensional extensions of the 2-PLM and the five-parameter acceleration model
(5-PAM: see also Sijtsma & Van der Ark, 2001: Samejima. 1995: 2000) were used.
Several researchers (e.g., Hemker et al., 1995; Reckase & McKinley, 1991; Roussos
et al., 1998) used the 2-PLM for siHizilating data, but we also siiziulated data us-
ing the more general 5-PAM to allow IRFs to take on a more flexible shape. Let
0=  (0 1, · · · , OQ)  be the vector  of Q latent traits  (110 nuisance traits):  and  let  8,:q
be the value of person i on trait q. The 5-PAM has five item parameters:  let ajq
be the discrimination parameter  of item j o n trait  q(q  -  1. . . . .Q) :  8jq  the  loca-
tion parameter of item j on trait q; 7;'p and 7j° the upper and lower asymptotes
of the IRF, respectively, and <j the acceleration parameter.  Then, for a multi-
dimensional extension of the 5-PAM, to be denoted M5-PAM, the probability of
answering item j correctly, given the latent trait vector 0. is
1    .t'
exp   f 1.7ujq(Oiq - djq). [q=1p(Xj = 118) = 7jo + (7fp - 7jo) < 1 ' ·  (1.9)1 + exp I E 1.7ajq(Biq - 6.q) 1
lq= 1 ]'
Parameter 7je and parameter - ';' allow the lower asyniptote to be larger thaii 0
and the upper asymptote  to be smaller  than 1. respectively. Parameter (j allows
the IRF  to be asymmetric  (see also Samejima,  1995:  2000).  The multidimensional
2-PLM (312-PLAI) (also, see Reckase. 1997) is a special case of the M5-PAM for
'Yj° = 0. 7fp = 1 and 6 = 1. For illustration of the effect of < in the 5-PAM items.
see  Figure  1.2.
Number of traits. The numbers of latent traits used here were two and four.
Correlation between traits. The six product-moment correlations (p) between
the latent traits were 0.0, 0.2. 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. and 1.0. The correlation of 0.0 rep-
resents  independent latent traits.  and  the  correlation  of 1.0  represents  unidimen-
sionality.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration  of the effect  of C  on the shape  of 5-PAM  IRFs:   43  -  0.15
(top).   6   -   1   (middle).  and  41   - 7 (bottom) and other parameter  values  are
aj = 1.5. 61 = 0. 7.;'p = 1 and 714 - 0.
-2                                 1                                 0                                 1                                 2
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Number of items per trait. For Q=2 and Q=4, four different combinations
of the number of iteniS per trait were chosen. Each trait was measured by either
a small or a large number of items. For Q = 2. the four different combinations of
test lengths within the item pool were: short - short; short - long, long - short:
and long - long. We used notation [2:v: wl to indicate that two latent traits were
generated  with   1, items sensitive  to  01   and w items sensitive  to 82· Likewise.
14:v: w: 1/; z}  is the four-dimensional extension of this notation.   For Q =  2,  the
four combinations were [2:7,7]. [2:7:211.  2.21:7]. and  2:21:21]: and for Q - 4. the
four combinations were [4:7:7:7:7]. [4:7;7:21;211, [4:21.21:7:71. and 14:21:21:21;21].
Each of these eight simulated combinations of number of items per trait is referred
to as the true dimensional structure' or simulated dimensional structure'. It may
be noted that by varying the number of items per trait across design cells, the
total number of items in the item pool across design cells also varies.
Discrimination per trait. All items measuring the same latent trait either had
low discrimination or high discrimination.  If items all had low discrimination,
the discrimination parameters were sampled from a distribution. to be discussed
shortly. in such a way that discrimination varied but was low for all items. The
same procedure was followed for items liaving high discrimination. Once the pa-
rameters had been sampled, they were fixed across the design cells for which the
discrimination level was held constant. Information referring to high discrimina-
tion items is printed in boldface. For exaInple, for Q=2 and 7 items per subset,
three combinations of discrimination were used:  [2:7:7]. [2:7:71. and [2:7:7]: and
for Q - 4, the combinations were [4:7:7:7:7]. [4:7:7:7:7]. and 14:7:7:7:7].
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Item discrimination was operationalized as the maximum slope of the IRF. In
the special case of the M2-PLM. this maximum equals the discrimination param-
eter  ajq.  but  in  the  M5-PAM  the  slope  also  depends  on parameters 710 , 7.;p,   and
6 ·  Thus,  in the M5-PAM, the maximum Slope  (a;q) was calculated using the first
partial derivative of Equation 1.9. This resulted in
* 4[ /ap(e))1
ajq   -   1,7 [ max t 80  )1
=   _4   ai,6(7;p- 710) (__L j (1 - ·-4,j].        (1.10)1.7 1 Cl +Ej) 1 +611





147  6(7;' - '40)(Tft)(1 - ift)]
Thus, ajq can be calculated when 78,7 '' 6, and a;q are known, Constant 4/1.7
is included in Equation 1.11 so that in the M2-PLM at  = 1.7 x ajq. Thus, ajq
Jq
depends on 7j",7;'p, Cj,  and   a;q
Parameters 77, 7;p. and 6 influence the location of 8 where a;q reaches its
maximum.  If 6;q is the location where the M5-PAM item discriminates best, then
the corresponding location parameter equals
8' q = 6* _ ln( jq) (1.12)
(*Jq
The parameters were generated to resemble parameter estimates found in analysis
of real test data. Under the M2-PLM, for items with low discrimination, c¥jq
is the exponentiation of a number randomly drawn from a normal distribution
with  mean  0.75 and variance 0.1, truncated  at  0.5  and  1.25. For items  with  high
discrimination, ajq is the exponentiation from a number randomly drawn from a
normal distribution with mean 1.75 and variance 0.1. truncated at 1.5 and 2.25.
The difiiculty parameters were chosen equidistant between -2.0 and 2.0.
Under the M5-PAM, 7j° was chosen from the interval between 0.0 and 0.2.
7;p was chosen between  0.8  and   1.0.  and <j between  0.5  and  7,  such  that  the
slope (ajq) and the location (6;q) under the M2-PLM and the M5-PAM were
mathematically equal. However. the different shapes of the curves may prevent a
direct and easy comparison of the results generated under the two models.
Item selection method. For the three item selection procedures. AISP. DE-
TECT, and HCA/CCPROX. and for DIMTEST. the default settings were used
as much as possible. Also. the recommendations made by the authors in various
papers were used.
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For MSP. we used the default lower bound value of c = 0.30 (Afolenaar &
Sijtsma. 2000). Iii addition. following recommendations by Hemker et al. (1995).
for a part of the design we investigated the influence of different c-values (0.10.
0.20.0.30.0.40, and 0.50) on the retrieval of the true dimensionality structure.
For DETECT. DIMTEST. and HCA/CCPROX. stable conditional covariance
estimates were obtained using the item-score vectors of at least 20 simulees per
estimated 80 (Stout. 1987) unless this led to the rejection of more than 15 percent
of the item score vectors. Then. tile tiliniinlini group size was lowered to 10.
For DIAITEST. factor analysis of 500 item score vectors deterniined which
iteiiis  were  used  in  AT 1.    The  reIiiaiiiliig  1500 iteril sc.ore vectors  were  used  to
calculate the DI ITEST statistic. As recommended by Nandakurnar and Stout
( 1993). the number  of items AI included  iii  AT 1  was  determined  by  the  rules that
4 < AI 5 .1/4 and the absohite valtie of the loadings 2 .15. In the 14-item tests
we used Al = 3.
1.4 Results
1.4.1      Comparison  of the Item Selection Methods
In the notation   [4:   v. w: V: z].   the  first   number  (here.  4)   reflects the number  of
clusters fotind either by MSP. DETECT or HCA/CCPROX: v reflects the number
of items selected into the first cluster: u, reflects the number of items selected into
the second cluster: and so on. A semicolon separates two clusters that are sensitive
to different latent traits. A Conima separates two clusters that are sensitive to the
sallie latent trait. A classification error is defined as two items in the same cluster
are sensitive to different latent traits. Such errors are denoted by a slash as in
[2:7/7]. Illeanilig that at least one of the two clusters contains items that are
sensitive to different Bs.
We distinguish five types of results. Tvpe A means all J items were selected
into the true dimensional structure. Type B indicates that the correct number of
clusters and no classification errors were found. but not all J items were selected.
Type C reflects that the true dimensionality was found to a high degree. but the
number of clusters was larger than the Q latent traits in the sense that two or
more clusters were driven by the same trait. Thus. types A, B. and C do not have
classification errors. Type D reflects that the true dimensional structure was not
found: that is. items driven by different latent traits were selected into one subset.
Type E represents the result where all items were selected into one subset. Types
D  and   E have classification errors.     For   p=1.0.   Type   E i s the correct outcome
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and for p = 0.0 Type A is the correct outcome.
Two-dimensional data sets based on M2-PLM
Correlation  between traits. Table 1.1 shows  that as correlations between traits  (p)
increased. the simulated dimensional structure was found less often by each of the
item selection procedures.
Interaction Of Correlation between traits x Method. The effect of increasing p
on item selection was more apparent in AISP than in DETECT and HCA/CCPROX.
For example, MSP found the simulated structure in [2:7;7] for p = 0.0 and p = 0.2,
and as p increased MSP tended to select more items sensitive to different traits
into the same cluster until for p=l a Type E result was found. These classifi-
cation errors are made when the inter-item correlations are such that lowerbound
c is not restrictive enough to split items sensitive to different traits into different
clusters. DETECT and HCA/CCPROX found the simulated structiire approxi-
mately until p = 0.8. Table 1.1 shows that for highly correlating traits, DETECT
continued to form multiple clusters, even when items correlated p = 1.0. Due to
sampling fluctuations  and a weakly biased Do (P)-statistic. the observable  con-
ditional covariances were nonzero, even when the data were unidimensional. For
these reasons, Do (P) can be highest for a partitioning having two or more clusters.
Discrimination. With increasing  a;q, the simulated dimensional structure  was
found more often for each of the item selection methods: see Table 1.1.
Interaction of Discrimination x Method.  MSP was more sensitive to itenl
discrimination than DETECT and HCA/CCPROX. Variation in mean a* between
latent traits within one data matrix was also simulated. Latent traits that were
represented by clusters of weakly discriminating items were not well recovered by
any of the three item selection methods, but latent traits that were represented
by means of highly discriminating items were well recovered.
Number of items per trait. Traits represented by seven items were, in general.
equally well recovered as traits represented by 21 items.
Intel'action of Number of items per trait x Method. For clusters containing 21
items having low item discrimination. MSP sometimes misclassified a single iteni
out of the total set. Another result was that MSP selected the lowly discriminating
items  into an extra cluster  (i.e..  Type  C). Such results  were not found for latent
traits assessed by 7 items. DETECT produced niore Type C results in the uneqzial
number of items condition compared to the equal conditions. HCA/CCPROX
produced approximately the same results irrespective of the number of itenis per
trait.
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Test MSP
COIllpOSition   p : 0.0 ().2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
N : 7; 71 [3:2,546] [3:2,5.71 12.7.61 13:2/3/7] [4:2/2/2/8] I2:10/21
12 : 7; 211 [2:6,191 [4:2,5;2,191 [5:2,5.2,17] 14.2/2/3/201 14:2/2/2/21] 13:2/2/241
[2 : 21; 71 13:19,2;71 13:19,215] [2:20/51 13:20/4/2] [3:22/2/21 12:25/2]
12 : 21; 21] [4:2,18;2,19} [3:2,18;19] [4:2,18.2,191   [4:2/2/9/271   [5:2/2/2/2/31]   [2:2/391
I2 27,71  3:2,5.7] [2:7,61 [2:6:71 11:13] [1:14] [1:14]
[2 : 7,211 12:6;211 12:7,211 12:5,21} [2:2/25} [1:27] 11:28]
12 : 21,71 [3:2,18;71 13:2,18;7] 14:2,2,17;71 12:2/26] 11:271 11:271
D
45
 2 : 21,21] 13:2,19:21] [3:2,18;21] [3:2/17/23] 13:2/2/371 12.2/40] 11:421
12 : 7; 71 [2:7;71 12:7.7] Il:141 11:14] Il:14] 11:141
I2 : 7:21] [2:7421] 12:7,21] Il:281 [1:28] Il:28] 11:28]               A
12 : 21; 71 [2:21:71 12:21;71 11:281 Il:28] Il:281
Il:28]                                                             
12 : 21; 21} [2:21;21] 12:21;21] 11:421 [1:42] 11.42] 11:42]                   dE
Note: Boldface indicates highly discriminating items. Bracket notation: a sonicolon separates diHiensionally              ·
0-
different clusters; a comma separates diniensionally similar clusters; and a slash separates Iziixed clusters.                 9







-Table 1.1: (continued) 4-
Test DETECT                               E
50
51
Compositio11   p: 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
[2: 7: 7] 12:7,71 [2:7;7] [2:7:7] 12:7:71 [3:3/5/61 [5:2/2/2/2/61
N : 7,211  2:7,21} 12:7,21} [3:7;1,20] 12:7;21] 14:751,6,141 [4:4/5/6/13]
N : 21,71 12:21;7] 12:21,71 12:21,71 13:2.19.7} 14:2,2,19,71 [4:3/10/10/51
12  : 21,211 12:21,21] [2.21.21} [2:21,211 [2:21;21} 12:21;21} [4:1/12/12/17}
12 : 7; 71 [2:7,7] [2:7;7] 12:7,71 12-7,7] 13:1,657] 13:2/3/91
N : 7,211 12:7:21] [2:7,21] [2.7,21] 12:7,211 12:7,21] 14:2,2,3;21]
[2 : 21; 71 12:21,7] 12:21:71 12:21;7] 14:1,2,1847] [4:4,8,9:7] [4:3/3/4/181
12 : 21,211 12:21,21] [2:21:211 [2:21.21} 12:21;21} [2.21;21} 13:5/8/29]
12 :7;71 12:7,7] [2:7;7] [2:7,7] [2.7.7] [2:7,71 11:141
12 : 7; 211 12:7,211 [2:7;21] [2:7,21} [2:7;21] 12:7,211 13:3/11/141
12 : 21; 71 12:21,71 12:21;7] [2:21,71 [2:21,71 [2:21:7] 12:10,18]
12 : 21; 21] 12:21,21} [2:21;21} [2.21,21] [2:21,21] [2:21;21] [3:18/16/81
Note: Boldface indicates highly (liscriminating items. Bracket notation: a semicolon separates dimensionally
different cltisters; a comma separates diniensionally similar clusters, and a slash separates mixed clusters.
Table continues on the next page.
ty
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Tal)le 1.1: (continued) 4
Tc,st HCA/CCPROX
Cutllp()Sitioll   p : 0.0 0.2 (}.4 ().6 (}.8 1.()
N : 7.71 [2:7:71 [2:7:71 12:7,7] 12:7:71 N:1/131  2:2/12]
12 : 7; 211 [2:7:21]  2:7,21} [2:7:21} 12:7521] [2:7:211  2:7/251
N :21; 71 [2:21:71 [2:21,7}  2:21,7] [2:21,71 [2:21,71 [2.4/241
12 : 21; 21} [2:21,21} [2:21,211  2:21,21} [2:21;21} [2:21:211 12:2/4(}1
12 : 7: 71 [2:7,71 [2:7:71 12:7,7] [2:7,71 12:7,71 [2:2/12}
12 : 7,211 [2.7.211 [2:7,211 12:7,211 [2:7,21}  2:7.211 12:6/221
12 : 21,71 12:21,71 E2:21:7} 12:21:7] [2:21,7} 12:21:7] 12:4/241           9
12 : 21,21] [2:21:211 [2:21:21}  2:21:21] [2:21,21} 12:21:211 12-9/32]         
N : 7; 71 12:7,7] 12.7,71 12.7.71 12:7,71 12:2/12} 12-2/121                     »
12 : 7; 211 12:7,211  2:7:21] 12:7421] 12:7,211 [2:7:211 [2:10/18]             I
[2   :  2 1; 7] [2:21,71 12:21,71 12:21;71 12:21;71 12:21,71 12:3/251
&2 : 21; 211 12.21;21} 12:21:21] 12:21;211 [2:21,21] 12:21:211 [25/37]               (M.
Note: Bolciface indicates highly discriminating itenls, Bracket notation: a semicolon separates diniensionally              
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Method. In general, the simulated structure was found more often by DETECT
and HCA/CCPROX than by MSP. HCA/CCPROX results should be interpreted
with care because we only presented the outcomes when the number of clusters
equalled the number of simulated traits   (Q). In practical data analysis,   how-
ever, the researcher has to decide which cluster solution is best, possibly relying
on previous knowledge about the trait structure of the data.  Thus, the results
of HCA/CCPROX presented here and elsewhere in the results section may be
more favorable than in practical data analysis. For p = 1.0. the HCA/CCPROX
partitioning only reflects random fluctuation.
Replications based on M2-PLM
For [2:7:7],12:7:21}. and [2:7;7]: for p= 0.0,0.4, and 0.8: and for MSP, DETECT,
and HCA/CCPROX, five data matrices were randomly and independently sam-
pled (results are not presented in a table). 'rrue dimensionality was found con-
sistently across replications, in particular for highly discriminating items and low
correlations between traits. DETECT and HCA/CCPROX yielded more con-
sistent results than MSP. This may be due to the scaling condition Hj 2 cin
MSP. For some items this condition may be satisfied in some samples but not
in others resulting in different cluster-solutions between samples. DETECT and
HCA/CCPROX do not have such a scaling condition and the effect of sample
fluctuations on the cluster-solution may therefore be smaller. In other design cells
also included in the replication investigation, MSP and DETECT often found an
extra cluster, and HCA/CCPROX misclassified several items.
Small sample size
The MSP and HCA/CCPROX results for N = 200 and N = 2,000 were approxi-
mately the same in the design cells for [2:7:71.  [2:7;21], and [2.757] 1 and p = 0.0,0.4,
and 0.8. DETECT's results were somewhat worse for N = 200, probably due to
inaccurate conditional covariance estimates  in too small  X+  and RC_j,-k) score
groups. MSP uses the It coefficient, which is based on the whole sample and,
therefore. is more stable.
Four-Dimensional Simulation Using the M2-PLM
In general. the results for Q=2 and Q=4 (Table  1.2) were comparable. However,
for Q=4 more results of Type B and Type C were found (A, B. C. D, E notation
is used to save space), because the greater number of items gave rise to more
chance capitalization. A peculiar result for DETECT was that for [4:7;7;21;21} and
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[4:21,21:7:71. as p increased. DETECT (but not HCA/CCPROX) selected the two
clusters of seven equally discriminating items, sensitive to different latent traits
with equal discrimination. into one cluster. The effect was more pronounced for
higher discrimination. For HCA/CCPROX, only the correct (Type A) or incorrect
(Type D) solutions were reported because of the use of the foreknowledge that
Q -4.
Two-Dimensional Simulation Using the M5-PAM
For data generation using the M5-PAAI. only those factor levels were used that
proved  to be informative  in the M2-PLM analysis: 2 traits   (not 4), either  low
or high discrimination (maximum slope  (2*) (no combination):  7  or 21 items  per
trait: and correlations between the traits that varied  from  0.0  to  1.0. The design,
therefore, had the order 2 (discrimination levels) x 2 (mimber of items per trait)
x  6 (correlation between traits)  x  4 (item selection method)
The general trend  in the results (Table  1.3)  was  the  same  as with simulation
using the M2-PLM. For any of the three methods, for a higher p and a lower a*
the dimensional structure was found  less  often (see Table  1.3). As before, these
trends were more obvious for MSP than for DETECT and HCA/CCPROX. For
the number of items per cluster. the effects were reversed: for 21-item clusters
somewhat better results were obtained than for 7-item clusters. However. the
differences were small and may be due to sample fluctuation. As for the M2-PLM.
DETECT found the simulated diniensionality less often for unequal numbers of
iterns.
Compared to the A12-PLM. in general all three methods performed a little
worse.  For MSP more Type B results were found. for DETECT niore Type
C results were found, and for HCA/CCPROX more Type D results were found
(cf.  Tables  1.1  and 1.3) These results  may.  iii  part,  be due to the different over-
all shapes of the IRFs of the M5-PAhl and the M 2-PLM. Even when two IRFs
from different models have equivalent maximum slopes (and equal locations). their
slopes are not the same for all es.  In this study. this resulted in a somewhat lower
overall discrimination for the M5-PAM items. This might explain that more minor
deviations from the simulated dimensional structure were found when using the
M5-PAM than when using the M2-PLM.
Manipulating Lower bound c in Mokken Scale Analysis
The effect of using different c-values (0.00, 0.20. 0.30. 0.40. and 0.50: Hemker
et al.. 1995) on MSP item selection was investigated for several design cells: that
-
63Table 1.2: Four-dimensional Item  Selection  Results  Using  the  Multidimensional  Two-Pammeter Logistic  Model  (MB-PLM)         E
5;
Test MSP DETECT HCA/CCPROX
Composition  p: .0 .2 .4.6.81 .0.2.4.6.81 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
[4: 7,7.7.7] B C B D D D A A A A A D A A A A D D
14 : 7;7:21;21} C C C D D D D D A D D D A A A A D D
14 : 21,21.7.71 C C C D D D A D D A A D A A A A A D
[4 : 21; 21,211 21} C C D D D D A A D A A D A A A A D D
14 :7,7.7.71 C C D D D E A A A A D D A A A A D D
14 .7.7, 21. 21} B C C D E E A D D D D D A A A D D  D
14 : 215 21,75 7] C C D D D D A D D A A D A A A A D D
14:21,21.21.21] C B D D D E A A A A A D A A A A A D
[4: 7,7,7,7} A A D E E E A A A A A D A A A A A D
14 : 7.7.21,211 A A D E E E A A D A A D A A A D D D
[4 : 21.21; 7,7} A A E E E E A D D D D D A A A A D D
14:21:21421,21} A A E E E E A D A A A D A A A D A D
Note: Boldface indicates highly discriminating itenls; A-'trize dimensionality found'; B='not all items included';C='1Illiltiple
chisters'; D-'cliinensionality riot found'; and E-'all iterris ill one szibset'.
S:i
6%
Table 1.3: Two-Dimensional Item Selection Res·ults Using the Multidimensional
Flue-Paralneter Acceleration Model (M5-PAM)
Test MSP DETECT HCA/CCPROX
Collipositioll p. .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .(} .2 .4 .6 .8 1  .() .2 .4 .6 .8 1
12: 7; 7] B B B E E E A A A C C D A A A A D D D
N : 3 211 B B B E EE ACC C C D A A A A D D     €
N : 21; 71 B B E E E E C c c C D D A A A X A D      -
12 : 21 21] B C B E E E A A A A A D A A X A A D     A
N : 74 71 A B E E E E A A A A C D A A X A D D    
12:7,21}                 B    B DE E E A A C C C D A X A A D D      
12 : 21,71 A B E E E E A A A C D D A A A A A D
 2 : 21,21] B A D E E E A A A A A D AAAAAD   
Note: Boldface indicates highly disc:riminatiiig itenis: A='true diInensionality found'; B-'not all itenis inchided', q
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is. item discrimination was either low or high. 7 items per trait were used, and
the A12-PLM was used for generating data. This constituted a 3 (levels of mean
discrimination) x 6 (correlation between traits) x 5 (lower bound c) design. IIl
general. Table 1.4 shows that for low c-values, a high mean discrimination, and a
high correlation between traits, all items were selected into one cluster (outcome
Type E). As c increased, some items, depending on their discrimination and on
the correlation between the latent traits, did not satisfy Hj 2 c and. consequently,
were not selected into this subset. When mean item discrimination was low and
the correlation between latent traits was also low. with increasing c many lowly
discriminating items did not satisfy Hj 2 c for the first subset, but satisfied Hj 2 c
for the second subset. As a consequence. more clusters were found than simulated
(outcome  Type  C).  When  item  discrimination  was  high and lower bound  c  was
also high, only the items sensitive to the same trait were collected into the same
subset, thereby finding the true dimensional structure (outcome Type A). Thus,
following Hemker et al. (1995) it was found that the choice of c greatly influences
item selection results.
1.4.2   Comparing the DETECT and DIMTEST
Test Statistics
DETECT. For data generated using the M2-PLAI, Table 1.5 shows the values
of  Do (P*) multiplied   by   100; for simplicity, the result   is also called  Da (P* ).
Following Zhang and Stout ( 1999a), Da (P*)   <   0.1 is interpreted as essential
unidimensionality  and  Da (P*)   >   1.0 as sizable multidimensionality. Based  on
Douglas, Kim, Roussos, Stout, and Zhang  (1999),   0.1   <   Do (P*)<1   can  be
interpreted as moderate multidimensionality. Thus, in order to correctly interpret
DETECT's results, the clustering solution  as  well  as the value  of Dc, (P* ) should
be considered.
Table 1.5 shows that  Do (P* ) is smaller as the correlation between latent traits
is closer to 1.0. Also, Do (P-) tends to be higher for high discrimination items,
and lower when clusters contained different numbers of items (i.e.. [2:7:211) Based
on the rules of thumb, for equal numbers of items per trait, for p = 0.0,0.2, and
0.4.  statistic  Do (P-) correctly indicated sizable multidimensionality;  for  p =  0.6,
and 0.8, statistic Do (P' ) indicated moderate multidimensionality:  and for p =  1.0
statistic DC, (P* ) often indicated unidimensionality. For unequal numbers of items,
statistic  Do (P- ) indicated moderate multidimensionality. except  for  p  =  1.0,  for
which  Do (P-) indicated unidimensionality.
Because the values of Da (P' )  for p  = 1.0 indicate unidimensionality.  the clus-
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Table  1.4:   MSP  Results  for  Diferent  Lower  Bounds  c
c       Test                               p:
Composition      0.0      0.2     0.4      0.6     0.8      1.0
0.10    [2 : 7: 7] A  DEEEE
I2 : 7,21] A  DEEEE
[2   21,21}       A      E      E      E      E      E
0.20    I2 : 7,71 A  ADEEE
[2 : 7,21] A   AEEEE
[2   21,21}       A      A     E      E      E      E
0.30    [2: 7: 71 CCBDDD
 2 : 74 21} CBBEEE
12 : 21,21}       A      A      E      E      E      E
0.40    12 :7:71 CCCCCD
 2 : 7; 21] BCCDDE
12   21,21}       A      A      A      C      E      E
0.50     2 : 7,71 BCCCBB
9.7:211 BBBBBE
[2   21,21]       A      A      A      C      E      E
Note: Boldface indicates highly discriminating items; A='true dimensionality
found'; B='not all items included'; C=*multiple clusters': D='dimensionality not
found,  and E-'all items  in one subset'.
ters DETECT yielded for p = 1.0 and which were presented in Table 1.1 should be
ignored. Unidimensionality was supported only for p = 1.0 when items discrimi-
nated liighly,  or when clusters contained 21 items (see Table  1.1). The results  in
Table  5  show  that for unidimensional  data  Da (P*) values were found  as  high  as
0.202. This may indicate that the upper bound of 0.1 for essential unidimension-
ality may be too low.  As one of the reviewers indicated. the rules of thumb for
interpreting  Da (P-)  may  be the topic of future research.
DETECT works less well for unequal numbers of items.  This result can be
explained using Figure  1.3. Let  2:7:21]  be the simulated dimensionality,  then  the
direction  of best measurement  of the test,  Ga, lies closer  to the direction of 02,  be-
cause there are more items sensitive to this trait. As a consequence. the expected
conditional covariances for items sensitive to 02 are closer to 0 than the expected
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Table 1.5: Results of DETECT Statistic Da (P*)  Using the Multidimensional  Two-
Parameter Logistic Model (MB-PLM) for Two Latent Traits.
Test                                     P:
Composition 0.0 0.2     0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
[2 : 7; 71 1.564 1.254 1.010 .642 .242 .186
12 : 72 211 .756 .654 .535 .379 .203 .108
[2 : 21; 7] .827 .681 .551 .380 .203 .115
[2  : 21,21] 1.889 1.513 1.083 .731 .361 .092
[2: 7: 7] 1.836 1.547 1.111 .775 .441 .202
[2 : 7,21] .905 .806 .621 .427 .303 .118
[2 : 21; 7] .851 .723 .574 .361 .208 .119
[2 : 211 21] 2.132 1.702 1.341 .879 .442 .090
N : 7; 71 2.137 1.750 1.266 .842 .385 .067
[2 : 7; 21] .978 .826 .668 .472 .259 .039
12 : 21; 7] .999 .816 .653 .494 .247 .042
12 : 21; 21] 2.400 2.016 1.508 .967 .518 .034
Note: Boldface indicates highly discriminating items.
conditional covariances for items sensitive to 01 and, because of that, their disper-
sion also is smaller. Furthermore, item pairs from the larger clusters more easily
may have negative conditional covariances. even though they are sensitive to the
same latent trait. and items from different clusters may have positive expected
conditional covariances, even though they are sensitive to different traits. Such
incorrect sign behavior is more likely for item pairs that are sensitive to 82,   be-
cause due to their smaller angles with Ga they more often are on different sides of
Ga  than item pairs that are sensitive to Oi.
DIMTEST. Using  DIMTEST  statistic  T',  Table  1.6  shows  that,  in  general.
for p = 1.0 unidimensionality was found, and for P S .8 multidimensionality was
found. These results were more pronounced for highly discriminating items. These
results  were not found  for 14 items ([2:7:7]), maybe because  T'  is an asymptotic
statistic.
Unidimensionality was found unexpectedly for [2:21:21] and [2:21;21] when
p = 0.4. Given that AT1 must be as dimensionally distinct as possible from AT2
and  PT.  then both setups result  in an AT1  that are sensitive to either 81  or  02·  and
an  AT2  and a PT  that is sensitive to a mixture of 01  and 82.   This may result in  less




Figure 1.3: Geometrical  Representation  of One  Short  Test  (81)
arld  One  Long  Test  (02)
power to reject the null hypothesis in these cases (also see Nandakumar & Stout,
1993). because the covariance between AT1 items will be relatively low when PT-
scores are partly driven by the same latent trait. One may note that DIMTEST
performs well when latent traits are represented with an unequal number of items
and. to a lesser extent. with unequal discrimination. In the latter cases. AT1 and
PT are in a large degree driven by distinct latent traits.
In  Table  1.7, the number of times  the null hypothesis was rejected using  a
nominal significance level of .05 is reported for five replicated data matrices. The
results agree to a high degree with the findings presented in Table  1.6.    For  ex-
ample, the results for equal numbers of items per trait are less stable than for
unequal numbers of items per trait. Also. for 12:7:7] the results mainly reflect
random fluctuation.
1.5 Conclusion and Discussion
Using the methods as recommended iii the literature, DETECT and HCA/-
CCPROX were superior to AISP iii retrieving the simulated dimensional structure.
Even when there was little information available to distinguish items that are sen-
sitive to different traits (e.g., highly discriminating items. sensitive to two traits
that correlated 0.8). DETECT and HCA/CCPROX retrieved the dimensional
structure, but MSP failed. It may be noted. however, that traits correlating 0.8
may be indistinguishable frolil a substantive viewpoint, which puts the MSP re-
sult in a more positive perspective. In general, DETECT performed better than
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Table 1.6: Results of DIMTEST Statistic  T'   Using  the  Multidimensional   Two-
Parameter Logistic Model (MQ-PLM) For Two Latent Thlits
Test                           P
Composition 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
N : 7; 71 000000
[2 : 7: 21] •              O              0
[2  :  21, 71 •000
N : 21,21} 0 0000
N :7,7] 0 0 0
12 : 75 211 0 0 0
12: 21,71 0
[2 : 21,21] •000
N : 7; 71 0 0 0 O 0
[2 : 7; 21l • O
12 : 21; 7] 0
[2 : 21; 21] •00•00
Note: Boldface indicates highly discriminating items: • denotes significant result
using .05 as significance level (i.e.. multidimensionality) and o indicates a non-
significant result (i.e., unidimensionality).
HCA/CCPROX, but in some instances, for example, when discrimination was low
and tests were long, HCA/CCPROX was superior to DETECT.
Differences between DETECT and HCA/CCPROX may be due different Con-
ditional covariance estimates used in these methods. Also, DETECT's algorithni
is less susceptible to locally optimal solutions than HCA/CCPROXs algorithm.
In addition, in practice the researcher must choose the final HCA/CCPROX clus-
ter solution among J - 1 solutions. This may be an extra source for differences.
MSP and DETECT differ in many ways. First, MSP uses normed uncondi-
tional covariances, and DETECT uses conditional covariances. Second. NISP uses
a sequential clustering procedure based on several item selection criteria. and DE-
TECT searches for the item partition that maximizes D„(P) without additional
selection criteria. Third, AISP selects items that satisfy Hj k c. where c is meant
as a minimum quality criterion for item discrimination. As a result, the default
setting c = 0.3 may not. for example. select all items driven by the sanie trait in
a cluster and. thus. may not yield the 'true' dimensionality. Other. non-default,
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Table 1.7:  Frequency (Out of 5) With Which DIMTEST Statistic T'Rejects  the
Nult Hypothesis (57 Level), Using the Multidimensional Two-Parameter Logistic
Model (MQ-PLM) for Simulation.
Test                                  P:
Composition       0.0      0.2      0.4       0.6      0.8      1.0
[2: 7.71 240100
N : 7: 211 555420
N : 21,7 555520
12. 21.21]        5       2       4       4       3       1
12 :7: 71 031010
12 : 7: 21] 555420
N : 21,71 555531
[2:21,211        4       5       5       5       3       1
[2: 7; 7] 222200
[2:71211        5      5      5      5      5      0
[2 : 21; 7]        5      5      5      5      5      0
[2 : 21; 21]       5       5       5       4       4       0
Note: Boldface indicates highly discriminating items.
values of c, however. may yield the correct dimensionality. Fourth, items selected
by MSP into a cluster cannot leave this cluster. and this makes MSP susceptible
to locally optimal soliltions. DETECT uses a genetic algorithm. which moves
items back and forth until a final solution is found. These differences make the
comparison of MSP and DETECT difficult.
Two remarks with respect to the DETECT and DIMTEST statistics are in
order. First. it was found that the number of items in a cluster assessing one trait
may  influence  the  assessment  of dimensionality: DETECT's maximum,  Do (P*).
did not reflect the dimensionality well for data matrices which contained clus-
ters with an unequal number of items. and DIAITEST's T' did not reflect the
dimensionality well for clusters with equal numbers of items and equal average
discrimination. Second. the results for N = 200 made clear that DETECT and
DIAITEST may be more effective in larger samples (here. N = 2,000 was investi-
gated).
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Practical recommendations: Based on on our simulation study we found
ti.:,t DETECT and MSP are the most useful programs for finding unidimensional
item clusters. Both methods yield a single clustering solution and provide test
statistics for evaluating the quality of the cluster solution. In general, DETECT
recovered the simulated dimensionality better than MSP, but DETECT needed
larger samples than MSP. Further, for data sets with highly correlating latent
traits DETECT forces items into clusters and DETECT seems, therefore, to be
vulnerable to chance capitalization. MSP always produces the best item cluster-
ing according to the definition of a Mokken scale, and discards items not fitting
well. We compared the methods as they are available to researchers. Future re-
search may use in one selection procedure conditional covariances to find the true
dimensionality of the data and a minimum item-quality criterion for only selecting
practically useful items.
DIMTEST is suitable when the researcher expects his/her data to be unidi-
mensional, but cannot be used to partition the data. DIMTEST has low power
for short tests. HCA/CCPROX yields J-1 cluster solutions. This forces the
researcher to make a choice about the dimensionality of the test. A drawback of
the method is that it does not provide the value of a quality statistic for each
solution,  such  as  Do (P*)  or H,  on  which the researcher  can base his/her choice.
At the practical level, it may be noted that MSP uses a Windows interface
and can be run under Windows 95 or higher. DETECT, HCA/CCPROX and
DIMTEST are DOS programs.
A practical recommendation, because the methods are so different, is to use
them next to one another to analyze the same data set. For example, one could
use DETECT to find dimensionally distinct clusters, and use MSP to select the
best discriminating items for which Hj > c within these clusters. HCA/CCPROX
can be informative about the process of clustering; for example, which items have
most in common and are clustered first, and which are added later. DIMTEST can
be used to verify unidimensionality of the clusters, especially because this method
has more power than DETECT when only few items are driven by another trait






Mokken scale analysis can be used to assess and build unidimensional scales fr01Il
responses to a multidimensional item pool.  An important drawback of the Mokken
scale analysis program MSP is that the sequential item selection aiid scale con-
struction procedure may not find the dominant underlying dimensionality of the
responses to a set of items. In this chapter, alternative hierarchical item selection
procedures are investigated. The performance of four hierarchical methods and
the sequential clustering method in the Mokken scale analysis context was com-
pared using a simzilation study and an enipirical example. The results showed that
hierarchical clustering methods can improve the search process of the dominant
dimensionality of a data matrix. In particular, the complete linkage and scale
linkage methods were promising in finding the dimensionality of the item response
data from a set of items.
This chapter has been accepted as: Van Abswoude, A.A.H., Vermunt, J.K., Hemker,
B.T. & Van der Ark. L.A. (in press). Mokken scale analysis using hierarchical clustering
procedures. Applied Psychological Measurement.
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2.1 Introduction
In the last decade. there has been an increasing interest in using nonparametric
item response theory (NIRT) as a tool in test dimensionality assessment.  For
example. Douglas et al. (1999) investigated the dimensionality of the Law School
Admission Test and Scheirs and Sijtsma (2001) investigated the dimensionality of
the International Survey of Adult Crying.  In NIRT it is assumed that all items are
sensitive to a single latent trait (unidimensionality.  UD), that item responses given
this latent trait are statistically independent (local independence. LI), and for
dichotomously scored items that the probability of answering an item correctly is
a monotone nondecreasing function of the latent trait (monotonicity. M) (Mokken.
1971;  Sijtsma,  1998).   A  set of items satisfying  UD,  M  and  LI is denoted as being
monotonely  homogeneous  (AIH:  Alokken.  1971).
Methods that are aimed at selecting sets of items that are sensitive to one
latent trait from larger item pools sensitive to multiple latent traits frequently
use relaxations of the UD. M. or LI assumptions. and often focus on one or more
of these weakened assumptions (e.g., Ip, 2001; Van Abswoude, Van der Ark, &
Sijtsma. 2004). HCA/CCPROX (e.g.. Roussos et al., 1998). DIMTEST te.g..
Nandakumar & Stout. 1993) and DETECT te.g., Zhang & Stout, 1999a: 1999b)
concentrate on the LI assumption. The program discussed in this chapter. MSP
(Molenaar & Sijtsma. 2000). concentrates on the M assumption. Now the MSP
procedure is discussed for dichotomously scored items.
The Mokken scale analysis method (MSA; e.g., Mokken, 1971: Molenaar &
Sijtsma. 2000) and its program MSP have, apart from being generally available
for applied researchers, a number of attractive properties: if the MH model is
satisfied, simple sum scores may be used to stochastically order subjects on the
underlying variable (i.e., Grayson, 1988; Hemker et  al.,  1997); it allows the user  to
choose only items with suflicient discrimination power into a test (Sijtsma. 1998):
it is suitable in contexts where there are, compared to weak-LI methods, few items
and few subjects: and the item selection procedure runs quite fast. MSP contains
a  sequential item selection method. which  can   be   seen   as a sequential cluster-
ing algorithm. This clustering method has, however, an important drawback: it
does not always fi Iid back the correct number of underlying traits and correct di-
mensionality structzire of the data in multi-trait situations (Van Abswoude et al.,
2004).
In this study. it is investigated whether hierarchical clustering (Everitt. Lan-
dau, & Leese. 2001) algorithms can find the correct number of underlying traits
better than the sequential clustering algorithm: that is. whether suboptimal so-
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lutions can be prevented in multi-trait situations. We present four types of hi-
erarchical clustering methods that can be used to create non-overlapping sets of
dichotomous items. each of which satisfies certain scaling conditions. In a simu-
lation study and an empirical example. these four methods were compared with
each other and with MSP's sequential procedure in their ability to find the correct
dominant underlying diIilellsionality structure in situations with more tlian one
latent trait.
2.2 Mokken Scale Analysis
Mokken scale analysis is a method that may be used to select a subset of items
sensitive to the same underlying dimension from a larger item pool. Similarly to
factor analysis, MSA starts with a matrix containing information on the strength
of the bivariate relationships between the J items under study In factor analysis,
this is either a correlation or covariance matrix. MSA uses a matrix with H-
coefficients (Loevinger, 1948; Mokken,   1971).     Let Fjk represent the observed
number of Guttman (1950) errors for item pair (j, k) and Ejk the expected number
of Guttman errors under the null model of marginal independence. If item j is
easier   than   item   k   (i.e., more correct answers), a Guttman error occurs   when
the more difficult item k is answered correctly and the easier item j is answered
incorrectly. The pairwise Hjk for item pair (j. k) is defined as
Hjk =1- T--Fjk - Elk - Fjk
15/ k                         Ej k
Let Xj be a binary random variable. denoting an individual's score on item j
(j  =  1,..., J).   An item score may take on the value 0 or  1,  and let N be the
sample size. Furthermore, let 7rj = P(Xj = 1), 1 - 7rj = P(Xj = 0),   and
Alk  - P(Xj =  1.Xle = 1) Items are ordered  such  that  7rj   >   7rk,   for  all  j   >   k.
Noting that Fjk/N = Trk -Ajk and Ejk/N=(1-7Tj )7rk, Hjk can also be written
as
(1  -  7rj·) 7rk  -  (7rk  -  7rjk)Hjk - (1 - 7rj)7rk
7Tj k  -  7rj 7rk
(1   -  Ti) 7rk
The nunierator of Hjk equals the covariance between binary variables, and the
denominator the maximum positive value of the covariance given the marginal
distributions of the item scores. Let cor (Xj, Xk) denote the correlation between
the responses on items j and k and cor(Xj, Xk)max   the maximum correlation
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given the marginal distributions of items j and k. Then. Hjk can also be defined
as
cor(Xj.Xk)Hjk =
cor (Xj. Xk) max   
Thus. the Hjk· can be seen as a normed correlation coefficient; that is. a measure
that takes into account that the correlation cannot reach the maximum value of
1  for  items with different proportions correct scores  Aj  and  7rk·
From the pairwise  Hjk.  one can derive  Hj  for  each item belonging  to a scale,
as well as the overall scale H. H., indicates how well item j fits into a scale and
H indicates the strength of the scale. High values of H indicate a more correct
ordering (i.e.. fewer Guttman errors) of subjects on the latent trait.
The Hj for item j can be defined as follows:
Hj=1-
Sk#j Fjk = Ek#j(Ejk - Fjk)
Ek#J Elk  k#j Ejk
as  in  Mokken  (1971,  p.  150).   It  can  also be written  as a weighted  mean  of  Hjk
coefficients. with weights equal to Ejk; that is,
 k E,Ej Eil,Hjk
HJ i    k#j Ejk (2.1)
The scale H is defined as
H=1- Ej Ek#j Fjk   =  Xj Sk#j (Ejk
- Fjk)
·El·Ek#j Ejk ·Zj·Ek,Ej Ejk
It can easily be verified that H can also be defined as a weighted mean of pairwise
Hjk°r iteni  Hj.
H=
 1  ki,J EjkHjk = Zj  Ek#j Ejk  Hj
Xj Ek#j Elk 23 Ek#j Ejk    '                (2.2)
where the weights are equal to Ejk and Ek#j Ejk· respectively.
Let  cov(Xj Xk) denote the covariance of variables j  and  k.   A  set  of J items
are called a Mokken Scale (Mokken. 1971. p. 184) if all items satisfy the following
two conditions.
Condition 1 cov(X3Xk) > 0. for all j 0 k. and
Condition  2   Hj  2  c.  for  all j. where  c  is  a  user defined constant between  0  and
1.
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The first condition follows from the UD. LI and AI assumptions of the  IH
model (Mokken, 1971, p. 149: also see. Holland & Rosenballm, 1986). This con-
dition can alsc, be restated as cor(XjXA.) > 0 or Hjk > 0. The second condition
serves the practical purpose that only items with sufficient discrimination power
are accepted iiito a scale (e.g.. Sijtsma,  1998).  Alore geiierally stated: the higher c,
the more accurate the ordering of persons on the underlying trait 0.  Mokken chose
c = 0.3 in Condition 2, whicli over the years has been shown to be a good rule of
thumb in measuring a single underlying dimension. Alokken also provided rziles
of thtinib for  interpreting the strength of a scale (Mokken.  1971.  p.  185).  Heniker
et al. (1995) provided suitable values for c for finding the simulated dimensionality
strticture of item pools having different item characteristics.
For a set of items satisfying a Mokken scale, the following inequalities hold:
0< lilin(Hjk) 5 Iriin(Hj) S H S max(Hj) 6 max(Hjk) 5 1 (2..3)
(see, Hemker et al., 1995: Mokken. 1971). This means, for example, that the
lowest Hj  in the scale is at least equal to the lowest Hjk. When searching for scales
satisfying the Mokken scale conditions using a clustering procedure (sequential.
hierarchical. or otherwise). one will generally see that H and also the Hj decrease
when the number of items in the scale increases.
The H coefficient, and MSA in getieral, has been extended to polytomous
items (Molenaar, 1982: 1991). The H coefiicient for polytomous items also is the
normed covariance between item pairs. and the interpretation of the coefficient
remains the satne  (Heniker  et  al., 1995) Although the hierarchical procedures are
discussed only for dichotonious items, they can be readily applied to item sets
consisting of polytomous items
2.3 Sequential Clustering
One way to find a Mokken scale is by checking whether an a priori selected set
of items satisfies the two conditions described above. Items that do not fulfill
these conditions should be removed.  Another, Inure exploratory. approach involves
applying a stepwise item selection procedure rather than specifying an a priori
selected  set.     Such  a  stepwise  procedure   has been implemented   in the program
MSP (Afolenaar & Sijtsma. 2000)
The sequential item selection procedure works as follows:
Step 1 Select the two items with the highest significantly positive Hjk iii the
sample.
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Step 2 Compute H for all remaining items with respect to the already selected
items. and select the item with the highest H that satisfies Conditions 1 and
2.
Step 3 Repeat Step 2 until 110 items remain that satisfy Conditions 1 and 2. If
items remain. go to Step 1 to for111 another scale using the remaining items.
If no more items reinaili. the entire 1}rocedure stops.
The default value for r is 0.3. The default a value used in the one-sided
significatice tests for Hjk and Hj is 0.05. In order to reduce the risk of capitalizing
on chance. the level of significance is adjusted using a Bonferroni correction at each
step.   It is possible to change the default values  for c and a.  as  well as to use other
starting sets in Step 1. Iii the situation of a tie in Step 1 or 2. the item pair with
the   lowest   7Tj   is  selected.
It should be noted that AISPs iteni selection algorithm can also be regarded as
a sequential clustering algorithm. The objects to be clustered are the items. and
the matrix with tlie Hjk serves as proxinlity matrix between the items. The H
serves as a proximity ineasure between a set of iteins forming a cluster or scale and
the remaining single items that could be added to tlie cluster that is being bii ilt.
Clusters are formed sequentially: that is. only after one cluster has been fornied,
item selection for a second cluster starts. The end result is a set of clusters, each
consisting of two or Inore itenis. and each forming a Mokken scale. Items that do
not satisfy the scaling conditions for ally scale in Step 2 are Iiot entered in any
cluster. Iii general. the higher the discrimination of the items in an item pool, the
less noiiscalable items there are.
A drawback of the seqiiential clustering procedure is. however, that it may
yield a suboptiinal solution iii the sense that the trize climensionality of the data
may not  be found  (Van Abswoiide et al..  2004).   Let  tls  illustrate this phenomenon
by means of a small exainple coiisistizig of the responses 011 six items. devioted
Ite1111.···. Item6.   and  two  independent latent traits.   81   and  82.     Assume  that
Iteml aiid Item2 are strongly related  to  el.  Iten13 is weakly related  to  01   and
strongly related  to  02.  and  Ite1114, · · · ,  It.en16 are moderately related  to  82  but  not
related to 81·  The  Hjk  matrix and  7rj-values of these six items are presented in
Table  2.1.
Using MSP's defaults settings. Step 1 will yield itein pair Iteml-Item2 as start-
ing pair. Subsequeiitly. Iteni3 will be adcled to that chister. The final first scale
will  consists  of  Iteml.  Item2 and Item3.  with  H  =  0.46. The second scale  will
contain the reniaining three items Item4. Item 5 and Item6. with H = 0.65. This
two-cluster sohition is suboptimal because there exists a solution that better re-
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Table 2.1: Lower Diagon.al of Hjk-Matrix and Item Popularities 1,1 for Small
Simulated Erample




Item4 0.01 -0.02 0.57
Item5 0.06 0.04 0.56 0.48
IteinG 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.79 0.84
Al 0.68 0.38 0.50 0.75 0.62 0.27
flects the true dimensionality of the responses to the six items.  This solution
consists of two clusters containing Iteml-Itern2 and Item3, Item4, Item5, Item6,
respectively.   The H values for these scales  are  0.87  and  0.631.
The problem of the sequential clustering procedure is, of course, that the start-
ing set determines the solution. Once an item is selected in a cluster it remains
there, even if it fits better into a cluster that is formed later.  In our example,
the better solution would be obtained if the method would start with the second
highest Hjk and then continue using MSP's default settings. The MSP software
offers the possibility to specify other starting sets or extent the search procedure
to allow for overlapping clusters, which means that it would have been possible
to find the better solution. Unexperienced users may, however. not override the
default settings and may therefore end up with suboptimal solutions.
2.4 Hierarchical Clustering
A possible solution to the problem associated with MSP's sequential item cluster-
ing method may be to switch to another type of clustering method. Hierarchical
clustering  analysis  (HCA: e.g.. Everitt  et  al..   2001)  may  be a useful method  to
find sets of items that fonn a Mokken scale.
i We also calculated the correlation between the Sunl scores on subsets of these items: these
sets are item pair Iteml-Item2 (set 1), Item3 (set 2), and Item4, Item5 and Item6 (set 3). The
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (p) between the sum scores for set 1 and 2 equals
0.272, for set 1 and 3 p=0.022, and for set 2 and 3 p=0.540. Thus. these correlations indicate
that there is no linear relationship between the sets 1 and 3, and that Itenn3 fits both in set 1
and in 3. but that the linear relationship with the items in set 3 is highest.
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Starting point of HCA is a data matrix containing proximities between separate
objects. In our case, the separate objects are items and their proximities are their
pairwise Hjk. At each hierarchical step. the two objects that are most similar
are joined. A joined pair is also called an object or cluster.  This means that at
any hierarchical step two single items may be clustered to form one new cluster,
a single item may be added to an existing cluster of items. or two clusters way be
combined into a single larger cluster. This process continues until sonie previoiisly
stated criterion  (i.e.. a stopping  rule)   is  met  or  until  all  items  are  in  one  single
cluster.
Hierarchical clustering has been used before for dimensionality assessment in
a classical test theory context (e.g.. Reveille, 1979: Scliweizer, 1991, Hutiter, 1973:
Bacon.  2001)  as well as iii a NIRT modelling context (Roussos et  al..  1998).  These
studies have in common with each other and with our study tliat they Lise variants
of product moment correlations coefficients as proximity metrics. For example,
Reveille (1979) used Cronbachs alpha and the worst split-half (beta) coefficient to
form clusters having high internal consistency reliability. and Roussos et al. (1998)
used conditional correlations and conditional covariances to obtain clusters that
are weakly locally independent. These studies differ from our study in the speci-
fication of minimal requirements on the clusters constructed with HCA. meaning
that two items that correlate negatively could end up in the same cluster. New in
our hierarchical clustering procedures is that clusters constructed with the HCA
need to satisfy some minimal requirements. the AIokken scaling conditions.
Let 0,• denote an object consisting of otie or more itelns.  The number of items
in 0„ is denoted by ..4„ and the proximity between objects O„ and Ow, by Ho,.0.
The way the proximities are calculated will be explained later on. Hierarchical
clustering of items uses the following steps:
Step 1 Join the two items j and k with the highest Hjk that satisfy the scaling
conditions.
Step 2 Compute the Ho'.0. between all object pairs Ov and Ou·. and join the
object pair with the highest Ho,.0.. as long as the stopping rule is not
satisfied.
Step 3 Repeat Step 2. until no combination of two objects reinain that satisfy
the stopping rule.
Before describing the various HCA methods in more detail. let us return to the
small example introduced iii the previous section. When using HCA, individual
items are not allocated to one cluster at the time. but multiple clusters may be
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formed simultaneously. This means that HCA should be able to allocate X3 to
the cluster it fits best in terms of dimensionality: that is. to the second in stead
of the first cluster.
Proximities
In this study, the performance is investigated of four types of agglomerative HCA
methods: complete linkage, average linkage, within-groups linkage, and scale link-
age.  Although each of the methods uses the same three steps, they differ with
respect  to the definition of Ho„ ou,,  or the proximity between clusters of items.   The
first three methods are available in the clustering routines of most statistical pack-
ages, like, for instance, SPSS (1998). The scale lillkage method is a nonstandard
method that is especially developed for the Mokken scaling problem.
A complete linkage method is obtained by defining the proximity between
clusters as,
H=rte = min(Hjk),   where  j€Ov  and  k€Ow.
In other words, at each step those two objects Ov and Ow are joined for which
the least similar pair of items has the highest proximity. Complete linkage is also
known as the furthest neighbor method.
Average linkage. also known as the unweighted pair-group method of averages
(Sokal & Michener,  1958) or between-groups linkage (Everitt  et  al., 2001), defines
the proximity between objects as
H vzage  =  Ejeo. Ekeo.  Hjk
13 U' 1."jm
As can be seen, Hluenrage is the unweighted average of the bivariate Hjk between0,«.
the items in object u and the items in object w. This measure of proximity
therefore reflects the average distance of items belonging to different clusters.
Within-groups linkage defines the proximity of two objects Ov and Ow as the
unweighted average of the Hjk of all items within Ov or Ow. In other words,
Hwithin _ where{j.k}€OvUOw.
 j  k#j Hjk
0.0., -
(J V  +  JW)(JV  +  JW   -  1) '
The fourth method. scale linkage is based on the scale H of the possible new
object that is obtained by joining two objects: that is.
liscale  -'Ilj'ilkid j E jk•Hjk
0"0. -     j  k*j Elk . where {j, k}EG u uw·
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Scale linkage may be regarded as the a hierarchical clustering variant of the se-
quential clustering procedure of the AISP package:  that is, those objects are joined
that together result into the largest possible scale  H.
In order to be able to define stopping rules on the basis of the four types of
proximity measures. it is important to get some idea on their meaning in the
context of Mokken scaling. The first and last proximity measures have a direct
completeinterpretation in the context of AIokken scaling: Ho.0- is directly related to the
minimal requirement for items belonging to the same scale (Condition l; Hjk  >  0).
while IIN'al£  is the overall summary measure of the quality of a scale, see EquationL·/ 1,L' I
2.2. The other two measures can be seen as proxies for Mokken scaling measures.
As can be seen, Hj't(tn is an unweighted average of Hjk and can. therefore, be
interpreted as an unweighted approxiniation of the overall scale H, which was a
..averageweighted coefficient of the Hites Similarly. Mo 0.   can be seen as an unweighted
proxy for Hj coeflicients. More precisely. for each item belonging to object u. an
unweighted item Hj could be computed indicating how well it fits into object w,
How  = F average equals the average of these H7. s..3 Lk€0'c Hjk/JW The measure Ho . 0 111
HE:re = .illeo, Ho"   J„·
Stopping rule
The most natural point to stop a hierarchical clustering process is when the largest
proximity drops below some minimum value, that is, stop the process of joining
objects if max(Ho„o.,) < c. When applying the HCA in this study, it is important
to choose the stopping rule in such way that it leads to clusters that satisfy the
same scaling conditions  as  the  ones  required with sequential clustering2.
completeDefining a stopping rule based on Ho,0.    is not straightforward since there
is no direct relationship between the minimal Hjk of a scale and the overall ho-
mogeneity of the items (Hjs). From Conditions 1 and 2 and Equation 2.3, the
compl€t€requirement that 0 < Ho„o-   < c can be derived. It, therefore. seems rea-
sonable to set the minimum value of H=tete somewhat larger than zero, say
ccomplete . 0.10. to increase the quality of measurement.
Using the same line of reasoning. hypothesis about the value of the stop-
ping rules for the other methods can be derived using Conditions 1 and 2 and
2The choice of a stopping rule is a function of the research objective. For some objectives it
may be preferable to join subsets of items sensitive to highly correlated traits since joining also
increases test reliability, and for other objectives joining is undesirable. In MSA, constant c was
incorporated (see, scaling Condition 2) to allow such research objectives to be incorporated in
scale construction. The proposed stopping rules should be regarded as versions of this scaling
condition that are adapted to the various HCA methods discussed in this chapter.
.
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Equation 2.3. The overall scale quality. H2Gt . and the unweighted overall scale
quality. H3'32.n, should  be at least as large  as the value one would use  for  c in the
sequential procedure (because min[Hj]   5   H).  and maybe somewhat larger.  say
0.40  .   Because of its relationship  to  the  item  Hj.  the same minimum value seems
to be reasonable for   Ho
average v average =C= 0.30)..0. ll.e.. c
Rather than using method-specific stopping rules, it is also possible to use a
more general nile stopping rule. This means that the methods still maximize
different proximities at each clustering step, but for each method the process of
clustering stops when the same condition is no longer satisfied.  As a general
stopping rule. Hj < c. which is directly related to the Mokken scale conditions,
can be used. In the simulation study, both method-specific and general stopping
rules will be used.
Mokken scale conditions
In the sequential clustering algorithm, the conditions that define a Mokken scale
are used as stopping rule; that is, if the conditions are no longer fulfilled the
algorithm starts forming the next scale when any scalable items were left. The
scales that are formed by means of HCA should satisfy the same Mokken scale
conditions. The application of the conditions is. however, much more complicated
within these clustering procedures.
Let us first translate the two Mokken scale conditions in such a way that they
could be applied in HCA. For all objects Ov one should check whether the following
conditions hold:
Hjk    >   0. for all{j. k}<Ov,
Hj    2    c. for all items j, where 1601,·
The above conditions could. as in the sequential clustering procedure, be
checked within the clustering process, which amounts to using an additional stop-
ping rule. This seems to be too strict for our HCA methods. Such as strategy
could, for instance, impair the clustering of two objects just because a single item
does not satisfy the Mokken scaling conditions while the remaining. and possibly
large set of items do satisfy the conditions. As a result. many small clusters are
found.
Alternatively. the Alokken scale conditions can be checked after clusters have
been formed. A stopping rule is used to stop the clustering process at a certain
number of clusters and an additional step is added to the HCA method in which
misfitting items are deleted from the scales. If there is more than one misfitting
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item iii a scale. the items are deleted sequentially. where the worst iteiti is deleted
first. The worst inisfitting iteIIi is that item j with the lowest Hj amongst the
items with negative Hjks, or the item with the lowest Hj when negative Hiks do
not exist. This is the procedure followed in the simiilation study.
2.5 Simulation Study
2.5.1    Description of the design
A simulation study was conducted in order to evaluate the performance of five
clustering procedures: sequential. coniplete linkage. average linkage. within-groups
linkage. and scale linkage. Ife tisecl metliod-specific· stopping rules for each clus-
teriIig inethod. For sequeiitial chisterizig. c= 0.3 and c=0 were 11secl. These
conditions reflect two possibk· ways to condiict scale construction: clilite re.stric-
tive (c = 0.3). as iii AISP's default: and lowly restrictive (c = 0.0). as in Rozissos
et  al.  (1998)  or  in  Zhang  and  Stout ( 1999a). Iii hierarchical clustering.  the  four
Iziethod-specific stopping rules had the values ccoinplete - 0.1, rqi·erag, - 0.3. aiid
 u'ithin = c,scale = 0.4. To facilitate the Comparison between sequential cluster-
ing and hierarchical clustering.  the  performance of (· =  0.3  (for  Hj)  as  a general
stopping rule was investigated for the foiir hierarcliical clustering methods.
Apart from the type of algorithm and the type of stopping rille. also the
data strtictzire was varied. Afore precisely. the size of the correlatioiis between
the traits (5 conditions) and the number of items per dimension (3 conditions)
were varied. The number of latent traits was always three. Becatize we were
not interested iii sampling fluctuation issues. extreniely large Salilple sizes (N =
100. 000), whicli approximate poptilation data. were used.  For a few cells. however.
also the performance of the methods 11Sing a saniple of N = 200 was investigated.
We used three conditions with identical correlations for each pairs of traits
 P12 = P23 = P 13  and two conditions with unequal correlations. The three condi-
tions with identical correlations were 0.1. 0.4. and 0.7. representing weak. modest.
and strong correlations. respectively. Because ill most practical test applications
latent traits show dependencies  (AlcDonald.   2000).   a  no-dependency  condition
(p = 0.0) was not inchided. Tlie lower p. the easier it should be to fiticl the correct
dimensioliality. In the two situations with lineqlial correlations. P12 - P13 = 0·20
and 223 - 0.60. and P12 - P13 = 0.40 and P23 - 0·60 were used. Finding the
correct diinensionality illay be 111ore difficult for unequal correlations than for
equal correlations between latent traits. These different correlatioris are realistic                I
iii practical test applications.
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The number of items per dinierision were either 5 or 10: that is, each of the
three traits may be represented by a Small (5) or a large (10) number of items.
Notation [D : Ji : ./2: .... JD] is used to reflect the structure of an item pool. wliere
D  equals the simulated  number of traits  and   .Ii(d  =   1..... D)  eqiials  the  1111111-
ber of items sensitive to each trait. The three conditions used were 13 : 5: 5: 5],
13 : 10: 10: 101. aiid [3 : 5; 5: 10], where tlie latter condition represetits a situation
with an zinequal Iiumber of items per dimension. We included the sitziatioti with
unequal item numbers because Van Abswoude et al. (2004) encountered tliat the
non-hierarchical clustering procedure DETECT (Zhang k Stout. 1999a) is less
successful under such a condition.
The perforinance of tlie various procedures (methods and stopping rules) were
evaluated by nieans of two criteria. The first criterion is whether the itein selectioii
procedtire ret.rieves the true diniensionality of the problem or. in other words.
whether items sensitive to the same latent trait are assigned to the same cluster.
The second performance criterion is the overall fitness of the partition. This was
quantified as the number of items that must be discarded because of misfit witli
respect to the two Mokken scaling conditions.
2.5.2 True model of the item responses
The model used for generating item responses was a three-dimensional version
of the five-parameter acceleration model (M5-PAM: Van Abswoude et al.. 2004:
also see Sijtsma & Van der Ark. 2001). We tised this model because it has the
flexibility to represent a large variety of nondecreasing item response functions
(IRFs) that may be typical for iloilpararrietric IRT models. Ill Our  15-PAAI
model. the probability that subject i answers item j correctly given her valizes on
the three latent traits equals
\   - 6
exp  E =1 1.7ajoieid + dj /1
p(Xij = 118,1, 61,2. ei:1) - 7 0 + (7 'P - 7jo)
1 + exp (Z5=1 1.7ajdoid + i) -
Here. (¥jo is the discrimination parameter of item j on trait d. and i is frequently
referred to as the difficulty parameter of item j. In M5-PAAI. the slope and tlie
location of the IRFs does not only depeticl 011 the ajd and dj parameters. but also
OIl   ,4.    7.;p   aiid   lit · which are the lower asymptote, the upper asymptote. and1
the acceleratiozi parameter of the IRF of item j. respectively. The last parairieter
makes an IRF asymmetrical (also see. Samejima. 2000).
Some items were asstinied to be sensitive to a single latent trait (Zhang &
Stout. 1999a called this Condition simple structure) while others were assumed to
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Table 2.2: Number of Clusters and Numbe.r of Items per Cluster Obtained With
Sequential Clusteri:ng for Simulated Data Sets
P:
Test Composition 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.2/0.6 0.4/0.6
c = 0.3
13 : 5: 5.51 13:5.5.5] 12:11.41 11:15]  2:11:4] [2:11:4}
13 : 5,5:10} 13:5:5:10] [2:16:43 [1:20] [2:16:41 Il:19]t
13 : 10: 10: 10l  3:10:10:10] 11:301 [1:301 12:21:91 [1:301
C = 0.0
13:5.5.5) &1:151 [1:15] Il:15] Il:151 11:15]
[3 : 5. 5.101 R:201 [1:20] Ii.20] [1:20] Il:201
23 : 10,10,101 [1:30] 11:30] 11:301 [1:30] 11:301
Note. t. one item excluded because of misfit with scale conditions.
be strongly sensitive to on(' trait and less strong to the other two traits. Values
for eid were drawn from a trivariate normal distribution with means of zero and
correlations depending on the condition. The values of the other parameters were
fixed: aid ranged between  1.50  and  2.25 for dominant traits  and  was  set  to  0.25
or 0.0 for non-dominant traits. 85 ranged from -1.5 to 1.5. -8° from 0.0 to 0.1.
7fp  from  0.9 to  1.0.  and  <j  from  0.5  to  3.0.   Item  parameters were fixed in order
to obtain items that are representative for true test situations. Another option
would liave been to generate parameters from certain distributions, but using this
approach it is difficult to obtain representative items.
2.5.3   Results
Sequential clustering
Table 2.2 shows the detected dimensionality when using sequential clustering. The
first column reports the true test composition. The remaining coliimns report the
retrieved dimensionality for the five conilitions related to the correlations between
latent traits. Notation   [A"   :J i:J 2: . . . . .I x}   is  used  to  represent   the  number  of
detected clusters (K) and the number of items per cliister (.4)
The   higher the correlations between traits   (p   =   0.4  or  0.7). the fewer   the
number of clusters detected.  Iii these cases, items sensitive to different latent traits
were collected into one cluster. Clustering simulated data based on traits with
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varying correlations showed the Sallie trend: that is. items that were sensitive to
highly correlating traits were collected into one large cluster. Varying the number
of items lead to approximately the Sallie number of clusters. Changing the scaling
conditions from c = 0.3 to c = 0.0 resulted into a single cluster containing all
iteins.
Hemker et al. (1995) and Van Abswoude et al. (2004) found similar results
for the sequential clustering procedure. Increasing the correlations between latent
traits. or decreasing c in Criterion 2, means that an increasing number of itenis
satisfy the scaling conditiorls of the first cluster. and consequently fewer items
remain to be collected in the second or third cluster.  If the scaling conditions
were restricted (i.e.. increase c to 0.3), depending on the type of data. sequential
clustering could find the true dimensionality.
Given  that K clusters are found  (e.g.,  also  when  K 0  D),  a solution may still
be acceptable in the sense that items that are sensitive to the sallie latent trait
are in the same cluster. As can be seen in Table 2.2, sequential clustering did
not always lead to acceptable solutions in this sense. The result [2 : 11,4] where
13 : 5; 5; 5] and p = 0.4 was simulated, for example, not only means that items
sensitive  to  two different traits  (82  and  83) were selected into cluster  1,  but  also
an  itexn  that  mainly was sensitive to  81 was selected into cluster  1. The remaining
items were selected into cluster 2. Because objects were clustered one-by-one, the
cluster that was formed first may be over-represented compared to the cluster that
was formed second.
In the main study, to get a global idea about the effect of p on the methods'
success in dimensionality assessment some (indicative) values were used. For a few
design conditions, it was investigated in more detail upto which values of p correct
recovery stopped. In particular, for p = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 using a simulated data
set having five item responses based on three latent traits and c = 0.3. For p = 0.1
the cluster solution was [3:5:5;51,  for p = 0.2 the cluster solution was 13:5.4.5].  and
for  p  =  0.3 the cluster solution was 13:7/4/41. These additional results suggest
that for c = 0.3 the trtie dimensionality is recovered upto a value of p that lies
between 0.1 and 0.2.
Hierarchical Clustering
Three types of results are presented for the hierarchical clustering methods. First.
to compare the performance of the five clustering methods, the number of clusters
found and the number of items that were deleted sequentially due to misfit to the
Mokken scaling conditions (denoted as: number of misfitting items) are reported.
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We used tlie liypothesized (·-values for the stopping rules. In general a large sample
was used. but for a few cells also the stability of the methods using small samples
was investigated. Second. to find out whether the correct rules of thunib for c were
used. a different perspective was adopted:  For what ranges of the value of c would
the sinitilated nuniber of latent traits have been recovered? These ranges may give
us more insight into the functioning of the four new proximities for (lifferent sets
of items  (for similar  ranges  for  Hj  using  sequential  clustering.  see  Heniker  et  al.,
1995). Finally.  it  was  investigated  whetlier  the graphical plots  of the proximities
at each hierarchical step coritain inforniation on the actual dimensionality.
Table 2.3 reports the Ininiber of clusters and the number of misfitting items
(in  parenthesis). The first part shows the results  using  the  general  stopping  rule
Hj  <  0.3  (all methods).  and the seconcl  part shows the results of each hierarchical
Clusterilig Inethod in combination wit.h its method-specific stopping rule. The
specific mimber of items ill each chister is not reported for clarity of Table 2.3.
Before discussing the effects of the geixeral and method-specific stopping rules.
some general results will be described.
As far as the mimber of clusters are conceriied, the hierarchical clustering
methods sliowed approximately the sanie pattern as sequential cliistering: the
number of clusters decreased when the correlations between latent traits increased
and the restrictiveness of clusteriiig decreased. Unlike sequential clustering. the
number of clusters did iii soine instances change between conditions with different
numbers of items per lateiit trait: tlie lillinber of clusters decreased when the
number of iteriis decreased. This result. which is caused  by illinor differences in
tlie parameter values when 5 or 10 itelris per trait were siinulated, was found for
sonie hierarchical methods (i.e., average linkage and within-groups linkage)  using
the proposed stopping r,iles.
Becatise hierarchical clustering forms clusters simultaneously instead of sequen-
tially. HCA shoiild collect items sensitive to the Sa.Ille trait into the same cluster.
One can observe in Table 2.2 that especially the 2-cluster solutions of sequential
were sziboptinial.  The reszilts using HCA are better: that is, [2 : 10.5] for J = 15.
12 : 15: 51 for J = 20 and [2 : 20: 10] for J = 30 (the number of items per cluster
are not  howii iii Table 2.3). Iii HCA iteins sensitive to the same dominant trait
were not joined into different clusters.
The number of misfitting items as reported in Table 2.3 gives an indication of
the quality of a Solution.  As can be Seell. Iziost misfitting items were found when p
was low or inoderate aild for a small iititiiber of clusters.  AIisfitting iteins could. of
course. be prevented by increasing tlie Iestrictiveness of item clustering. However,
the absence of misfitting itenls does not indicate tliat tlie true dimensionality was
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Table 2.3: Number of Clusters and Number of Misjitting Items (in parenthesis)
Obtained With Hierarchical Clustering for Simulated Data Sets
P:
Test Composition 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.2/0.6 0.4/0.6
General stopping rule
Hj < 0.3 (all methods)
13 : 5, 54 51 32 1 2   2
[3 : 5,5;101 32 1 2   2




[3 : 5; 5; 51 3      1(1)   1    2         1(1)
[3 : 5; 54 10] 3      1(1)   1    2         1(1)
[3 : 10; 10: 10] 31 1 2   1
HAverage < 0.30. OW
[3: 5.5.5] 56 6 5   5
[3 : 5,55 10] 55 4 4   6
[3 : 10; 10; 10] 44 4 4   4
Hwithin < 0.40. Olu
[3: 5; 5; 5] 32 1 2 1(1)
[3 : 51 5; 10] 2(5)   1(1) 1 1(4) 1(1)
[3 : 10; 10; 10] 31 1     1(2)      1
Hscate  - 0 4OVOW \
[3: 5: 5: 5] 32 12 2
[3 : 5: 5,10] 3      1(1)   1    2         1(1)
[3 : 10: 10; 10] 32 1 2   1
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found. since it may be a solution with too many clusters.
The general stopping rule (Hj < 0.3) was applied to all HCA methods. The
results were the same for all of these methods (results are presented only once in
Table  2.3). This means  that  the  path item clustering initially  took  had no effect
on the final solution.  When comparing the results of the general stopping rule
with sequential clustering. one may observe that the number of clusters were the
same. As was explained before. the specific items in each cluster were somewhat
dissimilar. The improvement of hierarchical clustering over sequential clustering
lies iii the fact that using HCA items sensitive to the same latent trait were
collected into the same cluster. whereas tising sequential clustering this was not
always the case.
The four HCA methods in Conibination witli their method-specific stopping
rules were not equally successful in finding the true dimensionality. In complete
linkage. using the method-specific stopping rule. for conditions with modest (i.e.
p = 0.4) atid high (i.e.. p = 0.7) correlations between latent traits the number
of clusters found was less than the true number of latent traits. This suggests
that the method-specific  stopping  rule   (i.e.-  the  minimum  of  Hjk)  for  complete
linkage was too low to find the correct dimensionality. In within-groups lillkage.
and to a lesser extent in scale linkage. which both use functions of the scale H,
siniilar trends can be observed. Scale linkage performed better than within-groups
linkage (see Table 2.3) because in scale lilikage a proximity measure was used that
corrects for variations in item difficiilties. Ill within-groups linkage. especially in
the conditions with 10 items per latent trait. too few clusters were found. UsiIig
the average linkage method with the average linkage criterion more clusters than
the true number were found. For many iteni pools. this meant that a different
cluster was generated for each possible conibination of traits: that is. sets of items
sensitive to either the same latent trait or a sanie combination of latent traits were
collected in one cluster. Seemingly. average linkage does not serve as good proxy
for Hj. Correct recovery stopped  at the followiiig  values  of p:   general  stopping
rule between 0.2 and 0.3: complete linkage between 0.2 and 0.3; within-groups
linkage between 0.2 and 0.3: and scale linkage between 0.3 and 0.4 (not shown
in Table 2.3). Thus. when increasing p in snialler steps the scale linkage method
performed best.  To sum up, scale linkage seems to be the only method that
ill Conibination with the method-specific stopping rule performs better than the
general stopping rule.
These results may not hold up for small samples. Therefore. the sziccess of the
methods and the specific stopping rules was investigated for N = 200. Table 2.4
shows results of ten replications for small (i.e.. N = 200) and large (i.e.. N =
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100. 000) sample sizes. The table presents two types of results. First. for each
Irlethod the number of times the correct three cluster solution was obtained using
the four hierarchical clustering methods is presented. Alternatively. the average
number of clusters over 10 replications could have been presented. This, however,
is not informative because it says nothing about whether and how often the correct
number of clusters is obtained and whether this number of clusters corresponded
with the true underlying dimensionality. Secondly. the standard error (SE) of
the proxiniities when the correct clustering was found using the method-specific
stopping rule is presented for small arid large sample sizes. The SE is calculated
using the proximity value obtained with N = 100.000 as true score.  Let PL denote
the proximity value of a HCA method for replication r. In addition, let u denote
the average of the proxintity for N = 100,000 (it is referred to in Greek notation
because it approaches the population value). Then. the SE equals.
10
SE =   A E(Y. - 1')2.                                       (2.4)r=l
Furthermore, the results obtained for N = 100.000 responze patterns presented
earlier (see, Table 2.3) suggested that the correlation conditiotis p = 0.7,0.2/0.6
and 0.4/0.6 may not yield the true dimensionality. For that reason, the results for
the conditions p = 0.1.0.2.0.3 and 0.4 that may find the true dimensionality were
presented.
The results in Table 2.4 show that for small samples the methods usiIlg the
method-specific stopping rules worked less well than than using large sainples. As
indicated by the standard errors of the proxiinities (see Table 2.4), the proximities
iii some sniall saniples fell below and in others fell above the valiie of the predefined
stopping rules. Thus. the stopping rules were not equally suitable for large and
small sample sizes.
In the second type of results a different perspective is adopted: instead of fixiiig
c. it is searched for what ranges of c the correct dimensionality for the method-
specific stopping rules is obtained. These ranges are presented in Table 2.5. All
methods were able to find the correct number of clusters and joined the correct
items. III general, the higher p. the nlore restrictive the scaling conditions need to
be in order to find the true dimensionality.
The range of c strongly changes with the proxinlity used for clustering. Using
Hjk as proxiniity (in complete linkage) is very attractive because a large range
of c-values leads to the correct result. Table 2.5 provides a confirmation that
hypothesized values of c were too low for complete linkage. within-groups linkage
and scale linkage. and too high for average linkage to find the correct solution.
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Table  2.4:   Numbers  of  Con·ect   Clusters   (#)   and  the  Prosimities  Staridard  Errors
(SE) for Large and Sm.all SaT,Lples
P:
Test Cornposition 0.1 0.2 0.3 ().4
[3 : 5.5.51 #   SE # SE # SE  #  SE
Complete linkage
N=200 9 .053 9 .100 3  .099   0    -
N=100.000   10 .003 10 .004 0 -0-
Average linkage
N=200 1   .082 0 - 0 -0-
N=100.000 1 .000 1 .000 0 -0-
Within-grotips linkage
N=200 3 .037 4  .094 0 -0-
N=100.000   10 .000 10 .005 0 -0-
Scale linkage
N=200 9 .039 9 .084 3 .081 1 -
N=100,000   10 .00() 10 .007 10 .005 0 -
Note.    '# '  represents  nuinber  (out  of  ten)  tiInes the correct clusters  were  found
using pre-defined stopping rules.  'SE' represents the standard error of the statistics
found for the correct solutions. '- denotes SE cannot be determined.
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Table 2.5: Ranges of c Yielding the Correct Dimensionality Using Four Hierar-
chical Clustering Methods for Simulated Data Sets
P:
Test Composition 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.2/0.6 0.4/0.6
Complete Linkage
[3 : 51 5, 5] .04-.41 .14-.41 .25-.42 .21-.41 .21-.42
13 : 5: 5; 10] .05-.41 .17-.41 .31-.42 .25-.42 .26-.41
[3 : 10; 10: 101 .03-.41 .12-.41 .22-.43 .18-.42 .19-.42
Average Linkage
13 : 54 5: 51 .08-.28 .17-.28 .24-.28 .21-.28 .20-.28
[3 : 5.5.101 .08-.28 .18-.28 .24-.28 .22-.28 .19-.27
[3 : 10; 10,10] .08-.27 .18-.28 .26-.28 .23-.27 .22-.28
Within-groups Linkage
[3 : 51 5; 51 .36-.62 .45-.63 .54-.64 .51-·.62 .43-.64
[3 .5,5, 101 .41-.63 .51-.63 .59-.64 .55-.63 .56-.64
[3 : 10: 10; 10] .39-.67 .49-.68 .59-.69 .55-.67 .55-.67
Scale Linkage
[3 : 5.5.51 .32-.60 .42-.61 .51-.62 .47-.60 .48-.61
[3 : 5; 5,10] .38-.61 .48-.62 .56-.62 .52-.61 .53-.61
[3 : 10.10.10] .36-.64 .46-.65 .56-.66 .52-.64 .52-.65
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As indicated by the preceding results. the use of the hypothesized stopping
rules may not be the desirable approach to determine the number of dominant
dimensions of a data set.  The best moment to stop the clustering process depends
on several characteristics of the  data:   that  is,  on the properties  of the items  (e.g..
discrimination) and of the subjects (e.g., correlations between their traits. sample
size). Explorative approaches that analyze the process of clustering  may  be  more
appropriate than confirmatory approaches that use predefined stopping rules in
determining the moment to stop the clustering.
In the third type of results scree plots of the proximities at each hierarchical
step are presented. Figure 2.1 depicts the scree plot of the number of clusters
and maximum proximity using coniplete linkage. average linkage, within-groups
linkage and scale linkage on the simulated iteill response data having unequal
numbers of items per latent trait and five different p conditions. Each plot depicts
the  drop  in  proximity  (i.e.,  max(Ho„o. )  when two objects are joined  into  one
cluster  at each cluster step3. We expect the proximity function  to  drop  off  when
objects are joined because H generally decreases when more items are added to a
scale. However. when objects sensitive to different traits are joined a larger drop
is expected than when objects sensitive to the same latent trait are joined. Thus.
with the sharp-drop off criterion we try to capture the drop iii proximity that
cannot be explained by the reduced correlation due to the numbers of items in
the  set(s),  but by multidimensionality.    One  should note, liowever.  that a sharp
drop in proximity may not only occur for reasons of multidimensionality. but also,
for example. when there are one or two items having low discrimination in a set
having high discrimination.
For equal numbers of items per latent trait, the complete linkage, within-groups
linkage and scale linkage plots indicate that the true dimensionality was found if
the solution before a sharp  drop in max(Ho,.ou )  was  used  (at  3  clusters).    The
average linkage pattern was more difficult to interpret. Several larger drops can
be seen. for example,  for p  =  0.4  and  0.7 a sharp drop  in  max(Ho.o=,)  can  be
observed at the 6-cluster solution: and a less obvious drop can be observed for
p = 0.1 at the three-cluster solution. Thus. for this method it is more difficult to
decide when to stop clustering.
The plots for equal numbers of items were very systematic in the sense that
comparable objects were joined for each dimension.  One may see in Figure 2.1 that
max[H(o,o„)] does not change much for the first three steps. for example, because
3Note that Figures 2.1  and  2.2 do not depict the drop in proximity when one item is added to
a single scale,  but  the  drop when objects are joined.   One  or  both of these objects may contain
a single item.
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for each dimension items with the same item characteristics (i.e., discrimination
and difficulty) were joined. Because for unequal numbers of items per trait (i.e.,
true dimensionality: [3:5:5:101) the items characteristics  were  not  the  same,  the
patterns  were less systematic (see. Figure 2.1). Although the pattern  was  less
systematic. the general results for unequal numbers of items per latent traits
remain the same as for equal numbers.
2.6 Empirical Example
The five clustering methods were compared using an empirical example. We used
a dichotomized 15-item subset of the International Survey on Adult Crying (ISAC-
A; Becht, Poortinga, & Vingerhoets. 2001) obtained for N = 3.896 subjects from
30 countries. The questionnaire consists of 54 items about common events and
feelings that may induce crying. For clarity of presentation this small subset of
items was used. We ignored any cultural diversity in our analysis and missing
data were deleted listwise from the analysis.
In an empirical study, the theoretical constructs on which the test or ques-
tionnaire is based can be used to form hypotheses about the true dimensionality.
From previous studies on the ISAC-A, two (Becht et al.. 2001, Scheirs & Sijtsma.
2001) or three (Scheirs & Sijtsma. 2001) types of items can be distiliguished:  dis-
tress, representing emotions or situations which are unpleasant. for example. 'I
cry when having been humiliated  or  insulted"   (item  24): sadness. representing
emotions or situations which are sad. for example. ''I cry when I feel sad" (item
1); and jov, representing emotions or situations which are happy. for example. "I
cry  when a movie  or a television program  has a happy ending"   (item 13). Becht
et al. (2001) did not differentiate between the distress and sadness items. The
H coefficient of these subtests were Hdistress = 0.50 (8 items), Hsadne.,a = 0.47
(3  items), and Hjoy   -  0.34 (4 items).    The sum scores  of the responses  on  the
distress and sadness subsets were moderately related: their Pearson product mo-
ment correlation was p = 0.622. The correlations between the responses on the
distress  and joy subtests  (i.e.,  p  =  0.393),  and the sadness  and joy subtests  (i.e.,
p = 0.357) were much weaker.
We analyzed the crying data using the five clustering procedures.  For se-
quential clustering the same conditions were used as in the simulation study (i.e.
c  =  0.3,  a  =  0.05). For hierarchical clustering. new stopping rules were speci-
fied using the ranges in Table 2.5, these are. c omplete = 0.35, taverage = 0.25.
(11",tt'*zz = 0.60, and Cscate = 0.55. These new stopping rules are based on the re-
sults of our simulation study which may not be representative for empirical data.
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Also information about the process of clustering was obtained by making use of
graphical analysis.
2.6.1    Results
Table 2.6 shows the results of the dimensionality analysis of the ISAC-A data.  The
first column shows the cluster solution, the second column shows the theoretical
constructs of each item per cluster, and the third column shows the max(Ho„ow)
of the newly clustered objects. The letters 'Di 'J', and 'S represent distress,
joy or sadness items, respectively. As can be seen from Table 2.6, no clustering
method found the theoretical dimensionality. Sequential clustering resulted into a
2-cluster solution, confirming that the responses on the distress and sadness items
are substantially correlated. The hierarchical clustering methods yielded different
results depending on the proximity and the stopping rule used for clustering. Using
the new values for the stopping rules (denoted with an asterisk in Table 2.6), the
hierarchical methods found one large scale containing most distress-items and
one sadness-item, as well as several smaller scales. One sadness-item was always
found in the cluster that mainly contained distress-items because that item had
the highest Hjk with one of the distress items making this pair the starting set of
all clustering methods. This shows a property of the items that is not detected
when testing the homogeneity of the clusters confirmatory.
Scree plots of the ISAC-A data (see. Figure 2.2) and complete linkage, average
linkage and within-groups linkage dendrograms (see, Figures 2.34) may provide
us with more reliable information about what solution to use. The dendrograms
presented in Figure 2.3 depict the process by which items were joined, as well
as the change in proximity between steps. The actual distances were rescaled
to numbers between 0 and 0.25, preserving the ratio of differences between steps
(SPSS, 1998).
Figure 2.2 shows complete linkage had the most informative plot for deter-
mining the number of underlying traits: a clear cut-off point can be found at the
three-cluster solution (also see. Figure 2.3). Going from four to three clusters did
not  result  into a large decrease in max(Ho„o.) and, therefore, the three-cluster
solution was the dimensionality according to complete linkage. Within-groups
linkage and scale linkage showed only minor drops in max(Ho„o™ )  at  K  =  3
and were therefore less clear with respect to the dimensionality of these items.
The pattern of average linkage was difficult to interpret: there were several small
4We have not included a scale linkage dendrogram because this cannot be replicated using
SPSS and thus is not readily available for applied researchers.
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Table 2.6: Number of Clusters.  Theoretical Basis of Items and Maximum Prosim-
ity Using Five Clustering Methods for ISAC-A Data
Clust. Theory Prox.
Sequential clustering (c=0.3)
2      [J2,J),J41 [D6,07,DS,D10,Dll,D12.D13,014,Jlj,Sl,S5,891      -
Complete linkage
4*     [J),J41[D14.D15.S51 IDT,DB,D10.Dll.D13.D6D12,S91 [Sl] 0.37
3      [J2,33.J4][014,J15,Sl,S51 187,DS.D10,Dll,D13,06,012,$91 0.32
2M     [J2,J),J41 [D6,DT,DB,D10,Dll,D12,D13,D14,J15,Sl,85,891 0.19
Average linkage














Note.  *=result for hypothesized values of the stopping rules. M= result for general
stopping rule, Hi < 0.3. The solutions still include missfitting items.
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Figure 2.2: Scree Plots of Number of Clusters and Maximum Proximity Using
Complete Linkage, Average Linkage. Within-groups Linkage and Scale Linkage of
ISAC-A Data.
decreases, but no clear cut-off point.
The relationship between the scores operationalized by the methods and cor-
relations between the sets can help to interpret the results of the scree plots.
Cotriplete linkage joins the two objects having the highest minimum Hjk at each
clustering step; thus, clustering is based on the relationship between each pair of
variables. The other methods use proxies for Hj or H that, in general, represent
the relationship between more than two variables. Thus. the other methods may
average out the differences that complete linkage focusses on. Complete linkage
could therefore depict a sharp drop-off where the other methods could not.
The lack of a clear cut-off point for all methods except complete linkage can be
explained by the relatively high correlations between the sets. In particular, the
sets measured common variables and, therefore, the proximity did not drop much
when items sensitive to these variables were clustered. Although a sharp drop-off
was observed for complete linkage at K - 3, the method's plot also indicates
that the sets were moderately correlated. The proximities' values at K=2 and
K= 1, which were still quite high (probably even significantly positive for this
saniple  size: see Condition 1), indicated  this.
Figure 2.3 illustrates that the process of clustering is different in the various
methods. For example. sequential clustering, complete linkage, and scale linkage
(not shown) identify joy as a separate cluster in an early stage of the clustering
process. whereas average linkage and within-groups linkage do not. To summarize
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Figure 2.3: Dendrogram of Complete Linkage. Average Linkage and Within-groups
Linkage of ISAC-A Data.
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the results of Figure 2.3, complete linkage was most useful as a method for deter-
mining the number of underlying variables, and complete linkage as well as scale
linkage methods were successful for correctly identifying unidimensional sets.
When looking at the K=2 solutions in Table 2.6, one can see that complete
linkage leads to the same result as sequential clustering. One may note that the
K = 2 solution of complete linkage combines two clusters of the K - 3 solution
(i.e.,  the best solution according  to the scree  plot). Even though the results  for
K = 2 were the same, complete linkage should be preferred to sequential clustering
because with complete linkage more certain statements can be made about the
dimensionality of the items. In sequential clustering, it is not known whether the
two clusters were combined (i.e., into the largest cluster) because this yields the
strongest Mokken scale or because of the sequential nature of the item selection
procedure (i.e., forming clusters  one  at  the  time). In hierarchical clustering  this
information is known because Ho„o„  for all combinations of objects are calculated
and only the two objects that maximized Ho.Ow are combined.
Using complete linkage and interpreting its graphically depicted result. the
three-cluster solution should be considered to be the best (e.g., clear results in
scree plot, satisfies Mokken scale conditions). Based on substantive grounds  or
on the correlations between the sets, however, one might prefer the two-cluster
solution with the lower within-cluster homogeneity.
2.7 Discussion
In this study, it is investigated whether hierarchical clustering improves sequen-
tial clustering that is the standard in Mokken scale analysis. The simulation
study showed that all four HCA-methods (i.e. complete linkage, average linkage.
within-groups linkage and scale linkage) were able to find the true dimensionality.
However, the success of the hierarchical methods depended on the stopping rules
of the clustering process. Scale linkage was the promising hierarchical clustering
method because it found the dominant dimensionality for most data. Complete
linkage also was promising because for this method a large range of ccomplete val-
ues lead to the true dimensionality, and because scree plots were interpretable
for this method. Finally, the general stopping rule Hj used in combination with
each of the HCA-methods seems to work well.  This was to be expected because
that rule is most closely related to the Mokken scaling conditions. In the empir-
ical study, not all methods yielded the same results. Here. the underlying traits
seemed to be substantially correlated and, again, only complete linkage displayed
an interpretable scree plot.
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There are two reasons why scale linkage and complete linkage are an improve-
ment over sequential clustering. First. these methods yield better results, meaning
that items sensitive to the same latent trait are more often collected in one clus-
ter using these methods than using sequential clustering. Second. the clustering
process is more informative: it shows which objects are joint at what step: and
it shows the relative difference in maximum proximity between clustering steps.
Using graphical methods (i.e.. scree plots or dendrograms) the 'best' dimensional-
ity for a particular set of items can be found: that is, the solution before a sharp
drop in maxinium proximity is seen. One should be aware, however. that the best
solution in terms of relative difference may not satisfy the Mokken scaling condi-
tions. Additionally, the presence of a sharp drop may depend on characteristics
of the data. For example, for highly correlated latent traits no sharp drop can
be expected. Thus, the decision about which dimensionality to use should also
be based on Hj and H values of clusters. The process information of sequential
clustering is less informative. It does not inform us whether any sub-clusters (i.e.,
these are the objects contained in a cluster) exist. Using hierarchical clustering
methods one has information about the sub-clusters and their scalability, and this
information can be used to find the true dimensionality.
We ignored sample fluctuation issues for the largest part of this chapter by
using very large sample sizes. For small sample sizes (say. N = 200) it may
occur that the Hjk for some low discrimination items are negative due to sample
fluctuation rather than because they are sensitive to different latent traits. The
same line of reasoning goes for values of Hj near c.  For a few cells of the simulation
study, the stability of the results for N = 200 was investigated and this confirmed
what was expectated. In future research it may be worthwhile to address the
impact of sample fluctuation on dimensionality assessment more explicitly.
As is common in sequential item selection, when creating scales it is wise
to make use of other available information. More specifically, here one can use
information about the clustering process as presented in a dendrogram, substantive
information, and methods that may be used to search for specific violations of
MH model can provide additional information about the dominant underlying
dimensionality of data.
Rather than a hierarchical procedure a non-hierarchical procedure could have
been used where an overall criterion is optimized. For example. one could calculate
Hj for all items j and a given number of k clusters. and assign item j to that cluster
that  maximizes  Hj.   The  advantage  of  such a procedure  is  that  not only objects




Methods for Mokken Scale
Analysis
Abstract
In this chapter three methods for finding the dimensionality of a data matrix based
on different types of algorithms (sequential, hierarchical, and non-hierarchical)
were discussed. For each method different measures were suggested to find one or
more sets of dichotomous items that satisfy the conditions of a Mokken scale.  It
was illustrated that non-hierarchical clustering resolves some problems associated
with sequential and hierarchical clustering in yielding an optimal solution and in
finding the true dimensionality.
This chapter is based on: Van Abswoude, A.A.H. & Vermunt, J.K. (2003). Some Al-
ternative Clustering Methods for Mokken Scale Analysis. In H. Yanai, A. Okada, K.
Shigemasu, Y. Kado, & J.J. Meulman (Eds.) New developments in Psychometrics (pp
625-630). Tokyo: Springer.
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3.1 Introduction
In measurement and scaling it is important to measure one single latent trait at
one time. Otherwise. unless the exact relationship between the latent variables
can be modelled. it will be difficult to assign meaningful scores to subjects. In
practice. however, researchers are often confronted with data matrices sensitive
to multiple latent traits. For example, a test that measures crying may contain
items on sub-traits such as distress. sadness. and joy·
AIokken scale analysis (MSA: Alokken. 1971) may be used to find sets of items
that form a single 1111idimensional scale. The AISA-software, MSP (Alolenaar k
Sijtsma. 2000).  uses a sequential clustering algorithm to find sets of items (clusters)
that satisfy the conditions of a Mokken scale. A drawback of this algorithm is.
however, that it may not yield the optimal solution; that is. the solution that
maximizes a certain objective function.  If the objective function is correct. the
optimal solution should reflect the true dimensionality of the data matrix.  A
practical implication of using the sequential algorithm is that the user may obtain
a  set of items that measures  more  than one trait.
Iii this chapter, two alternative clustering methods for MSA are discussed,
hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering, which may do a better job in finding
the optimal solutioii. Iii the following sections. it is described how the clustering
methods work and discuss how the MSA conditions can be imposed within each
of these methods so that solutions may reflect the true dimensionality and satisfy
the MSA conditions. In addition. the ability of the methods in finding the optimal
solution will be illustrated by means of three small simulated examples.
3.2  Nonparametric IRT Framework
In tionparametric item response theory (IRT) it is assumed that a single underlying
latent trait  (8)  governs the responses  on  a  set of items  (unidimensionality,  UD).
Further it is assumed that given any value of 0 the responses of an individual
on  a  set  of  items are statistically independent (local independence. LI). Lastly.
it is assumed that there is a nionotonely nondecreasing relationship between the
probability of answering an item correctly and 0 (monotonicity. M). A set of items
that satisfy UD, LI and M are denoted as monotone homogeneous (MH: Mokken,
1971). The monotone homogeneity model allows the ordinal measurement   of  0
by means of the total test scores of individuals (Grayson. 1988). The total test
score is defined  by  X+  =  E X:.  with  Xi  denoting an individual's score  on  item  i
(i  =  1..... I).  Within  the nonparametric  IRT  framework. the response probability
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given 8. known as the itenl response function (IRF), does not need to have a
particular shape such as the logistic as long as the items are MH.
Mokken scale analysis, which is a nonparametric IRT method for scale anal-
ysis. uses Loevinger's coefiicient of homogeneity to quantify the strength of the
association within the responses to a pair of items. Let items i and j be two binary
items having item scores 0 or 1.  Let 7Tz represent the probability of answering item
i correctly, and 71-· the probability of answering both item i and j correctly. Items2J
are  ordered  such   that   Ki   5  7Tj,   for  all  i   <j.    Let   7ri      =  Ti (1  -  7rj)   if  lr,   5  71'j    [and
71'8|  = (1 - lr,)7rj if 7ri > irj}. The pairwise scalability coefficient Hij for items i
and j is defined as
Hij = 1Tij - Trill:j (3.1)71-,(1- rj)
This equals the covariance between items i and j divided by the maximum co-
variance given the marginal score distributions of items i and j (Mokken, 1971:
Molenaar and Sijtsma, 2000). The H, for item i can be written as
Ej,ei(7rij - 7ri7rj)  = Ej#, 4f)HijHi = (3.2)(0)                    (0)Ej# i 'T,j Ej 4 i  'Tij
as  in  Mokken  (1971,  p.   150). The scale  H is defined  as
H = Ei Ej#:(71'4 - 71-i7rj ) = Ei Zji'6i 7ri )Hij
(3.3)Zi Zji i 71-lj ) Zi Ziti 71.,j(0)
For more information about the theoretical basis and the sampling distribution of
the H coefficient the reader is referred to Mokken (1971) or Molenaar and Sijtsma
(2000).
A set of I items is called a Mokken Scale (Mokken, 1971, p.  184) if all items
satisfy the following two conditions,
Condition 1  cov(Xi, Xj) >0, for all i 0 j, and
Condition 2 Hi 2 c. for all i, where c is a user-defined constant between 0 and
1.
From  the MH model follows that cov(Xi,Xj )2 0 (Holland and Rosenbatim.
1986). but the converse does not hold. The second condition serves the practical
purpose of only including items into a scale that sufficiently discriminate.  In
practice, c = 0.3 is usually sufficiently high to measure a single latent trait.
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Below, three types of clustering procedures are presented (i.e., sequential clus-
tering, hierarchical clustering, and non-hierarchical clustering) for finding the di-
mensionality of a data matrix using the H coefiicient as a measure of association.
Each  method  uses  H,j.  *'.  and  7r, as input  data,  and  each must satisfy  the  two
conditions of a Mokken scale.  In the next sections, it is described how these con-
ditions can be imposed. as well as what the limitations of these methods are when
searching for the dimensionality of a set of items.
3.3 Sequential Approach
Sequential clustering takes the following stepwise course. In the first step (Step
1).  the two items that  form the start set  for the first scale are selected.  This is the
item pair with the highest significantly positive Hij (Equation 3.1) that satisfies
Conditions 1 and 2. In the next step (Step 2). items are added one at the time to
this start set. More precisely, this is the item that yields the highest H with the
previously selected items (Equation 3.2) that satisfies Conditions 1 and 2. This
process of adding items that yields the highest H continues until no item remains.
When this happens the first scale has been formed. As long as scalable items
remain. subsequent scales may be formed by repeating Steps 1 and 2 using the
remaining items. The procedure terminates  when no scalable items  are  left.
The sequential procedure works quite well when one is interested in finding only
one single Mokken scale. for example when a data matrix measures one dominant
latent trait. and possibly one or more nuisance latent traits. When searching for
multiple Mokken scales in a multi-trait context. however. the sequential nature of
the procedure Hiay yield suboptimal solutions: the solution that overall yields the
highest Hi is not obtained. The reason that suboptimal solutions may be obtained
is that sequential clustering forms the clusters one at the time. As a result, some
iteills nlay be collected in Cluster 1 (clustering continues until Scaling criteria are
no longer satisfied). although Ifi may have been higher when joined with items in
Cluster 2.
3.4 Hierarchical Approach
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA: e.g.. Everitt et al., 2001)
seems to be a useful alternative because it can yield multiple clusters simultane-
ously, where sequential clustering could not. Starting point of a HCA is a data
matrix containing proximities between items i and j. The proximities in our case
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are based on the H coefficient and will be discussed in more detail later on. At
each hierarchical step. the two clusters with the highest proximity are joined.  This
means that at any hierarchical step two single items may be joined to form one
new cluster, a single item may be joined with an existing cluster of items, or two
clusters may be joined into a single larger cluster.  This process continues until
some previously defined criterion is met or until all items are in one single cluster.
In the following methods, four types of proximities may be used to form
Mokken scales. The first three methods can be reproduced using the H,j-matrix
in combination with standard clustering procedures of most statistical packages,
including SPSS, SAS, and S-plus. For the fourth method dedicated software was
written in PASCAL. Before the proximities are presented, however, first some no-
tation is needed. Let k and L represent two clusters, let Ik represent the number
of items in cluster k, It represent the number of items in cluster t. and let H/el
represent the proximity between clusters k and l.
In complete linkage the proximity between clusters k and l is defined as,
Hcomplete = min(Hij), where i € k and j El.kl
This method joins the two clusters for which the lowest H · of the two clusters
23
is maximized. This definition of proximity is intuitively attractive because it
produces scales for which the min(Hij)  satisfies  some minimal requirement.
Average linkage defines the proximity between clusters as




As can be seen, HN,erage is the unweighted average of the bivariate H·  betweenZJ
the items in cluster k and the items in cluster l. This measure can be viewed as
a proxy for the average Hi in a cluster.
Within-groups linkage defines the proximity of two clusters k and t as the
unweighted average of the H· · of all items within k and l; that is,/J
Hwithin _ E, Ej#i Hij
kl
--
where   {i, j}  E  k  U  l.(Ik + Ii)(Ik + Ii- 1)'
This proxirnity can be seen as a proxy for H as defined in Equation 4.5.
The fourth method. scale linkage uses the scale H (Equation 4.5) of the possible
new cluster that is obtained by jOinillg two clusters as proximity measure. Written
in terms of clusters k and l the proximity in scale linkage is defined as,
Hscate _ Zi Ejge, 1rlj')Hij
a -
(0)Ei Xj#, 71':j
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where {i.j} €k u l. and for alli>j.  Different from sequential clustering is that,
unless a stopping rule is used. the HCA will continue clustering until all items
are joined into one large cluster. For instance, the Mokken scaling conditions
(especially, Condition 2) can be used to terminate the clustering process. In that
case. clustering stops when the conditions are no longer satisfied. Alternative
methods to decide when to stop the HCA can also be proposed. but are beyond
the scope of this chapter. In this chapter the Mokken scale conditions were used
as stopping rule.
Unfortunately. hierarchical clustering may also yield suboptimal solutions be-
cause clusters that have been formed in previous steps remain intact in subsequent
steps. More precisely, a set of items that was clustered at an earlier stage may
not be homogeneous with respect to iteIns that were added later.
3.5 Non-Hierarchical Approach
Non-hierarchical clustering refers to a class of algorithms where multiple clusters
are formed simultaneously and single UIlitS within an object (i.e., items)  can  be
moved from one cluster to aiiotlier. The niethod uses a criterion. which is based
on the H coefficient, to evaluate the quality of a partition Pt at iteration t
Let 8,k (P t) =l i f i e k (where k -1.....K), and 8,k(Pt) =O i f i 0 k a t Pt.  In
addition, let Hilk be matrix reflecting the conditional homogeneity of each item i
with respect to the items in each cluster k. A criterion for evaluating the quality
of a K-cluster at partition Pt may. for instance. be
I K
Criterionl (Pt) = I-1 Z Z dik (Pt)Hilk· (3.4)
i=1 k=1
The goal of the non-hierarchical clustering procediire is to search for that partition
that maximizes Criterionl:  that  is. one intends  to join  each  item  into the cluster
such that the highest H, is obtained for all items.
In this chapter, a k-means type algorithm was used to assign items to clusters.
This clustering method begins with an initial configuration (t = 0) in which I
items are ratidomly assigned to K clusters. and the quality of Po is evaluated
using Criterionl (Po).  In each iteration step,  one item i  may be moved to another
cluster k and Criterionl(Pl) is evaluated. Different rules may be used to move an
item i to another cluster k. For example. one could move the item to that cluster
for which the improvement in H,lk is the best. In the subsequent iterations this
evaluating  and  maximizing  of Criterionl (Pt) is continued until the criterion  can
no longer be improved.
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This procedure can be further refined by adding a random component to the
process of assigning items to clusters. thereby reducing the probability of ending up
in a local maximum: a stochastic process could be used for the assignment of items
to clusters. This means that in the first iterations, Criterionl may deteriorate from
one  iteration  to  the  next  (e.g., an item is moved  to a cluster for which  Hilk  is not
the  highest). For later iterations  improvements of Criterionl are more likely.   This
random element in the composition of clusters is important because it may yield
combinations of items that otherwise would not have been found.
Other criteria could also be used iii this context. The following criterion was
forinulated for finding the partition having the highest H· · within clusters.  WetJ
adapted Kim's statistic for this purpose, which is aimed at finding clusters of items
that are locally independent  (Kim.   1994).   Let  dijk (P,)-1  when  items  i  and  j
are joined into cluster  k  at  Pt,  and  -1  otherwise. Then, Criterion  2(Pt) is defined
as
2
Criterion2(•Pt) = 9-  6,jk(Pt)H,j
IiI  -  1)        1-15,<j<I
Criterion2 can also be maximized using the k-means type procedure which was
presented before.  In the simulation study, however, only Criterionl  was used  (i.e.,
without the proposed refinements)
3.6 Simulation Study
The performance of the three general procedures (i.e., sequential, hierarchical,
and non-11ierarchical clustering) using their specific definitions of dimensionality
is shown for three snlall generated tests. We used a multidimensional extension of
the two-parameter logistic item response theory model (M2-PLM: e.g., Reckase.
1985) to generate 1,000 item responses on sets of six, ten and twenty items.  Even
though the data were generated, the used item parameter values are representative
for trzie test data.
Test 1 consists  of 6 items (Itemsl. Item2,.... Item6)  and two latent traits,  81
aiid 02· Iteml and Item2 are strongly related to 81, Item3 is weakly related to  81
and strongly related to  82·  and Item4, Item5 and Item6 are moderately related  to
02  but not related  to 01.
Test 2 consists  of  10  items.   and  three  latent  traits.  81,       . 83.    Iteml.   · · · ,
Item5 are moderately related  to 01. Item5 and Item6 are moderately related  to
82· and Item6. · · ·, Item10 are moderately related to 83· The second latent trait,
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82. has the function of a nuisance trait:  that is. it is included in order to make the
detection of the items measuring 81 and 83 more difficult.
Test 3 consists  of 20 items,  and two latent traits  81   and 82. Iteml,···, Item10
are strongly related to Oi, Itenill.  · · ·. Item20 are strongly related to 02 and weakly
related  to 01·
The latent traits in the presented tests are assumed to be uncorrelated. We
evaluated the performance of the methods as to whether the solutions of sequen-
tial, hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering correspond with the simulated
dimensionality. Notation  [K  :  Il i /2: '-.. IK]   is  used  to  reflect  the  structure  of an
test.   where K equals  the  number  of  clusters  and  Ik   (k   -   1..... K)   equals  the
number of items in each cluster. The preferred solution of Test 1 using c = 0.3
in  Criterion2  is  [2  :  2: 41:  that  is.  Iteml and Item2  are  in  Cluster  1 and Item3,
· · ·,  Item6 in Cluster 2.   We look at two preferred solutions for Test  2:   [2  :  5; 5]
using c = 0.2 in Conditioii 2 (i.e.. Iteml. · · ·. Item5 and Item6, · · ·. Item10: and
[3:4:2:4]  using c= 0.3  in Condition 2  (i.e.- Iteml.....Item#. Item5, Item6.  and
Item7,  · · · ,  Item10). The different values  of c reflect two possible ways of defining
a Mokken scale:  one is moderately strict  (c = 0.3)  and  one is less strict  (c =  0.2).
The preferred solution  for  Test 3 using  c = 0.3  is  [2:10; 10].
The default settings for MSP (Molenaar & Sijtsma. 2000) and HCA was used.
For the k-means method the version portrayed in combination with Criterionl
was  used.
3.7 Results
Table 3.1 shows the simulated dimensionality solution (i.e.. highest H for all clus-
ters) and the clustering solutions obtained with sequential clustering. hierarchical
clustering, and non-hierarchical clustering. The first column gives the method
used for clustering, the other columns  give the results  for  Test  1,  2  and  3.
For Test 1. all methods. except sequential clustering, yielded the predefined
preferred solution. The reason that the first cluster, obtained with sequential
clustering, contained one extra item was that this item still satisfied the scaling
criteria  for the first cluster, although it measures  82 · Forming multiple  clusters
simultaneously (i.e., hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering) was sufficient to
find the preferred solution.
In Test 2, both the K=2 and the K =3 results are presented for each method.
Sequential clustering yielded the simulated dimensionality for both K=2 and
K=3. With the hierarchical procedures either the K=2 o r the K=3 solution
corresponded with the optimal solution. One may note that with a hierarchical
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Table 3.1: Number of Clusters and Number of Items per Cluster  Using Sequen-
tial Clustering, Four Hierarchical Clustering Methods and Non-Hierarchical
Clustering for Three Tests
Method Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Preferred solution [2: 2,4]  [2: 555], [3: 452;41  [2: 10;101
Sequential [2: 3;3]   [2: 5;5], [3: 4;2;4] 12: 6114]
Complete linkage [2: 2441  [2: 6;41, [3: 41214]  [2: 10;10]
Average linkage 12: 214]  [2: 6;41, [3: 4,214]  [2: 10;10]
Within-groups linkage   [2: 2;4]   [2: 555], [3: 1;4;51   [2: 10;101
Scale linkage [2: 2;41  [2: 5;51, [3: 1;455]  [2: 10,10]
Simple + Criterionl [2: 2,4]  [2: 5;51, [3: 4,2;41  [2: 10;101
procedure it is not possible that both the K=2 and the K=3 solution are
optimal because the K=2 solution is obtained by combining the two clusters of
the K=3 solution. The non-hierarchical method yielded two optimal solutions
because clusters are formed simultaneously and individual items are assigned to
the clusters they fit most.
In Table 3.1 one can see that the results of Test 3 are similar to Test 1, except
that here an entire subset of four items (in stead of one single item) was incorrectly
classified when using the sequential method. The results of Test 3 illustrate that
the mechanisms that were responsible for the results of Test 1 and 2 may also be
active in somewhat larger data matrices. Obviously, the examples can be easily
be extended to even more items.
3.8 Conclusion
Three types of clustering methods for finding the dimensionality of a set of items
were presented in this chapter. Each method was adapted to yield clusters that
satisfy the Mokken scale conditions. As illustrated, non-hierarchical clustering
resolves the problems associated with sequential and hierarchical clustering.
The non-hierarchical clustering algorithm used in the simulation study may
yield local maxima. Introducing randomness in the assignment of items to clusters
may be the remedy for this problem that deserves further study.






The program MSP may not always reflect the underlying dimensionality of data.
One or more features of MSP - the H coefficient, the Mokken scale conditions
and the algorithm - may explain this result. In this chapter three new H-based
objective functions that use slight reformulations of Mokken scale analysis in the
unidimensional and multidimensional case were introduced. Deterministic and
stochastic non-hierarchical clustering algorithms were used to reduce the proba-
bility of obtaining suboptimal solutions. The scale conditions were dropped.  A
simulation study was conducted to investigate whether these methods can be used
to determine the dimensionality structure of different types of data that vary with
respect to item discrimination, item difficulty. the number of items per trait. and
numbers of observations per test. Further, it was investigated whether determin-
istic and stochastic algorithms can yield global optimal solutions. The method
that used the average within-scale Hi combined with a stochastic non-hierarchical
clustering algorithm was the most successful in dimensionality assessment.
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4.1 Introduction
Four nonparametric item response theory (IRT) methods can be used for dimen-
sionality assessment of data with an ordinal measurement level. These are (in
alphabetical order): DETECT  (Kim, 1994; Zhang & Stout, 1999b), DIMTEST
(Nandakumar & Stout, 1993: Stout et al.,  2001), HCA/ CCPROX (Roussos et al..
1998) and MSP (Mokken, 1971, Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000; Sijtsma & Molenaar,
2002). These methods have in common that they all use observable consequences
of the monotone homogeneity model (MHM; Mokken, 1971). A set of items that
satisfies  the  MHM is unidimensional (i.e., sensitive  to a single latent trait),  10-
cally independent (i.e., the item responses are statistically independent given a
fixed value  of the latent trait), and meets the monotonicity assumption  (i.e.,  the
probability of answering an item correctly is an increasing function of the latent
trait).
The methods vary in their focus on each of the particular MHM assumptions.
A relaxation of nonparametric IRT's local independence assumption, denoted as
weak LI (e.g., McDonald, 1985; Stout, 1987), is used to evaluate the relationship
between item pairs in DETECT, DIMTEST and HCA/CCPROX. DETECT and
HCA/CCPROX partition the items into clusters in such a way that locally in-
dependent sets of items are obtained as much as possible, and DIMTEST tests
whether the responses fulfill weak LI. Although multidimensionality need not be
the only possible explanation that weak LI does not hold, this approach may be
the most direct approach available for assessing dimensionality. The methods have
a few disadvantages, that is. these methods are not suitable for tests having few
items and a modest sample size (sample sizes of 2,000 and less are regarded as
being 'small'; Stout,   1987);  they are sensitive  to the strength  of each scale  (i.e.,
different number of items or different discrimination of the items between scales;
see Van Abswoude et al., 2004); and their statistics have some bias (see Stout
et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003; Roussos & Ozbek, 2003).
The focus of MSP is on creating scales rather than on dimensionality assess-
ment. Items joined into a scale using MSP satisfy an observable consequence of
the MHM on the one hand, and satisfy a user-defined condition on the other hand.
The user-defined condition allows one to choose the minimal discrimination power
of items in a scale.  As a result, unlike the already discussed methods item selection
is un-exhaustive and suitable for a large variety of test construction applications.
The relationship between item scores is indexed by means of the H coefficient (Lo-
evinger, 1948; Mokken,  1971,  p.   148).   This  is a normed covariance which corrects
for the maximum covariance that is possible given the marginal distribution of
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the items. This coeflicient need not be calculated for each latent trait value and
thus requires fewer subjects and fewer items than the conditional statistics used in
DETECT, DIMTEST and HCA/CCPROX. A disadvantage of the MSP method
is that its sequential scaling algorithm may not yield the best possible solution.
Technically, the best solution for one scale is the item set having the highest H
value for as many items as possible and satisfying the scale conditions. Practi-
cally, this disadvantage could mean that the researcher may have obtained a scale
having less strength to measure the underlying trait and/or consisting of fewer
items than if an alternative algorithm were used. For a theoretical comparison of
the four methods  see Van Abswoude  et al. (2004).
The main purpose of this chapter is to implement a new algorithm in MSP that
allows us to keep the general focus of the method intact, but resolves the problems
associated with the old algorithm. We use stochastic and deterministic versions of
a non-hierarchical clustering algorithm (NHCA) for this purpose. New objective
functions are introduced in which Mokken scale analysis is adapted to these new
algorithms. These new objective functions define the problem of finding more
than one scale (for short: multiple scaling) in a slightly different way than the
sequential MSP method. The necessity of this redefinition and its consequences
for scaling results are discussed later on.
Although the intend was to keep the scaling focus intact, in this chapter, the
scale conditions are ignored most of the time.  The main reason for this is sim
plicity: before restrictions are added to the problem, we first want to investigate
how well the new functions work. A consequence of adopting this approach is
that the new method is investigated as a dimensionality assessment tool. There
are a number of advantages to this.  If the scale conditions are not incorporated,
weakly discriminating items, for which the assignment of items into scales is the
most difficult, can be selected into scales, and thus the limitations of the method
can be investigated. Further, using this approach we can find out whether the
new function, the scale conditions, or the algorithm is responsible for splitting or
joining of item pairs into clusters. Suggestions to extent the new Mokken scale
method with the scale conditions is discussed in chapter 5.
Using a simulation study, it is determined how successful these methods are in
finding the underlying dimensionality of a data matrix; this is the first research
question. In particular,  it is investigated the correspondence  of the solution  (i.e.,
the obtained sets of items or clusters) that maximized the functions, and the
simulated dimensionality. The second research question is which algorithm can
be used best. We judged the success of each algorithm by the number of times it
yielded a global of near global solution. and by the number of iterations it needed.
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4.2 Mokken Scale Analysis
Mokken scale analysis (AISA) uses Loevingers H coefficient as a scalability coefii-
cient (Loevinger, 1948: Mokken,  1971).   The H coefficient can be understood when
expressed  in  terms  of Guttman errors (Guttman,   1950).    Let  X=(Xl.      · .X/ )
be the vector of I binary scored item response variables (items). and let x =
(I i. · · · . irI)  be  their  realizations  (i.e..  0  denotes  incorrect,  1  correct).   In  addi-
tion. let 7ri denote the proportion subjects answering item i correctly and let all
items be ordered such  that  ir,  2  7rj.   Then. a subject answering  an easy item  i
incorrectly and a difficult item j correctly produces a Guttman error. A larger
number of Guttman errors thaii expected under the MHM in combination with
the  distribution of the latent trait (s)  may be due to misfit of one or a few subjects
(person-misfit:  e.g.-  Aleijer.  1994:  EInons.  2003). the misfit  of one  or two items  in
specific subgroups of subjects  (item bias). or the misfit of one or more items driven
by  unintended  latetit  variables  (multidimensionality. e.g.. Stout, 1987). Person  fit
and item bias can be seen as special cases multidimensionality: that is, instead of
an extra trait a grouping variable is introduced for one subject with respect to the
total group, or for different subgroups.
Let N denote the nuniber of subjects. F,j the observed number of Guttman
errors.   and  E,j   =   NM,(1  -  7rj) the expected number of Guttman errors under
marginal independence.  The H coefficient for an item pair (i. j) is defined as
Hij  =1  _ fli. (4.1)Elj
One may note that Hij = 0 when items i and j show exactly as many Guttman
errors as expected tinder Iziarginal independence: and H  =1 when no Guttman11




(Loevinger. 1948: Mokken, 1971).   The H coefficient  of a single  item  i  iii a scale






The H coefficient of a set of items can also be written as a normed covariance,
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that is,
I-1  1
E E COVixi, X A
i=lj=itl
H = I-1 1 (4.4)
E    E Cov(X„ Xj)max
i=1 j=itl
Alternatively, H can be written as a weighted sum of the items His, or the bivariate
4H· ·s (Mokken, 1971)
1-1  I
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I-1  I
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1=11-1+1
Mokken (1971, pp. 149-152) showed that the MHM implies that 0 5 Hij 51.0 5
Hi f l, and O S H 5 1. Thus, positive values of these coefficients are necessary
for the MHM to hold. We restrict our attention to dichotomously scored items.
The generalization of our methods to polytomous items (using Equations 4.2,4.3,
and 4.4) is straightforward.
Theoretically, a Mokken (1971) scale is defined as:
Condition 1 cov(Xi.Xj) > 0,  for alli#j, and
Condition 2 Hi 2 c, for all i, where c is a user-defined constant between 0 and
1 (default. c = 0.3).
The first scaling condition, which can be restated as H· ·  > 0, is necessary butZJ
not  sufficient  for  the  MHM  to hold (Mokken, pp. 149-1501:  also see Holland
& Rosenbaum, 1986). The second scaling condition serves a practical purpose
and allows the user to manipulate the minimum discrimination of items joined
into scales. Given the choice of c. not all items may be scalable. The scalable
items agreeing with the 4IHAI do. however. contribute to the correct ordering of
subjects on the latent variable measured by each scale (Grayson. 1988: Hemker
et  al.,  1997).   For the interpretation  of the strength  of a scale. Mokken  (1971:  p
185) derived the following rules of thumb: 0.30 S H< 0.40 constitutes a weak
1 Mokken (1971) originally used correlations.
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scale: 0.40 S H< 0.50 a medium scale, and H 2 0.50 a strong scale. Alokken
considered c = 0.30 a reasonable minimal requirement for item quality.  The
appropriate value of c depends the researchers purpose of scaling. When highly
scalable (or, high discrimination) items are required. c needs to be high. For more
information on the effect of c on dimensionality results, see Hemker et al. (1995),
Molenaar and Sijtsma (2000). and Van Abswoude et al. (2004).
Having a set of items with high H coefficients (Equation 4.2, or 4.3) does not
necessarily mean that the set is sensitive to a single latent trait. For example,
for items driven by moderately correlated traits. the H coefficient may be high
despite the fact that more than one trait is measured (e.g.. Van Abswoude et al..
2004).   On the other hand, Hemker et al. (1995) showed for polytomous items that
the dominant dimensions of a data matrix may be found when different values of
c are used for analyzing the same data.  In fact. because the scale conditions
are necessary but not sufficient for satisfying the MHM, one should also check
the monotonicity of a scale.  Let R_, denote the total score 0Ii a set of items
minus the score  on  item  i. The program  MSP then provides  a  tool to check  the
monotonicity  of  each  item  via  nondecreasing  P[X,   =   1IR_,]   in R_i, known  as
manifest monotonicity (Junker. 1993). Methods such as DIMTEST could be used
in addition to MSP to ascertain that Mokken scales satisfy weak LI.
MSP uses a sequential clustering algorithm to select items into scales. Sequen-
tial item selection as defined by Mokken (1971) and as incorporated in the MSP
method has the following stepwise procedure. Item selection starts by joining of
the item pair  (i, j) with the highest H,j, under the restriction that  it is significantly
positive. This is the start set of the procedure. Then. out of all remaining items,
that item i that yields the highest H with the already selected items is added
to the start set under the following three restrictions: First, item i should have
a positive covariance  with  each  of the already selected items (see Condition   1) ;
second. H, with respect to the already selected items should be significantly pos-
itive, and third,  the  IIi, with respect  to the already selected items, should satisfy
H,   2  c (see Condition  2).    This  step is repeated until  no item remains for which
the scaling criteria are satisfied when they are added to the already selected set.
Once this occurs, the first Mokken scale has been formed. If. after forming a scale,
more than one item remains, the procedure is repeated to form a second, a third
(and so on) Mokken scale. Details about significance testing. the treatment of ties,
or other aspects of the sequential algorithm can be found in Mokken (1971) and
Molenaar and Sijtsma  (2000). More formally, the sequential clustering algorithm
proceeds as presented below.
Typical solutions found with this sequential procedure will be illustrated by
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Sequential algorithm:
Repeat Initial configuration
Repeat Evaluate an unselected item w.r.t. a criterion
Move best item if conditions are satisfied
Until Conditions not satisfied
Until Condition not satisfied, or less than two items left
Halt
means of a small example using simulated data.  Say, we have data on a linguistics
test having items  on the three topics 'grammar'  (81: 20 items), 'meaning'  (02:  10
items) and 'punctuation'  (83, 10 items).   For  such  a  test,  one can easily imagine
that the underlying abilities are correlated:   we used r(81,82)-0.4,  r(81,83)-0.2,
and r(82,83)=0.2. In addition items may be sensitive to more than one trait.  Then,
starting out with the best item pair, two grammar items, using the sequential MSA
method the following partitioning is found2: 25 items in scale 1 (01,82; H=.51);
5 itenls in scale 2 (82; H = .46); and 10 items in scale 3 (83; H = .60).  If we
deviate from the default setting of MSP and use the next best pair as the starting
set (i.e., two meaning items) we find: 10 items in scale 1 (82; H = .53); 20 items
in scale  2  (81;H=  .60)  and 10 items in scale  3  (03 ;H=  .63). The combination
of dependence on the start set, and the inability to move items into better fitting
clusters is the drawback of the sequential method in a nutshell [see Molenaar
and Sijtsma (2000) for instructions how to cope with these issues in the current
program  MSP].
If the intention   is to create a single reliable test (single scaling),   then   the
user should choose an appropriate c, and the algorithm should minimize the loss
in H when as many items that satisfy the scale conditions are included in the
scale as possible. This means that out of the two solutions presented above, the
default setting of MSP provides the preferred solution: a 25-item test sensitive to
a mixture of traits. One should note, however. that the sequential algorithm may
not have yielded the scale with the highest possible H given the obtained number
of itezns. and the sequential algorithm provides no means to find out whether this
is the case. Thus. hypothetically there could be a different set of 25 items with
a higher H. For the data example presented here such a solution is unlikely. If
a unidimensional test is preferred, stricter scale conditions should be used (i.e., a
higher value for c).3
2Number of items, underlying dimensions, and scale H are presented for each scale.
3Using the sequential algorithm of MSP the preferred solution may also be found by increasing
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When the goal is to create scales for each subability (multiple scaling), the first
solution for the simulated data seems to be less appropriate. One may note that
in this partitioning scale two is relatively small, whereas scale one is large and
dimensionally heterogeneous. In addition. for every scale H is highest when items
sensitive to 02 are joined iii the same scale. In multiple scaling, the algorithm
should join each item into the scale it fits best and with which it satisjies the scale
conditions.4 The solution that was obtained using a nonstandard start set is the
best solution according to this definition.
The example illustrated that sequential AISP may not yield the preferred so-
lution if our interest is in multiple scaling.  It was also explained that in single
scaling the preferred solution lilay not be obtained either. How typical is the pre-
sented example for empirical test coiistruction situations? These problems can be
expected to occur iIi scaling contexts where the underlying traits are significantly
correlated (i.e.. approximately > .4, e.g.. Van Abswoude et al., 2004) or where
items load on more than one trait. These conditions are realistic in many test
data situations. In the next section, alternatives to the sequential algorithm are
proposed that resolve these problems.
4.3 Alternative Clustering Methods
In this section. three new methods for Mokken scale analysis that niight iniprove
AISA's optimization in a single as well as in a multiple scale context are introduced.
Because of this new approach, we need to define functions based on H that can be
used to evaluate the quality of a partitioning consisting of items that are joined
into one or more clusters. Each new function is called an objective function
and its purpose is to find a scaling solution that maximizes its value such that.
for example, the liigliest value of the H coefficient for all clusters is obtained
sinlultalleously. The algorithms used to achieve this purpose allow single items
to be moved to a different cluster where the fit may be better and allow multiple
clusters to be formed simultaneously. In the next sections, three new objective
functions  that are based  on  Hij·  on  Hi,  and  on  H  are  introduced,  and  the  way
these objective functions are maximized is explained.
c and thereby making the scale conditions more restrictive (see Hemker et al., 1995). In our
method it is not necessary to change the value of c. As a result, our scales may have more items
(which may add to the reliability of the final test) than those obtained using the approach of
Hemker et al. (1995).
40ne can easily verify that if it is desirable to obtain disjoint multiple scales, the definition
for  a single scale presented above cannot  be  used.
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4.3.1 Objective Functions Using the H Coefficient
Objective function 01 was inspired by the work of Kim (1994) and Zhang & Stout
(1999b). Their methods try  to minimize a function of the conditional covariances
between items. Objective function 01 is similar to their function, but adapted for
pairwise H · values (see Equation 4.2).  It also similar to a proximity measure thatZ/
was successful in finding the dimensionality using hierarchical clustering methods
(Van Abswoude, Vermunt, Hemker,   &   Van  der  Ark, in press; cliap.     2).     The
relationship between H· . Hi and H is the following: min(Hij) 5 min(Hi)   HZJ
5 max(Hi) 5 max(H,j) (e.g., Hemker et al., 1995; Mokken, 1971). Let 'hj - l if
items i and j are in the same cluster k in partitioning P. and 11:j - -1 otherwise.
Then, 01 is defined as
2
01= r        77, j ( Hij  - c*). (4.6)I(I - 1)   Z--'1Si<jSI
The idea behind this objective function is that its highest value will be obtained for
the partitioning where items having the highest Hijs are joined in the same cluster
and those the lowest H· in different clusters. The partitioning that maximizes1J
the objective function is referred to as P*. Multiplication with 'lij is incorporated
in Equation 4.6 to encourage item pairs with a high Hij to be joined into the Sallie
cluster and item pairs with a low or a negative Hij to be split into different clusters.
This is because the contribution of pair  (i. j)  to 01 is positive if Hij - c*  > 0 and
'lij = 1, and if Hij - c* 5 0 and 71:j - -1. The contribution to 01 is negative if
Hij -c* > 0 and Vij = -1. and if Hij -c* 5 0 and 'hj = 1. Variations of 01 caii be
obtained.  not  only by different choices  of c*,  but  also by changing the definition
of  'lij. For example,   for  vij   =  0 and items  i  and  j  not  in  the same cluster  k,
and vij = 1 otherwise, the objective function would only target the within-cluster
scalability.
What is a reasonable c*? Rewriting Equation 4.6 makes the effect of c* on the
final clustering solutions clearer:
2                           2
01 = I(I  -  1)        I       'lij Hij  -   I(I -  1)        E Vijc*. (4.7)
15i<35/ 15,<351
If c*  = 0, the sum most right of Equation 4.7 equals zero.  Thus, P* is found when
all items, except those having many negative Hus with other items, are joined in
one  large set.   With c-  = 1, which expresses the maximum value  of Hij.  the sum
most right of Equation 4.7 is maximized when the items are distributed in equal
numbers over the K available clusters. The objective function is maximized when
K equally large sets consist of item pairs that jointly yield the highest  Z H,j
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Table 4.1: Efiect of Using Diferent c*  Values in 01 on Obtained Dimensionality
Results
*C
Test Composition discr. 0          0.3             1            H/J
15/15  hi [30] [30] true true
mo [30] true true true
15/30 mo 145] [18/27] [21/24] 116/29]
Note. true' indicated that the simulated structure was obtained; number of
itenls obtained in each cluster presented in brackets. otherwise.
(see Equation 4.7). This means that c* = 1 only is appropriate when item sets
are equal in size. Since researchers do not know the latent trait composition of
their test.  c*  =  1 is useless in practise. Choosing a fixed value for c'. for example
c* = 0.3, is not advisable either, because the suitability of a c' value may depend
on the properties of the investigated items. A more reasonable value of c* may
be c* = 2/I(I - 1) E H,j:  that  is. the average  H,j  of  all item pairs (denoteditj
Hij) Kim (1994) used a similar adjustment in her objective function. although
her intention was to correct for biased conditional covariance estiInates. One can
easily verify that if c* = H and all itenis are entered in one cluster. that 01 = 0.zJ
This provides a benchmark against which other solutions can be compared.
By means of a few generated data examples, the appropriateness of the four
c*  values  (0,0.3,  1,  and  Hij)  for  data  reflecting two moderately correlated traits
(i.e.. 0.4) is investigated. The specific algorithms arid model used for generating
data are the same as in the main simulation study. The items sensitive to each
underlying variable are highly (hi) or moderately (mo) discriminating and make
up  a  short   ( 15 items)   or a long subtest (30 items). The results are presented  in
Table 4.1.  It can be seen that if c* = 0 all items were joined into one cluster.
regardless of the type of data. Using c' = 0.3 yields the simulated structure
for moderate discrimination items but not for high discrimination items. This is
because H· · > 0.3 for most item pairs in the high item discrimination condition,/J
and as a result items sensitive to different traits are joined into one cluster. As
indicated in the table. using c* = 1 only works for data having equal numbers
of items for each trait (i.e., the total pool is split correctly). but not for unequal
numbers. Using c- = Hij yields the simulated structure for equal numbers of
items and has one misclassified item for unequal numbers.  The use of c* = H,j in
Oi is investigated more extensively in the main study.
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The second objective function. denoted as 02, can be interpreted as the average
IIi within clusters of a partition. The objective function is used to maximize the
item  scalability. The relationship between  Hi  and  H  is the  following:   min(Hi)  5
H 5 max(Hi) (e.g., Hemker et al., 1995, Mokken, 1971). Before defining 02,
some additional notation is needed.  Let k denote an arbitrary cluster of items
(k = 1, · · · ,K) and let Hik be the Hi-value of item i with respect to the other
items in cluster k.  Let rd =l i f i€k a t P (i.e., when item i i s i n cluster k),
and 7/f G otherwise. The second objective function for evaluating a K-cluster
partitioning P is
I K
02=I-1 Tl Ht. (4.8)
i=1 k=1
We use normalizing constant I-1 and indicator e to make 02 easily interpretable
as the average IIi within clusters.  Note that with 02 all elements of a partitioning
are evaluated and not just one element at a time as in the sequential MSP method.
This means that 02 can be used to search for that partitioning of items that
produces the highest Iii for all items. This property may resolve the problems
discussed for MSP. As one can observe, a constant c (see Mokken scale Condition 2)
or any related constant like c* in 01 is not specified. One may further note that
maximizing 02 may not yield the same solution as maximizing H. We use 02
because of its direct relationship to the second Mokken scaling condition.
Let Hk denote the total H of cluster k. The third objective function, denoted
as 03, equals the average within-cluster H:
K
03 = K-1 I Hk. (4.9)
k=1
Out of the three presented objective functions. 03 is most similar to MSP's original
objective function.
The three objective functions presented above are similar, but clearly not the
same. Objective functions  01,   02  and  03  have in common  that  they  use  an
average of the Hijs. A difference is that 01 uses the arithmetic mean of the Hijs
and 02 and 03 a weighted normalized sum of the Hijs. Furthermore. 01 targets
both the within-cluster similarities and the between-cluster differences whereas
02 and 03 target only the within-cluster similarities.
4.3.2 NHCA Algorithm
A well known non-hierarchical clustering analysis (NHCA) algorithm is used to
optimize  01,  02  and  03.   It  is  similar  to  the K-means algorithm (e.g., Berthold
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&  Hand.  1999).   Let t(t=1. · · · ,T) . represent the iteration number.   The  NHCA
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In a NHCA. first an initial configuration is constructed. This means that
each item i is assigned to its initial cluster k.  At iteration t. the quality of the
partitioning is evaluated using  01·   02   or   03.   and  one   item  i is moved   from   a
chister   k t.0 another cluster   k'. These steps are repeated until the process   has
converged.
The NHCA can be implemented in different ways. In our implementation. one
item is moved at the time. but it would also have been possible to move more
than oIie item per iteration. However, we choose not to move multiple items per
iteration in our application because the values of the three objective functions are
dependent on the number of itenis in eacli cluster because the average covariance
decreases when more items are added to a cluster. We found that moving multiple
items in one iteration step yielded instable results.
When applying the algorithlIl. we aim at finding the partitioning that yields
the highest (or. the near highest) value of the objective function given all possible
partitionings. One may note tliat the objective function is a discrete function
of the partitioning and the objective function's value. As explained earlier. the
solution space is only bound by the K investigated clusters (i.e., no Mokken scale
conditions are imposed).  The best solution is the one that maximizes the objective
function. This solution is known as the global optimum solution. Frequently,
however. this objective function is multi-modal: meaning that there are many
local maxima and perhaps more than one interesting global maxima.  Iii this
chapter. the highest maximum that is obtained by running each of the algorithms
is denoted the global maximum. It was also denoted the nearly globally optimal
solution. Strictly speaking this solution is only global by approximation because
not all possible solutions were investigated.
In general. because simple deterministic algorithms have a higher probability
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to yield a local maximum, probabilistic algorithms are used in addition to deter-
ministic ones. Examples of deterministic algorithms are the sequential clustering
algorithm used for Mokken scale analysis (Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000) and the
hierarchical clustering algorithm (for applications, see Van Abswoude et al., in
press: Roussos  et  al., 1998). Examples of probabilistic algorithms  that  may  be
used  for  MSA are: simulated annealing (e.g., Berthold & Hand, 1999), branch
& bound algorithms (see Veldkamp,  2001,  for an application to parametric  IRT),
genetic algorithms (e.g., Michalewicz, 1996), neural networks (see Swingler,  1996)
and tabu search (e.g.. Glover & Laguna, 1997).
For the new methods, a NHCA algorithm is used because it closely resembles
MSP's original algorithm and because it has the potential to resolve the optimiza-
tion problems discussed for the sequential approach. Another attractive property
is that deterministic and stochastic elements can easily be incorporated. These
elements influence the likelihood that a global solution is obtained and the speed
of the algorithm. Deterministic and stochastic elements can be introduced into
the NHCA at two occasions: at the initial configuration and at the move of a
single item into a different cluster.
4.3.3 Initial Configuration
In the random initial configuration condition, items are randomly assigned to one
of K clusters with equal probability (i.e., the default random number generator
of Borland Pascal  is used. version 7.0). Random initial configuration requires
no additional information and thus is simpler than its deterministic counterpart.
Methods that use a random start configuration may be repeated several times so
that  some may yield global optimal solutions (e.g, Michalewicz,  1996).
In the non-random initial configuration condition, the K-cluster partitioning
obtained from a priori knowledge or obtained with another clustering method is
used as an initial partition. One may use a sequential clustering procedure or
a hierarchical clustering procedure, such as complete linkage, on the H ·-matrixZJ
(Van Abswoude et al., in press), for this purpose.  We used the default item
selection procedure of MSP. The solution at the non-random Start configuration
may be close to the underlying dimensionality, and it can therefore be expected
that few iterations will be needed to arrive at a final solution.
A practical complication is that sequential MSP does not necessarily yield the
same number of clusters and may not use the same number of items as NHCA.
There are different ways to remedy this. One approach is to try to obtain a
K-cluster solution by manipulating constant c in sequential clustering. It may,
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however, not be easy to find the desired c (it requires that the sequential method
is run several times). In the simulation study, items from ' redundant' clusters and
non-selected items were distributed over the K available clusters of NHCA. When
sequential clustering yielded too few clusters, items from the largest sequential
clusters were distributed over the K desired clusters. An effect of this reassigning
of redundant clusters may be that somewhat more iterations in the move step are
required than when c would have been manipulated to find K clusters.
4.3.4 Move an Item to a Cluster
In the non-random. or deterministic, condition, the item i is moved to that cluster
k that yields the greatest improvement of the objective function.  Methods that
have such a deterministic move (i.e., hill-climbing methods) may only provide a
local optimum value, therefore, the success of the method depends on the starting
point of the algorithm.
In the random, or stochastic, condition there is a probability Pit that an item i
will be moved to cluster k at iteration t. We use an adapted Metropolis procedure
which is frequently  used in simulated annealing (e.g.. Berthold  &  Hand,   1999)
This probability is based on the change in the value of the objective function
when  item  i  is moved  to a cluster  k at iteration t, denoted  as AOt. Note that if
item i stays in the same cluster k, Aoft = 0. Objective function Oft denotes one
of the objective function  01,  02  and 03. The probability  that  item  i is moved  to
cluster k equals
[exp(jok ))t/1
u                                   (4.10)ikt = EL,1 ELi[exp(JOikt)1t/I
The denominator is used to normalize the probability distribution. Exponent
(t/I) is added to make improvements (with respect to the value of the objective
function) more likely for higher iterations. Which item i is moved to what cluster
k subsequently depends on a randomly drawn number and the probabilities de-
scribed above.  If such a random-move procedure works well, the method should
find the global solution each time it is run. making the repeated runs redundant.
4.3.5 Convergence
When moving items into clusters deterministically, the method stops when the
objective function can no longer be improved. With a random component, it is
less obvious when to stop the clustering process. We need a convergence rule to
stop the iteration process. Figure 4.1 depicts the value  of the objective function
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as the iteration number increases for some binary multidimensional data. One
can observe that for low iteration numbers. the objective function may increase or
decrease. For t - 00, the algorithm becomes similar to a deterministic algorithm
where only improvements occur. In Figure 4.1, one can observe that the process
does not become completely deterIIlinistic because the value of the objective func-
tion fluctuates between the best (global) solution and the next best solution. This
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Figure 4.1: Example of Convergence PTocess H//zen Move is Random
Different convergence rules can be used. We let the iteration process continue
until a more or less stable result was obtained. In Figure 4.1 this is approximately
after 6,000 iterations. We tried out different rules. By means of trial and error it
was found that the following convergence rule produced stable results: obtain the
same maximum value 100 times. This rule was used in the simulation study.
The Mokken scale conditions were not used in this study. In the appendix and
in chapter 5 it is explained how the Mokken scale conditions may be incorporated
into the new optimization method.
4.4 Simulation Study
The first goal of the simulation study was to investigate how successful the ob-
jective functions  01,  02  and  03  are  in  assessing the underlying dimensionality
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structure for different data matrices. For this purpose. the correspondence of the
- by approximation - global solution and the underlying dimensionality of the
data was compared. To obtain the global solution, all algorithms (i.e.. different
initial configurations and different moves) were run. and the highest value that
was  obtained was denoted "the global optimal value".   This  is the first  part  of
the simulation study. The second research question was which algorithm can find
the global maxima for 01·  02  and 03. In answering this question the underlying
dimensionality was ignored and only which algorithms yielded global solutions was
assessed. This will be discussed in the second part of this section.
4.4.1    Model Used for Generating Data
For geiierating binary item scores, we introduce a II10del that can produce item
response functions (IRFs) with highly varying shapes. thus approaching the flex-
ibility of nonparametric IRT as much as possible. The flexibility of the model
lies in the fact that an item can have more than a single inflection point (also,
see  Douglas & Cohen,  2001;  Samejima,  2000). The model  used for generating  bi-
nary responses is a multidimensional IRT model that consists of a mixture of the
items step response functions (of polytomous items) that satisfy the multidimen-
sional two-parameter logistic model (112-PLM;  Birnbaum, 1968; Reckase,  1997).
The item step response functions that define the mixture model are referred to as
'components'.
Before we define the model. we need to introduce some notation. Let q (q =
1, · · · ,Q) represent the mixture components of item i. let aiqd denote the discrini-
ination parameter of component q o n trait  d(d -1, · · ·D)  for  item  i.  and  let  diqd
denote the component-specific difficulty parameter for item i. The coniponent-
specific difficulty may be interpreted as the location where the component dis-
criminates most.
The mixture model is defined by
pixi =118)=> (4.11)
,9.   exp[Zil atqd(#pd - 6,qd)]
  1 + exp[Ed.1 aiqd(Opd - 8,qd)]
The advantage of this mixture model is that nondecreasing IRFs with many dif-
ferent shapes can be obtained. Increasing the number of components in the model
generally means that more inflection points are added to the IRF. Increasing
the a,qds means that the local increases. or bumps. in the IRF become steeper.
Increasing the aiqds does not. however, unequivocally manipulate the overall dis-
crimination of an item. However. because an IRF differs locally in steepness.
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increasing a,qd may also increase the overall discrimination of an IRF. The item
discrimination can more directly be manipulated via the diqds: that is, increasing
the variance of the diqds within an item lowers the discrimination of an item.
In the simulation study, depending on the particular cell in the design, the
parameters of the mixture niodel had different values. The values of item Compo-
nent parameters were first generated from a distribution and subsequently fixed so
that the results of the various conditions of the design became comparable.  This
means that the values of a,qd and Oiqd are different between items and between
components, but the item properties were the same between equivalent conditions
of the design.
Each of the IRFs has five components. Depending on the particular factor of
the design, the values of the component-specific discrimination parameters were
drawn from the following distributions:  high from U(4;8); medium from U(1.75;4);
low from  U(0.25;  1.25);  or they were  zero when  an  item  was not sensitive  to  a par-
ticular trait beyond the sensitivity to this trait caused by the correlations between
the latent traits. The labels high, medium and low are used to refer to different
levels of item discrimination. The component-specific difficulty parameters were
either drawn from a relatively broad range or from a narrow range to manipu-
late the overall discrimination of an item. To obtain variation in item difficulties
within each level of overall discrimination, we drew Oiqds from different uniform
distributions. For a moderate item discrimination set having 15 items, component-
sensitive difficulties of five items were drawn from U( -3; 3), five from U(-4; 2)  and
five  from  U(-2;4).    For  high item discrimination, component-sensitive difficulties
were drawn from U(-1.5,1.5), U(-2.5;0.5) and U(-0.5:2.5).
The effects of the component-sensitive parameters (i.e., three levels of component-
sensitive discrimination and two levels of component-sensitive difficulty) on the
shape of the IRF will be illustrated in two ways. First, we investigated the effect
in comparison with 2-PLM parameters. We did this by searching which 2-PLM
approximates the data generated with the five-component mixture model best.
We used LEM (Vermunt. 1997) for this purpose. Second, we present plots of IRFs
for the different conditions. For simplicity, in both illustrations unidimensional
items were used, all other properties of the items were the same as in the simu-
lation study. Because the values of the parameters were fixed across conditions,
this meant that the diq(is of items were exactly the same across different levels of
component-sensitive discriminations. making it possible to assess the effect of aiqd
without  the  influence  of diqd. The reverse  (i.e.. aiqd fixed and diqd  free)  was  true
for 8
iqd·
The parameter estimates obtained with LEM are presented in Table 4.2 for
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Table 4.2:  Minimum and Maximum Value of the 2-PLM Parameters Item Dis-
crimination and Item Dillictilty for Data Generated Using Two Ranges of Com-
ponent Di·Oiculty ((i,qd) and Three Levels of Component Discrimination (aiqd)
Level of a,qd
Range of 8,qd High Medium Low
Item Discrimination
Small 1.36- 4.10 1.27-2.28 0.49-0.89
Large 0.70-1.54 0.64-1.58 0.44-0.87
Item Difficulty
Small -1.26-1.32 -1.32-1.22 -1.24-1.35
Large -1.32-1.68 -1.23-1.36 -.98-1.41
the three levels of component-discrimination (high, medium and low) and the two
ranges of component-difficulty (large and small range).   It  can be observed  from
the upper half of Table 4.2 that the item discrimination was substantially higher
when the range of component-sensitive difficulties was small (first row) rather than
large (second row).  Thus. the manipulation of the item discrimination via the
component-sensitive difficulties was successful. Decreasing component-sensitive
discrimination (columns 1-3), in addition to decreasing 'bumps' in the IRFs, re-
duced item discrimination. This was especially found in item sets having a small
range of component-sensitive difficulties. The values of the difficulty parameters
presented iIi the lower half of Table 4.2 indicate that drawing 6,qd from multi-
ple distributions as was explained earlier produced sets with items that varied in
popularity.
In Figure 4.2 three typical IRFs for each of the three levels of component
discrimination and the two levels of component difficulty are presented.  The
horizontal axis depicts the 8 value and the vertical axis P(X =  118). The plots of
the IRFs illustrate the effects of parameter values presented in Table 4.2 on the
shape of the curves.
4.4.2 Design
Retrieving the Dominant Underlying Dimensionality
To answer the research question regarding the successfulness of the objective func-
tions, we used data matrices having 15 items per latent trait. and 2.000 responses
per item. Throughout the study. we used 2-dimensional standard normally dis-
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Figure 4.2: Examples of Three Items Having High, Medium or Low Component
Discrimination a,qd (Depicted Vertically) With Small Range (First Column) and
Large Range of Component-DiBiculty 8:qd (Second Column) (Rows and Columns
Were Rei,ersed  Compared  to  Table  4.2  for  Display  Purpose)
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tributed latent traits  (81  and  02)·  and  5  components (in Equation  4.11). In order
to ensure stability of the results, we replicated each cell 10 times. The design
comprised the conipletely crossed factors 'Correlation Between Traits' (three lev-
els),  'Structure' (four levels). and item  Discrimination (2 levels). which yielded
a 4 x 3 x 2 design. For a part of the design we also varied the 'Numbers of Items
per  Trait (two levels).  and  the   Calibration Size' (three levels).
Tlie three levels of Correlation Between Traits (p) were 0.1. 0.4, 0.7.  An
increase of p. decreases the differences between the responses to items that are
sensitive to different traits aiid thus the more difficult it beconies to partition
items into subsets that corresponcl to t.lie sinmlated dimensionality. The extremes
p = ().0 (i.e.. no correlation) and p = 1.0 (i.e.- a unidimensional model fits the
data best) were excluded becaiise they provide little challenge for the methods.  We
chose  to  use the values  0.1.  0.4  and  0.7  because in earlier studies  (Van  Abswoude
et al., 2004) for high discrirnination data MSP could find the dimensionality of
the data for correlatioIis up to p = 0.4, and we would like to knOW whether better
results can be obtained using the new methods provided in this chapter.
The four levels of Structure  were  conditions  AS1.  AS2.  AS3  and  AS4  (AS
stands  for approximate simple structure;  as  used  by  Stout  (2002)).   In  condition
AS1. iteizis were constructed to be highly discriminating on one latent trait (i.e..
the intended trait). Discrimination with respect  to the other latent trait  (i.e.,  the
unhtended latent trait) was entirely due to the correlation between the traits. In
AS2, items discriminated highly with respect to their intended trait, and lowly
with respect to tlieir unintended trait. Figure 4.3 depicts an item response surface
used iii the AS2 condition. Iii condition AS) items discriniinated highly with
respect to their intended trait ancl inedium with respect to their unintended trait.
Iii condition AS# itenis had Iliediulli discrimination with respect to their intended
trait and low discrimination with respect to their unintended trait. Thus, in AS4
the overall discrimination was different compared to AS3. but the deviations from
simple structure in both levels were comparable. We expected that the simulated
dimensionality structure in AS1 was easiest to recover, followed by AS2, and
then by AS) and AS4 alike.  The four levels of Structure were manipulated via
the component-specific discriminations and their specific values were presented
earlier.
The two levels of Itein Discrimination were 'high' and 'moderate'. The overall
discrimination of an IRF was manipulated via the clispersion of the 8,qcts.  Although
there is a relationship between the ck,qds (component-specific discriminations) and
the  aids   (item  discriminations).  the  (kiqds were lield constant  between  the  two
levels of the factor Item Discrimination.  It may be noted that the factor Item
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Figure 4.3: Item Response Surface of an Item that Discriminates Highly With
Respect to  01  (Tl)  and  Lowly  With  Respect to  02   (T2)
Discrimination was manipulated independently from the factor Structure. Thus,
within one level of Structure (say, ASl) the item discrimination may be high or
moderate. The parameter values were presented earlier. Thus, although the dis-
crimination of items is varied for the factors Structure and Item Discriniination
alike. the differences are clearer between conditions of the factor Item DiscriI Iii-
nation.
The two levels of Numbers of Items per Trait were 'equal numbers' (i.e.. 15
items sensitive to 81 and 15 items to 82) and 'unequal numbers' (i.e., 15 iteills
sensitive  to   81   and   30   items   to   82)·     Numbers of Items per Trait was included
as a design factor because it has been shown to have an effect on finding the
dimensionality of a set of items using LI-based methods (Van Abswoude et al..
2004). The effect of this factor was investigated for a few cells.
The three levels of Sample Sizes  we   used  were   'small'   (i.e..   200  subjects).
'medium' (i.e.- 2.000 subjects). and 'large' (i.e.. 10,000 subjects). It was expected
that the results using small sample sizes are less stable than the results for medium
or large sample sizes. The effect of this factor was only investigated for a few cells.
Dependent Variables Judgement of the success of the methods was based
on two criteria. The first criterion was whether the simulated structure was
found, meaning that the items were split according to their underlying trait struc-
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ture. The retrieved clustering solution has the following general structure [K
Ii:I2: ...:IK]. where  K  denotes  the  number of obtained clusters,  and  Il . . . . .I K
denotes the number of items retrieved for clusters 1 through K. When two adja-
cent clusters (e.g., Il and /2) are separated by a semicolon this indicates that no
classification errors  were  made   (i.e., all items are sensitive  to  the  same  intended
trait): when separated  by a comma.  the  two  sets are sensitive  to  the same under-
lying trait: and when separated by a slash. some items are entered into a cluster
sensitive to a different trait. When a method yields the simulated structure, this
is  referred  to  as  'the  true  dimensionality'.    This  is an observation.  riot ari inter-
pretation. For example. when two latent variables correlate .95 and partitioning
[2:15:15] is found. from a substantive point of view one may prefer a solution like
[1:301
The second criterion was the value of the objective function at the global
maximum solution. Note that the value of the objective function is an indication
of the strength of the clusters that were found.
Performance of the Algorithms
The second research question relates to the elements of the clustering method that
are responsible for finding the global optima. For this purpose. we compared the
NHCA methods with respect to their ability to find the global maxima for different
types of data. We used only a part of the total design. We investigated the effect
of Structure (four levels). and Correlations Between Latent Traits (three levels)
on the number of times the global optimum was found for the different NHCA
algorithms. The four algorithms (i.e. two initial configurations and two move
processes) were investigated  for  01·  02  and  03  each.    The  data were generated
using the five-component mixture model with nloderately discriniinating items.
The probabilistic methods were run 10 times.
Dependent Variables The success of the algorithms was judged by using as
a criterion the number of replications that reszilted in a global optimal solution.
We also determined the average and standard deviation of the number of runs
that produced the global optimum solution for 10 replicated data matrices. The
average number of iterations needed to find the global optima was the second
dependent variable.
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4.5 Results
4.5.1      Retrieving the Dominant Underlying Dimensionality
High Item Discrimination
Table 4.3 shows the dimensionality results using sequential clustering and NHCA
for data generated with the five-component mixture model and high discrimination
items (narrow distributions of the component-difficulties).  For the sequential MSA
method (iIl short: Sequent). we only present the clustering solution and not the
values  of the objective functions  01,   02   and 03 because their values  may  be
misleading when the number of items and/or the number of clusters is not the
same as for NHCA. For non-hierarchical clustering, we present the global maxima
of the objective functions, as well as the value of the objective function for the
true dimensionality (presented within parenthesis). In Table  4.3, the label  'true'
is used to denote that the simulated dimensionality was retrieved (i.e.. the global
solution is the same as the true dimensionality), otherwise the retrieved global
clustering solution is printed.
As Correlations Between Latent Traits (p) increased the following effects can
be observed in Table 4.3: Sequent tended to collect all items in one large cluster:
Oi and 02 found the underlying dimensionality; and 03 tended to split the total
set in one item pair versus the rest. When loadings on unintended traits increased
(conditions AS3 and AS4) similar effects were observed. For low discrimination,
Sequent and to a lesser extent 01 did not yield the true dimensionality, whereas 02
did most of the time. The value of the objective function increased with increasing
p, increasing loading on unintended traits, and increasing Item Discrimination. In
general, 01 and 02 performed better than Sequent, and 03 performed worse.
The explanation of Sequent's results is that for high p and deviation from AS1
most items satisfied the Mokken scale conditions for the first scale. which means
that they were all collected into the first scale (see Table 4.3). This effect was
stronger in the high discrimination condition. With high p and moderate dis-
crimination. some items could not satisfy the scale conditions of the large cluster.
but satisfied the scale conditions when a new scale was formed (an example can
be found in a later table) or were not scalable at all (e.g.. AS4 and p = 0.1 in
Table 4.3).
The difference between the the global maxima and the value of the objective
function at the true dimensionality partitioning (i.e.. the global maximum is equal
or larger than the maximum at the true dimensionality) informs us about the suit-
ability of the method for dimensionality analysis. When there is no difference. or
 
Table 4.3: Re.,ult.9 of the Restricted Seq·uential MSP an.d the t/,trestricted New MSA Methods Using Objective Functions 01,
02 and 03 on Retrieved Dimensionality foT High Discrim'ination Data
Sequent NHCA
(c = ().3) 01(Hij - H. ) 02 (H,k) 03  (Hk)1J
Structtire p Cltist. Value Clltst. Valtie Clllst. Value Clust.
AS 1 1 true .290 trile .573 true .643 (.561)   [2/28]
A [14/16] .193 trtle .560 trize .680 (.548)   [2/28]
.7 [3(}} .089 trile .563 trize .728 (.552)   12/281
AS2 .1 trvie .210 true .529 true .658 (.514)  [2/28]
.4 I291 .127 trile .543 trize .699 (.528) 12/281
.7 I301 .067 trile .562 trite .738 (.551) 12/281
AS3 .1  281 .070 (.065) 15/251 .471 true .692 (.451)   12/28]
A [301 .068 (.039) [6/241 .500 true .717 (.482)   [2/28]              D
45
.7 1301 .067 (.023) [6/241 .542 (.540) [15/15] .746 (.524)   [2/28]              5
AS4 .1 114;141 .110 trile .404 true .627 (.390)   [2/281
4 I281 .071 trll (' .442 triie .675 (.428)  [2/281              0t
.7 130] .046 (.034) 16/24] .478 triie .700 (.466)   12/28}
Note. 'Clus.' represents the clustering solution of a method. 'True' denotes that t,lie maxinlilm value of the objective               
function was fozizid at the simulated partitioning: the obtained partitioning is presented in tiotation between brackets,           e
-I
otherwise. Sllinnlary bracket notation: ';' separates dimensionally different sets of items: i' separates diniensionally similar      g
sets, aiid '/' separates dimensionally mixed sets. 'Value' denotes the objective fuiictions' (near) global vahie and (if different)     .
bthe value at the true dimensionality (within parenthesis). Global Maximum valtie and partitioiiings were obtainecl 1)y
S'rziIitiing all algorithnis.                                                                                                                 %4
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the difference is small. the method appears to be suitable for dimensionality assess-
ment, and the method appears to be unsuitable otherwise. For 01 and 02 these
values  were  the  same  or  almost  the same (except  for  p  =  0.7  and  AS3).   When  the
differences are small, this may mean that the data have more than one reasonable
niaximuni, one of which but not the highest is found at the partitioning that is
regarded as the true dimensionality. Obtaining partitioning solutions under these
conditions may be highly susceptible to sample Huctuation. The values for 03
were far apart. Objective function 03 was not successful in finding the underlying
dimensionality, because the compensation by means of a low H contribution to
03 for the remaining items when one item pair yields a high H was not enough.
We need to restrict the solution space (i.e., add Mokken scale conditions to the
problem) more in order to find the true dimensionality.
The interpretation of the 01 values is not so clear-cut due to constant c*.  Low
values of 01 occur when the pairwise Hijs do not deviate much from their mean
value.  This may have different causes: items discriminate weakly, clusters correlate
highly, or items load highly on each latent trait. To interpret the maxinizirn
values of 02 (i.e., the average within-cluster Hi) we could use Mokken's rules
of thumb. There are clear distinctions between H and 02:  02 can be seen as
an average unweighed H over K clusters (see Equation 4.8). However, there are
enough similarities that make the application of the rules defensible. When using
Mokken's rules, we observe that the clusters obtained for high discriminating iteIns
were strong. Interpreting the maximum 03 values using Mokken's rules of thiimb
indicates that the average cluster is strong.
As p increased and as the item loadings on unintended traits increased, it
became more difficult to retrieve the simulated dimensionality structure and the
methods became more susceptible to capitalization on chance.
High Item Discrimination: Replicated Data
To get some idea about the stability of the high item discrimination results, the
analyses were repeated 10 times. Table 4.4 sliows that the results were not sensi-
tive to sampling fluctuation. The maximum values of the objective function did
not change much between replications. In AS3, 02 was maximized at the true
partitioning in Sonle replications. and at another partition in other replications
(see Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4: Results of the Unrestricted New MSA Methods Using Ob-
jective    Functions    01·     02     and    03     Concerning    Retrieved    Dimensional-
ity for Ten Replicated Data Matrices Having High Discrimination Items
NHCA
01(Hij - H,j) 02 (Hik) 03  (Hk)
Struc. p av. (sd.) # t. av. (sd.) # t. av. (sd.) # t.
AS1 .1  .288 (.008)    10      .556 (.009)   10      .403 (.018)    0
.4  .192 (.007)    10      .557 (.006)   10      .392 (.037)    0
.7  .096 (.006)    10      .559 (.009)    10      .427 (.021)    0
AS2 .1   .203 (.005)    10      .523 (.008)    10      .360 (.018)    0
.4  .128 (.007)    10      .538 (.008)    10      .401 (.016)    0
.7  .064 (.003)    10      .555 (.007)    10      .429 (.016)    0
AS3 .1  .072 (.004) 0 .461 (.013) 9 .340 (.016)    0
.4  .070 (.003) 0 .500 (.011)    10      .388 (.025)    0
.7  .065 (.003) 0 .543 (.008) 4 .431 (.013)    0
AS4 .1   .109 (.006)    10      .417 (.009)    10      .340 (.019)    0
.4  .068 (.003)    10      .452 (.008)    10      .369 (.027)    0
.7  .048 (.003) 0 .477 (.006)   10      .394 (.025)    0
Note. 'av.(mi) denote the average and standard deviation  of the maximum
objective function  for  ten  replicated data matrices.   '# t.' represents the number
of correct partitions for the ten replicated data matrices.
Moderate Item Discrimination
Table 4.5 shows the dimensionality results of Sequent,  01·  02·  and  03 for moder-
ately discrimination items.5 It can be seen in Table 4.5 that the global objective
function values were lower and the solution corresponding to the true dimension-
ality was found less often than for high item discrimination data. This result was
found because the H coefficient is sensitive to the discrimination of items. The
effects of the other design factors were similar to the effect of high discrimination
items.
·50ne may recall that the average item discrimination between the two levels of the factor
Item Discrimination is not the same and by implication. the average item discrimination for each
Structure condition  (AS 1,  AS2,  AS3. or AS4) is differed between Tables 4.3 and  4.5.
4
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Functions 01, 02  and 03  Concerning Retrieved Dimensionality for Moderate Discrimination Data                                         R.
Sequent NHCA                             ZZ
(c· = 0.3) 01  (Hij- Ail) 02 (Hik) 03 (Hk)
Striicttire p Clust Value Clust. Value Clust. Valrie Clust.
AS 1 .1 12,9.101 .129 true .256 true .383 (.256)   [2/281
.4 19;9] .078 true .246 true .417 (.245)   [2/28}
.7 [9.2,91 .050 (.041) 17/23] .260 true .426 (.258)   [2/281
AS2 .1 [2,6;2,5] .080 true .217 true .377 (.216)   12/28]
.4 [2,7.9] .054 true .226 true .383 (.226)   [2/28]
.7 18:2,8] .044 (.027) 18/22] .241 true .412 (.241)  12/281
AS3 .1 I2,442,51 .050 (.018) 17/23] .179 (.177) [12/18] .364 (.178)   12/28]
.4 [2/2/2/91 .051 (.014) 17/23] .216 (.211) 113/17] .388 (.211)   12/281
.7 [2/2/2/12] .053 (.007) [6/24] .243 (.229) [13/17] .443 (.229)   12/28]
AS4 .1 12,2,3.3,41 .047 true .193 true .324 (.192)   N/28]
.4 [2,2,5;3,51 .045 (.033) 17/23] .211 true .334 (.210) 12/281
.7 12/2/2/5/8] .042 (.017) [7/231 .225 (.224) [12/18] .418 (.223)   12/28}
Note. 'Chis.' represents the clustering solution of a method. 'True' denotes that the Inaximtiin value of the objective
ftiriction was found at the simulated partitioning; the obtained partitioning is preseiited iIi notation betwemi
brackets, otherwise. Summary bracket notation: ';' separates dimensionally different sets of items; ',' separates
dimensionally siinilar sets; and '/' separates dimensionally mixed sets. 'Value' denotes the objective functions' (near)
global value  and  (if different)  the  value  at  the  true dimensionality (within parenthesis). Global Maximum value and
partitionings were obtained by running all algorithms.                                                                                
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Moderate Discrimination: Replicated Data Table 4.6 presents the mod-
erate discrimination resiilts for the 10 replicated data matrices. It can be observed
that there was little sample fluctuation. In Table 4.4 we saw sample fluctuation in
condition AS). but in Table 4.5 we niairily see sample fluctuation for AS2 (hi/10)
and AS4 (me/10)
Table 4.6: Resuit.9 the Unrestricted Neu, MSA Methods Using Ob-
jective    Functions    01,     02     and    03     Concerning    Retrieved    Dimensional-
ity for Ten Replicated Data Matrices Having Moderate Discrimination
NHCA
OgH,J -H) 02(Ht) 03 (Hk)ZJ
Struc. p av. (sd.) # t. av. (sd.) # t. av. (sd.) # t.
AS1 .1  .125 (.005)    10      .257 (.004)   10      .403 (.018)    0
.4  .085 (.004)   10      .253 (.004)   10      .371 (.044)    0
.7  .047 (.002) 1 .253 (.005)   10      .383 (.047)    0
AS2 .1  .078 (.004)   10      .220 (.006)   10      .315 (.036)    0
.4  .054 (.003)    10      .230 (.005)    10      .364 (.042)    0
.7  .050 (.003) 0 .247 (.005) 8 .386 (.042)    0
AS3 .1  .052 (.003) 0 .177 (.006) 0 .297 (.040)    0
.4  .055 (.003) 0 .211 (.007) 0 .340 (.034)    0
.7  .059 (.005) 0 .244 (.004) 0 .414 (.030)    0
AS4 .1  .047 (.003) 0 .187 (.005)    10      .309 (.039)    0
.4  .042 (.002)   10      .212 (.005) 8 .345 (.037)    0
.7  .046 (.002) 0 .231 (.006) 3 .381 (.026)    0
Note.   'av. (sd.)' denote the average and standard deviation of the maxiInum
objective function for ten replicated data matrices. '# t.' represents the number
of correct partitions for the ten replicated data matrices.
Moderate Discrimination: Numbers of Items and Sample Size   Ta-
ble 4.7 shows the results for varying the factors Number of Items and Sample Size
for moderately discriminating items. These data were simulated under the AS2
condition. For Sequent.  01,  02,  and 03  the  restilts of 10 replicated data matrices
are presented.
Table 4.7 shows that the nuinbers of items did not influence whether Sequent
found the true dimensionality. For unequal nzimbers of items per trait, Sequent
generally produced more clusters than for equal numbers of items (not shown
in Table 4.7). The results of 01 were worse in the unequal numbem of items
4.
CR
Tal,le 4.7:  n.esults of the  Unrestricted Neut MSA Methods Using  Objective Functions 01·  02  and 03  Concerning Di-              
mensionality Restilts for Diferent Numbers of Items per  Trait  and Number of Respondents for Moderate Disc:rimination                   
J'
Ditta                                                                                                                                                                                                     Q
Sequent NHCA
(c = 0.3) 01(Hij- Hij) 02 (Ht) 03(H)
p   # True av. (sd.) # True av. (sd.) # True av. (sd.) # True
Default
.1      0         .078 (.004)     10       .220 (.006)     10       .315 (.036)     0
.4      0         .054 (.003)     10       .230 (.005)     10       .364 (.042)     0
.7      0         .050 (.003)      0        .247 (.005) 8 .386 (.042)     0
Nimibers of iteins per trait
12 : 15,3()1    .1          0              .077 (.005)        10            .219 (.009)        10            .379 (.020)         0
.4      ()        .052 (.010) 1 .228 (.004)     10       .409 (.018)     0
.7      0         .030 (.013)     (}        .243 (.006) 7 .440 (.022)     0
Saniple size
20()        .1      0        .075 (.007) 2 .218 (.021) 4 .463 (.038)     0
.4      0         .058 (.008) 1 .227 (.024) 3 .466 (.037)     0
.7      (}         .060 (.006)     (}        .250 (.016) 0 .533 (.045) 0
1(), 000         .1          0              .079 (.002)        10            .221 (.003)        10            .358 (.01())         (}
.4      ()         .053 (.002)     10       .232 (.003)     1()       .384 (.013)     0
.7      0         .050 (.001)     0        .241 (.004)     10       .414 (.009)     0
Note. 'av.(sci.)' denote the average aiid standard deviation of the niaxiInum objective ftinctioll for ten replicated
data matrices.  '# true' represents the liumber of correct partitions for the ten replicatecl data matrices.                             
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condition than in the equal numbers of items condition, but they turned out to
be better than expected. Evidently the effect of having clusters that are not
equal in strength (i.e.. due to unequal numbers of items or due to zinequal item
discrimitiation between clusters) is not so large for two-cluster data. The results
of 02 and 03 with unequal lizinibers of items were not notably different from the
equal nunibers con(lit ion.
There is some sample fluctuation in Sequent's results. but not to the extent
that simulated partitioniiigs were retrieved in one condition and not in the other.
Table 4.7 shows that the values of the objective functions varied more for small
samples and the tme dimensionality was found less often. This was not surprising
because small differences in item scores can have large effects in small samples.
4.5.2   Performance of the Algorithms
The results of the new methods presented iii Table 4.3 up to Table 4.7 were ob
tained by making use of all NHCA algorithms.  Only the results that corresponded
with maximum values of the objective functions were presented.  In this section,
the goal is to find out which algorithm was best in finding these global solutions.
The algorithm that had the highest probability of finding the global solution is seen
as the best algorithm. When several algorithniS performed equally well. we prefer
the one that finds the global optimum within tlie smallest number of iterations.
Table 4.8 presents the performance of the algorithms used for 01 and 02. We
did not include 03 because it was riot very successful in unrestricted dimensionality
assessnient.  The algorithiris are abbreviated iii the following way: SEQ and RAN1
denote the sequent. ial and random initial configurations: and DET and RAN2 de-
note the deterministic and random moves.  Tlie four Combinations of the two initial
configuration possibilities and the two move possibilities yield the four algorithms
used in this chapter: these are. RAN1&DET, RANlkRAN2, SEQkRAN2. and
SEQ&DET. For each algorithm, we present: the number of times that, out of
ten replications, the highest (global) Illaxinillin was reached (denoted # G.): the
average (and standard deviation) nuniber of runs that yielded global values over
ten replications (denoted [denoted  av. (sd.)],  not  for  SEQ  &  DET):  and  the  aver-
age number of iterations needed to obtain the global solution for the first time
(denoted 0
Table 4.8: E#iciency of Algorithms for 01  and 02 IL=
01
Initial: Random (RAN1) Sequential (SEQ)                            9
Move: DET RAN2 DET RAN2                e
Strilcture p G [av.(sd.)1 i G [av.(sd.)1 i G f G           [av.(sd.)1         i
01 te = H:j - H,j)
AS 1 .1 10 9.1 (1.0)   14      10     10 (0.0) 2,166 10  7      10    9.2 (0.9) 2,215
.4 10 9.4 (1.0)   14      10    9.7 (0.7) 3,143 10   7       10    9.7 (0.7) 3,116
.7 10 7.3 (2.1)   13      10    9.3 (1.3) 5,698 1   8        10    9.5 (0.8) 5,683
AS2 .1 10 9.2 (1.1)   14     10    9.5 (0.5) 3,453 10   9        10    9.3 (0.7) 3,385
.4 10 5.0 (1.7)   13      10     10 (0.0) 5,026 10  9      10    9.9 (0.3)   5,143
.7 10 8.8 (1.7)   14     10    8.5 (1.5) 5,357 4   11      10    8.3 (1.8) 5,361
AS3 .1 10 9.6 (1.0)   14     10    9.1 (0.7) 5,217 9   11      10    9.4 (0.7) 5,104
.4 10 9.4 (1.1)   14     10    8.2 (1.5) 4,793 9   16      10    8.7 (0.7)   4,715
.7 10 9.6 (1.3)   14     10    7.6 (1.7) 4,562     10   11      10    7.8 (1.9)   4,675
AS4 .1 10 5.9 (1.9)   13      10     10 (0.0) 5,654 4   11      10    9.8 (0.6) 5,682
.4 10 8.7 (1.5)   14      10    9.1 (0.7) 6,380 6   11      10    8.8 (1.0)   6,446
.7 10 8.8 (2.2)   14      10    8.8 (1.5) 5,858 8   15      10    8.8 (1.1)   5,667
Note. Number of Global Maxima out of Ten Replications (G);
Average (and Standard Deviations) of Reported Global Maxima ([av. (sd.)]) and
Average Number of Iterations (t) Over Ten Runs of the Algorithms and
Ten Replicated Data Matrices Having Moderate Discrimination Items
%
Table 4.8: (continued)                                                                   0
Initial: Random (RAN1) Sequential (SEQ)
Move: DET RAN2 DET RAN2
Structure   p G [av.(sd.)1 t  G [av.(sd.)1 t Gt G            [av. (sd.)1         E
02   (H,k 
AS1 .1 10 [10 (0.0)1 14 10   [9.0 (1.5)} 2,264 10 7 10    8.9 (1.0)]   2,219
A 10 [10 (0.0)}   14     10   19.3 (1.3)1 3.208 10 7 10   19.3 (0.8)} 3,184
.7 10 110 (0.0)}   14      10   [9.9 (0.3)1 6,040 10 8 10   19.5 (0.5)}   6,148
AS2 .1 10 [10 (0.0)1   14     10   [8.7 (1.2)1 3,457 10 4 10  Ig.1 (1.1)1 3,427
.4 10 [10 (0.0)}   14     10   [9.4 (0.7)}   4,932     10   6      10   [9.2 (1.2)}   4,826
.7   10   18.7 (2.2)}   14      10   [7.7 (2.5)} 8,491 6 6 10   [7.8 (1.8)}   8,618
ASJ                  .1         5       12.3(3.2)1 13 5   [1.3 (2.2)} 8,772 4 3 4   [2.7 (3.1)1   6,953
.4 4 [2 (3.0)} 13 7  [0.8 (0.6)} 8,317 1 5 7   10.8 (0.6)1 7,149
.7 5 [4 (4.8)} 14 7  11.3 (1.2)1 8,423 2 5 8  [1.2 (1.1)}   7,725               
AS4 .1 10 [10 (0,0)1 14 10   19,7 (0.7)1 5,744 2 2 10   19.7 (0.7)1   5.614               'St
.4 10 [10 (0.0)] 14 10   18.6 (2.5)] 7,998 7 2 10   18.7 (2.4)]   8,103               14.
.7    7   12.6 (2.7)1   13      6   10.7 (0.7)] 8,146 0 5 7   10.8 (0.6)}   7,387
Note. Number of Global Maxima out of Tell Replications (G):                                                                                 -
.C
Average (and Standard Deviations) of Reported Global Maxiizia ([av.(sd.)}) anci
Average Number of Iterations (i) Over Teii Runs of the Algorithms aiid
0q







Table 4.8 shows  that the algorithms  with  a  random  component  (i.e..  RAN1
& DET, RAN 1 & RAN2 and SEQ & RAN2) performed best in finding global
solutions  for  01   (i.e..  the  sums  of  #G  were   120  for  each  algorithm).     For  02.
RAN1 & RAN2 yielded the global solution 105 times. SEQ & RAN2 106 times.
and RAN1 & DET 101 times. The completely deterministic algorithm performed
worst for the two objective functions: it found the global soltition 91 times for
01 and 72 times for 02. The values presented within brackets in Table 4.8 tell
us that none of the algorithms yielded the global solutions every time it was run.
but  the  random-move algorithms caine  closest.   One  may  note  that  as  p increased
and as items loaded on more than ozie trait. the number of times a global solution
was obtaiIied decreased and the number of iterations needed to obtain a solution
increased.
The relationship between the discrete partitionings and the objective function's
value can explain the results of Table 4.8. The table shows that for low p and
weak loadings on unintended traits (AS1 and AS2) all algorithms yielded the
global sohition. In these data niatrices the relationship between the partitionings
and the value of the objective function is relatively simple since there is only
one maxiinum, and the fast deterministic algorithm can be used to find global
maxinia.  For data having high p and high loadings on unintended traits  (AS3).  the
relationship between partitionings and objective function is more complex because
in addition to the global maximum, there are one or more local maxima, and the
values of these maxima may be close to one another  (also, see Tables 4.3 and  4.5).
The complexity also means that the partitioning yielding these maxima are tiot
very similar; that is, many items need to be moved before a different maximum is
found. For this type of data. stochastic algorithms are needed. Table 4.8 further
shows that functional relationship for 01 was less complex than for  02.
Overall. algorithms with a random move performed best. These algorithms.
liowever. have the disadvantage that they require many iterations to converge. We
tried variations of Equation 4.10 that reduced randomness (e.g., we used power t
iii stead of t/I) and made the algorithm faster. The algorithm converged earlier.
but the algorithms ability to find global solutions was reduced.
We conclude that the random-move algorithms (RAN1&RAN2 and
SEQkRAN2) should be preferred over all other algorithms. especially for  02.
However. the results also indicate that the use of RANlicDET algorithnis is de-
fensible. especially for simple' data, since much speed is gained with little loss in
accuracv.
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4.6 Conclusions
Three new AISA approaches to resolve the optimization problems of sequential
MSP were introduced in this chapter. The objective functions in these new meth-
ods incorporate reforniulations of multidimensional Mokken scaling. and determin-
istic and stochastic non-hierarchical clustering algorithms were used to maxilnize
these objective functions. Iii order to investigate the properties of the objective
functions. we ignored the restrictions that are usually made in Alokken scaling
analysis.
The first research question that we wanted to answer is: 'How successful are
the three new objective functions iIi finding the underlying dimensionality of a
data set?. Objective function 02 yielded tlie best results: Oi performed some-
what better than the original sequential approach. and 03 performed worse than
the original sequential approach. Also. because the new methods using 01 and
02 found the true dimensionality they seem to be effective tools for this pur-
pose. perhaps comparable to methods based  on  weak  LI (e.g.. Stout.  2002).  This
confirms that the H coefficient not only is a useful tool for scaling but also for
dimerisionality assessment.
The niethods using 01 and 02 perfornied approximately equally well in most
conditions of the study.  This is not surprising because the two are strongly related.
However. there are some differences. Objective function 01 has the advantage that
under D=1 (i.e.. unidimensionality) 01 =0 and. therefore, that deviation from
unidimensionality can be determined. Another advantage of 01 is that theoret-
ically its value is maximized for K - D. Objective function 02 does not have
this advaiitage. btit this can easily be remedied.  A disadvantage of 01 is that
this objective function may ilot work well when D is large and when clusters are
different (e.g., have zinequal numbers of itenis or have differently discriminating
items).    The  impact  of  these disadvantages requires further investigation.    The
interpretation of 02 as the average within-cluster H, is simpler than the interpre-
tation of 01.  Both 01  and 02 use the H coefficient and, therefore. both join items
on the basis of the slope of tlie IRFs. Based on the basis of the simulation study
results and the properties presented above.  02 is preferred  to 01
The second research question was: 'Which algorithm should we use in the new
AISA?: A completely deterministic algorithm should clearly not be iised. because
it can only find global maxima for simple structure data with lowly correlated or
uncorrelated  latent  traits. In general,   the two stochastic-move  algorithms  (i.e..
RAN1&RAN2 and SEQ&RAN2) performed best. For the preferred objective
function 02. however. the algorithm with the random start configuration and
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the deteriiiinistic HiOVe (RAN1&DET) performed almost as well as the two best
algorithms. Random-move algorithms increase the probability of obtaining global
solutions, but it is a matter of taste if this increased precision justifies the large
increase of computer labor.  If high precision is required one should prefer the
RANlkRAN2 algoritlini to the SEQLRAN2. Then, it is not necessary to run an
additional method (e.g., the sequential MSP method) in order to determine the
initial configuration. It requires an extra action and it does not yield anything
in return in terms of a higher likelihood of an optimal result (more optimal than
global does not exist) or increased computational speed. When one recalls the
overall procedure in which we investigate different values of K, the algorithm that
finds a high enough precision solution at high speed is preferred: that is, the
R.AN1&DET algorithm.
4.7 Discussion
Some issues deserve further attention. First, when confronted with two highly
correlated sets or sets with high loadings on unintended traits, researchers may
differ in their opinion as to whether these sets should be joined.  The NHCA
methods can be applied whether or not a researcher prefers to join items or not,
because the NHCA methods used in this chapter try to find the solution that
maximizes the objective function for a given number of clusters.  Thus, the decision
about the number of clusters is left to the researcher. The presented methods
provide various sources of information that help the researcher decide how marly
clusters to retain. Further research about this issue is needed.
Second,  in MSA with the MSP software (Molenaar & Sijtsma. 2000), items will
automatically satisfy Mokken scale conditions. We left the Mokken scale condi-
tions out of the NHCA methods because we wanted to know whether the methods
could be used to find globally optimal solutions and whether these solutions re-
fiected the simulated dimensionality structure.  If the Mokken scale conditions
(i.e..  with  c  =  0.3) were incorporated. weakly scalable items, for which  the  as-
signment of items into clusters is the most difficult. would have been left out of
the analysis, and thus the limitations of the methods would have been difficult to
investigate. Future research will address how the Alokken scale conditions can be
incorporated into the new MSA methods.
Third, the IRF used for generating item response data has multiple inflection
points.  As a consequence. the degree of simple structure and the discrimination of
the items is difficult to control. We redid some of the analysis with data generated
with a 312-PLM (Van Abswoude et al.. 2004) to ensure that the obtained results
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were not an artifact of the model used for generating data. The results were
Similar to the results obtained with the mixture model.
Fourth, as discussed earlier. variations of the objective functions can be ob-
tairied by changing the definitioii of Tl. For exaniple, in Equation 4.8 we used the
average within-cluster Hi. One possible alternative objective function would max-
imize the average within-H, and ininiinize the H, betweeii clusters. simultaneously.
Using  7/f  = -1  when  item  i  is  not  in  cluster k would achieve  this. This objective
function does not liave the convenient interpretation of the average within-cluster
Hi.  but  it  may  be an appropriate objective function for determining the  number
of chisters. This is because the objective function would be reduced if items are
in separate clusters when they should be iii the same cluster. These issues will be






Maximizing a function of H may be successful for selecting one or more unidimen-
sional sets of items from a multidimensional test (see chapter 4). This method
may compete with conditional covariance based methods in detecting the dimen-
sionality of a data matrix. However. AIokken scale analysis aims to find sets of
items (Mokken scales) that can be used to correctly order subjects Oil the basis of
their underlying trait. Moreover, the Mokken scales obtained with Mokken scale
analysis may not satisfy the local independence assumption of IRT niodels. which
can indicate that the data is multidimensional.  In this study, we offer a few stigges-
tions how the alternative method introduced in chapter 4 may be extended such
that Mokken scale conditions, conditions related to the monotone homogeneity
model as well as other conditions can be satisfied in each of the obtained scales.
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5.1 Introduction
As a follow-tip of the stochastic non-hierarchical clustering algorithm (NHCA)
methods that use the H coefficient for selecting items introduced in chapter 4
(also see Van Abswoude. Verinunt. & Hemker. 2003). we now present some issues
that were ignored and give some suggestions how these issues can be resolved. For
details about these NHCA methods. the sequential Mokken scaling method. and
NIRT in general. we refer the reader to previous chapters of this thesis.
Iii chapter 4. the performance of NHCA methods as dimensionality assessment
tools was investigated. The total nuniber of clusters was considered to be known
and using this preknowledge two out of the three investigated methods were suc-
cessful in retrieving the underlying dimensionality of a data set. However. the
resulting sets of items may not be Alokken scales because they do not satisfy the
scaling conditions as proposed  by  liokken  (1971.  p.   184)
In this paper. we propose a method to extend the NHCA methods such that
Mokken scales can be created. In this method, the focus is redirected from a
dimensionality assessment tool that uses a known number of clusters to a scaling
tool. The user is given the choice to include other relevant conditions as well.
These conditions can for example be related to the assumptions of the mono-
tone hoinogeneity model (MHM) or the Double AIonotonicity Model (DMAI: e.g..
Sijtsma & Junker, 1996: Sijtsma & Molenaar. 2002: Mokken & Lewis. 1982). Obvi-
ously. as more conditions are added to Mokken's conditions scaling becomes more
restrictive than Alokken originally proposed. It also raises a number of problems
that need to be solved. The extended method is referred to as MSA-E'; 'MSA'
because the proposed minimal requirement is that for each obtained set of items
(each scale) the Mokken (1971. p. 184) scale conditions should be satisfied. and 'E'
(extended) because other relevant conditions may be chosen as well. The MSA-E
is not a partitioning method in the strictest sense due to the possible presence
of items that do not satisfy the various imposed conditions (denoted unscalable
items).   It is explained  how a partitioning  algorithm  (like the stochastic  NHCA)
can be used for this problem. As in the usual AISA (and in the program MSP).
the number of scales is considered to be unknown.  With a few fictitious examples,
we show that the suggested MSA-E method can be a useful tool for scaling.
5.2 Conditions in MSA-E
In the optimization problem we are now confronted with. we aim to maximize one
objective function used in the stochastic NHCA methods. subject to a number
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of conditions. The safest approach is to investigate every possible partitioning
and calculate the value of the objective function. The partitioning that yields
the highest value and satisfies the conditions is the partitioning solution that
corresponds to the best possible division of items into Mokken scales. The number
of possibilities, however. increases exponentially with the number of items and
such an approach is therefore not regarded practical. We propose handling the
relevant conditions using the RAN1&DET or RANlkRAN2 algorithm presented
in chapter 4. Other types of algorithms, for example based on linear programming
(e.g., Danzig & Thapa. 1997). may require a different approach.
Some notation is needed to present the conditions that we propose for the
new scaling methods.    Let i denote a dichotomously scored  item  (i  =1, · · · .I) .
and  let  (i, j) denote  an  item  pair  (i  96 j).   We only discuss dichotomously scored
items in this paper, but the extension of MSA-E to polytomous items seems to be
straightforward. Let k denote a set of items forming a scale, and let K denote the
total number of scales. In addition. let Ik denote the number of items selected in
scale k, and let Ef 1 IK denote the number of items selected in K scales. Let H
be the sample estimate of the H coefficient (Loevinger, 1948, Mokken, 1971, p.
148).
Table 5.1:  Conditions Suggested for MSA-E
Mokken scale: S.1 dBi,(Xi, Xj) > 0
S.2 Ho : Hi = 0 is rejected in favor of Hi : Hi > 0
S.3 Hi: 2 c
MHM related:    S.lb H· · >0
ZJ
S.4 based on weak LI
S.5 based on nondecreasing IRFs





Note.  Conditions are proposed for all i E k and i. j E k.
In Table 5.1, we suggest some conditions that might be relevant for creating
scales. During item selection. except for one statistical test on the coefficients, only
sample realizations are analyzed and for this reason Table 5.1 only includes sample
l
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realizations. In addition. Table 5.1 does not offer an extensive and complete list.
but rather gives the reader an impression of possible conditions that could be
used in an AISA-E. The idea is that the user can choose between the different
conditions based on his or her opinions about the appropriate scale for his or
her application.  For a Alokken scale. at least Conditions S.1-S.3 need to be
satisfied. In addition to Conditions S.1-S.3. one may consider using one or more
conditions that follow from the MHM assumptions (S.lb. S.4, and S.5) or from
the DAIM assumptions (S.lb. S.4. S.5 and S.6) when appropriate for a particular
application. The resulting scale is a restricted' AIokken scale. One niay note that
the conditions related to the  IHAI or the DAIAl also can be used independent of
the Mokken scale conditions. The resulting scale then satisfies some observable
consequences of the AIHM or DAIM and need not be a Mokken scale.  Also. one or
more of the conditions 0.1-0.4 can be used in conibination with one of these types
of scales.  Details on the sequential item selection procedure (denoted sequential
MSA) and the statistics can be found in chapter 4. For more information about
tlie MSA conditions than presented below. the reader is referred to Mokken (1971),
Alolenaar and Sijtsma (2000).  and  Sijtsnia ariel Molenaar  (2002).
A few words of caution seem to be appropriate when defining new conditions
because there are a Iiumber of things that can go wrong. Conditions may con-
tradict each other or conditions may be too restrictive for the data such that a
solution that satisfies the defined conditions does not exist (i.e., infeasibility prob-
lems). New conditions should only be introduced when there are good reasons  for
doing so. The intention is that users can define conditions in the input file that
accompanies the software for MSA-E.
Mokken Scale Conditions
Condition S.1 is the sample equivalent of the condition that iii earlier chapters was
denoted Mokken Scale Condition  1.   In the sequential MSA procedure (Mokken,
1971, pp. 191-193). S.1 should be satisfied for all item pairs that are joined into
one scale.  This condition requires that a scale consists of at least two items.
because for one item covariances cannot be calculated and, thus. Condition S.1
cannot be satisfied. We propose that in AISA-E the condition is used iii the same
way.
Condition S.2 implies that Hi should be significantly larger than zero. One
nlay  note  that   for  the  item  pair   (i. j) that forms the start  set   of the scale  iii
sequential AISA. Condition S.2 comes iii a slightly different from: that is. H,j
should be significantly larger than zero. However. this is equivalent to S.2 because
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-                     -
for  one  item  pair  Hij  =  Hi  =  Hj.
Condition S.3 is the sample version of the condition that in earlier chapters
was referred to as Mokken Scale Condition 2. In sequential MSA, Conditi011 S.3
is defined for all i, and c is the lower bound for controlling the quality of items in
a scale. Usually c = 0.30 is used, but in theory any val zie between O and 1 can be
chosen (for rules of thunib, see Mokken. 1971. pp. 184-185).
Conditions S.1, S.2 and S.3 together are sample conditions for a Mokken scale
and are, as a consequence. always used in MSA-E. The conditions that follow
hereafter are new in the context of MSA.
MHM and DMM Related Conditions
Conditions can be based on observable consequences of the MHM or the DAIM.
Mokken scale condition 1 defines a Mokken scale and also is a necessary condi-
tion for the MHM, because under the MHM the responses between items have
a nonnegative covariance (Mokken,   1971, p. 130-131. Theorem   1.4.1:   also,   see
Holland & Rosenbaum, 1986). Thus, Mokken scale condition 1 is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for the MHM to hold. One may note that Conditions S.1
and   S.l b are equivalent.
For the remaining MHM and DMM related conditions, some problems need to
be solved before they become realistic conditions in the optimization procedure.
As an example. let us consider the LI assumption and let us rely on a existing
method that has proven its worth: the DIMTEST-statistic (e.g, Stout et al., 2001).
The first problem one is confronted with is what to do when weak LI is rejected.
We would need a method that helps us determine which item yields the worst
violation of weak LI and should consequently be rejected first.  A method based
on nonparanietric estimates of IRFs is a possible choice to identify particular
misfitting items and to find for which value of the latent trait these items depict
misfit. Kim (1994), Douglas, Kim. Habing, and Gao (1998) and Habing (2001)
used kernel SII100thing to estimate covariance functions conditional on the latent
trait to determine violations of LI as a ftinction of the latent trait.  One may
note that incorporating Condition S.4 in each iteration step is computationally
demanding since every time the scale-composition changes rest scores need to be
determined and covariances estimated.
Other Conditions
In the MSA-E method. we try to provide an open structure that allows the user
to specify a variety of conditions so that the method becomes useful for a wide
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variety of applications. These conditions can be based on classical psychometric
concepts like reliability (see 0.2). Specifying conditions based on item content
(see 0.3) has the advantage that the user can obtain a test driven by the trait
of choice (using K - 1, see chapter 4 and appendix) rather than the trait that is
most dominant in the multidimensional data matrix. Item sets that should never
be joined because they give clues with respect to each other's solution (enemy
sets) can be chosen as scaling condition in a AISA-E. Some of these conditions
have been used in computerized adaptive tests (CAT, e.g.. Van der Linden. 1998;
Veldkamp. 2001).
5.3   Handling the Conditions
A way to handle conditions is to include them iIi the objective function.  A general
way to do this is by means of a linear (or other type of) relationship between the
objective function and the scaling conditions. This restricted objective function
then has approximately the same interpretation as the original objective function.
The restricted objective functions are corrected for the number of items in the
scales. This reflects the fact that we prefer solutions with many scalable items to
solutions  with  an even higher  H  but with fewer scalable items (see chapter  4.2).
Given that we can find S scalable items, we prefer the clustering solution yielding
the highest  H.
For the stochastic NHCA it is convenient to make a distinction between 'hard
an soft' conditions. The two types of conditions have in comnion that in the
final clustering solution both should be satisfied. The distinction lies in the path
towards the final solution that is allowed to be taken iii the stochastic NHCA
algorithm. Hard conditions need to be satisfied in every iteration step. In the
terminology of genetic algorithms (e.g. Michalewicz. 1996), partitioning solutions
that do not satisfy these conditions receive a deatli penalty. Thiis, the outcome
space is immediately restricted using hard conditions. For example. for Condi-
tion S.1 this means that only partitionings (or clustering solutions) for which
(61,(X'.Xi) > 0 for all i.j e k are possible for any iteration step.
Soft conditions are not necessarily satisfied at every iteration step. As one
may recall, the stochastic NHCA algorithms were introduced in the new MSA
methods to prevent local instead of global maximum values from occurring.  In
the stochastic-move algorithms (i.e.. RANlkRAN2 and SEQkRAN2). this was
achieved by temporarily allowing the objective function's value to decrease. and
thus to allow solutions to deteriorate. The soft conditions may be violated at
clustering solutions preceding the final solution but not at final solution. This is
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done to be able to obtain near global solutions.
The choice between hard and soft conditions is more or less arbitrary in this
implementation. Within this implementation. we choose to use S.1, S.2. and
0.3 as hard conditions and the remaining as soft. Using the hard conditions we
immediately restrict the outcome space similar to the seqziential item selection
procedure and the soft conditions allow us to find near global solutions.
Before the general formulation of the restricted objective functions is presented.
first some additional notation is provided. Let 0 refer to any objective function
defined in chapter 4. let OR be an objective function that is restricted tising one
or more hard conditions chosen by the user, and using S.3 as a soft. condition. Let
< = 0 denote that all hard conditions are satisfied: and < = -00, otherwise.  Items
can be selected into a scale or a so-called dump cluster. Let D denote a dump
cluster and let D refer to the number of items in D. Because we introduce this new
type of cluster. El,1 IK S I (I = El-1 IK + D). For clarity rlik equals 1 when
i  E  k,  and zero, otherwise  (also,  see the definitions  of 01,  02  and  03 in chapter
4). Condition v i k=1 when Hi 2 c for i E k; and e=O, otherwise. Let S denote
K I
the number of items that satisfy  the soft scaling condition;  that  is,  S =   E   z e.
k=li=l
For an explanation of the overall clustering procedure. the objective functions and
notational conventions, see chapter 4.
The general shape of the restricted objective functions is defined as follows:
OR-O+Cts. (5.1)
Objective function OR aims to achieve to following three purposes. First, solutions
where hard conditions are not satisfied need to be excluded from the solution space:
this is achieved by <.  This is because if one of the hard conditions is not satisfied
for a partitioning, OR = -00, and thus the probability that this partitioning is
selected equals  zero (see Equation  4.10 in chapter  4). The second purpose  is  to
scale as many items as possible. This is achieved by the inclusion of S. Third,
if there are unscalable items. the value of the objective function should be higher
for partitioning solutions where these items are in the dump cluster rather than
in one of the scales. One may note that this general function OR is presented to
explain the logic behind the restricted objective functions. but that the specific
implementation for each objective function is different.
The objective functions presented in chapter 4 were not equally promising.
The first objective function 01 using  c-  =  Hij  has the advantage  that  the  Hij.
matrix can be used directly and that, except for the calculation of the objective
function itself, no further calculations are necessary. This property makes the
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stochastic NHCA method  conveniently fast. Another advantage  is  that   01   is
typically maximized at the appropriate number of scales as long as the correlations
between latent traits  are  not  too  high   (see  chap.    4 for details). Both splitting
an item pair that is driven by one trait and joining two items that are driven
by different traits yield a negative contribution to the objective function. Thus.
when either too few or too many scales are specified in a partitioning, the objective
function will be lower than the globally optimal value. An important drawback of
Oi  is,  however.  that  it  requires  approximately equal  Hs  for each scale  (i.e..  equal
numbers of items. equal discrimination) and that 01 may perform less well as the
number of traits underlying the data increases. The effect of these requirenients
needs more extensive investigation. For the moment. we do not consider 01 in an
restricted format because the other objective functions were niore promising.
Objective function  02   aims  to  maxiniize the scalability  of each item's   Hi.
An important advantage of 02 is that given that K scales are investigated. this
objective function was most successftil in assessing dimensionality. A disadvantage
of 02 is that it is not very likely that it is inaximized at the correct number
of scales. since 02 increases as K increases.  The following restricted objective
function 02R may be useful:
K   K I K I
0 2 8  -  ( Z I K ) - 1  Z Z 11 : #f  + C + E I e . (5.2)
k=1 k=li=1 k=li-1
One niay easily recognize the general form of Equation 5.1 in 02.R. Some other
details are worth pointing out. One may note that a partitioning that is evaluated
cati have scalable and unscalable items in each scale k. The goal of a method using
02R is to find a partitioning that maxitnizes the Hi of the scalable. items.  The
convenient interpretation of 02R as the average within-scale Hi of the items in
each scale can be obtained by simply subtracting the number of scalable items
from  02R·  The  niziltiplication with  (El 1 IK )-1  not  only aids the interpretation
of the objective function  as  in  02·  but  also  ainis at achieving  that  02R is higher
for a partitioning that assigns an unscalable item to D instead of a scale k. The
value 02R also is expected to become higher when an unscalable item is moved to
D because the average Hi of the remaining items will increase when this item is
moved to D.
As  an  illustration  of 02R· consider the following hypothetical example using
six  items  driven  by  two  zincorrelated latent traits  81   and 82 Iteml. Item2  and
Iten13 have high discriminations with respect to 01 and Item4 and Item5 have high
discriminations with respect  to 82.  Item3  and  Item6 are weakly driven  by 02  and
Ite1114 is weakly driven by 81. Table 5.2 shows the effects of nioving one item to a
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Table 5.2: Value of 02R when Moving One Item to a Scale (Scatel or Scale2)
or  the  Dump  Cluster  (D )  from.  a  Stad.  Partitioning  (underlined)
K=1 K=2
Scalel D Scalel Scale2          D
Iteml 3.249 1.208 5.553 4.348 4.481
Item2 3.249 0.215 5.553 3.409 4.563
Item3 3.249 0.215 5.553 4.395 4.522
Iten14 3.249 3.272 3.257 5.553 3.439
Iten15 3.249 3.290 3.284 5.553 3.487
Item6 3.249 3.305 5.552 5.553 5.772
scale k o r cluster D o n 02.R for K=1 and K=2.W e start out with a particular
partitioning P, which is underlined in Table 5.2. We used c = 0.3, throughout.
Negative H· ·s did not occur.ZJ
For the 1-scale partitioning, we started out with all items in one scale, yielding
the following item His: Hi - ·34, H2 - ·31, H:i = .34, H4 = .23, H, - .19 and
H6  -.091. The start configuration  has  0211  - 3.249, which means that three  out
of six items were scalable and the mean H, of the scaled items was .249. Moving
Item6 to D yields the largest increase in 02R· Which item is actually inoved
depends on the type of algorithm the method uses. Regardless of which algorithIIi
is used, however, one niove is not sufficient for attaining convergence. This is
because with three scalable items in Scalel and one unscalable item in D, there
still are two unscalable items left in Scalel. Moving both of these unscalable items
to D may yield an higher value for the objective function O2R than 3.305. For
K = 2 we start out with the simulated dimensionality. Scalel had item scalability
values of Hi - ·77, H2 = .69 and H, = ·71, and Scale2 had item scalability values
of H4 - ·58. H5 = ·50 and H6 - .06· Table 5.2 shows the best move is moving
Item6 to D. For this sniall example 02R seems to do what it is supposed to do.
Increasing K does not yield a higher number of scalable items and, therefore. we
stop  at   K  =  2.
The third objective function 03 aims at maximizing the average scale H. Com-
pared  to  01  and 02, objective function  03  was most directly related  to  what  the
1 We  used the stochastic NHCA software for calculating these values. This package gives
two decimal places for the item's Hz (as does package MSP). To give the opportunity to verify
02 R we also provide the values with three decimal places: Hi = .342. H2 = .305, H3 = .337,
H# = '228, HS = .194 and Hei = .089 (only for this example).
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Table 5.3: Value Of OBR when Moving One Item to a Scale (Scalel or Scate2)
or the Dump Cluster (D) from a Start Partitioning (underlined)
Items Scalel Scale2          D
Iteml 4.520 -X           -X
It.ein2 5.580 4.520 4.637
Item3 4.520 -X  -X
Item4 2.158 4.520 2.447
Item5 2.175 4.520 2.465
Item6 4.304 4.520 4.537
sequential clustering procedure ainis to achieve. Objective function 03 has a few
weaknesses as well. Similarly to 02· 03 cannot be used for determining the num-
ber of scales. Moreover, the unrestricted objective function was not very successful
as a tool for dimensionality assessment (Van Abswoude et al.. 2003). For K = 2,
03 typically yielded a partitioning with one cluster consisting of the item pair
with the highest  H,j.  and the other cluster  with the remaining  items.   This  was
because the reductioii in H caused by the larger cluster could not compensate
for the increase in H caused by the smaller cluster which. compared to the other
cluster, had a very high H. Adding scaling conditions to the optimization problem
as in Equation 5.1 may be suflicient to resolve this drawback. The third objective
function can be adjusted in a similar way as 02R
K    K I
03" = K-1 Z 'frk +C+X E „f. (5.3)
k=1 k=li=1
For our small example. Table 5.3 shows the value of 03R when one itern is
moved from a start configuration. As start configuration we use the typical result
obtained with the unrestricted stochastic NHCA method: the best pair (Iteml.
Item3) in Scalel and the remaining items in Scale2.
In Table 5.3.03/1 = -OC was obtained when Iteml or Item3 is moved out of
Scalel, because  for  one  item  Col'(X„ Xj) is undefined. Moving Item2 to Scalel
yields the largest improvement. Table 5.3 shows that 03/1 can yield the simulated
dimensionality.
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5.4   Determining the Number of Scales
How to determine the appropriate number of scales was discussed extensively
in chapter 4 (see chapter 4 and appendix for details). As was explained there,
different sources of information. such as substantive information, the value of
the objective ftinction. and the number of scalable items should be consulted to
determine the appropriate number of scales. Surely the practitioner should not
continue increasing the number of scales when the maximum number of scalable
items has been reached.
The scree plots used in chapter 2 may not be very informative for determining
the appropriate number of scales in an MSA-E. Due to the extension of MSA with
several conditions and a dump cluster, the value of the objective function may not
show a predictable pattern as the number of investigated scales increases. This
is because dump-cluster items do not contribute to the objective function's value,
and scalable items do. The value of the objective function may therefore for K =  1
be as high as for K = 3. Thus, investigating scree plots is not a tenable method
on which to base a decision about the number of scales.
The question about the number of clusters might be tackled by other means.
In particular, it might be possible to change the definition of 9 such that the
objective function  can be maximized  at the appropriate  K  (also,  see  01)·    The
alternative definition of 71 equals: rlik = 1 if i C k; Vik = 0 if i E D; and vik = -1,
otherwise. This alternative v can be introduced in 02,9 and in 03.R (if it is written
as the weighted sum  of the  His).   The  convenient  interpretations  of the objective
functions as the average Hi CO2R) and the average H (03R) is lost, however. The
consequences of changing the definition of v OIl dimensionality assessment and
scaling requires further study.
5.5 Final Remarks
The purpose of this chapter was to discuss some unresolved problems of the al-
ternative clustering method presented in chapter 4. We provided some ideas for
solving these problems. Preliminary results seem promising. although it is also
clear that further study is needed.
Future research may be aimed at the completion of the MSA-E methods and
may investigate the effect of different types of data on yielding different types
of (Mokken) scales.  For this purpose. we may simulate violations of the non-
parametric IRT assumptions in addition to nonparametric IRT-conform data and
investigate if AISA-E can detect the misfit. Next, we may investigate the effect of
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generating multiple scales with different scale H values on yielding different types
of scales. Lastly. we may investigate the stability of the results. Previous research
showed that the objective functions are to a large degree stable in repeated sam-
pling (Van Abswoude et al.. 2003) but the stability may be reduced when scaling
conditions are added.
Appendix
Stochastic and deterministic methods using Mokken's H coefficient were intro-
duced in chapter 4, and to these methods the Mokken scale conditions were added
in chapter 5. The number of clusters in these methods were regarded to be known
in advance. This appendix addresses how these methods handle an unknown num-
ber of clusters and how the researcher way choose between solutions that have a
different number of clusters. The same notation as in chapters 4 and 5 is used.
The deterministic and stochastic NHCA methods including the Mokken scale
conditions have the following three basic steps:
1 the user chooses c (i.e., Mokken scale condition 2) and the maximum number
of clusters that are investigated, K*(K =1,2, · · · . K*);
2  the program searches for optimal solutions for  K=1. · · · ,K* ;
3   the user chooses a different value for c or  K*. or chooses the final solution using
all available sources of information.
Now, each step is explained in more detail. First, the researcher should decide
on what the desired scale strength is, given his/her test application. This means
that the user chooses the value of c and maybe the value of other scale restricting
conditions (see chapter 5). The desired scale strength is also chosen in advance in
the sequential method. At this stage (this is new), the user may also choose the
upper bound of the number of clusters that are investigated, K*.  This is optional
and one should not be concerned when he/she finds it difficult to find a suitable
K*.  Wlien the upper bound is not chosen all possible values of K are investigated.
Otherwise. one could use the number of latent variables one expects on the basis of
substantive knowledge and add two to this number for certainty. This is because
when the practitioner is certain about theoretical basis of his or her test. the
test may be driven by other, unintended. traits. For example, contextual math
problems may be sensitive to math and language skills. When the practitioner
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intends to create one single test. K=1 can be chosen. An extra cluster that need
not be included  in  K*, and which  may be empty.  is  the so called 'dump' cluster.
Items that do not satisfy the scale conditions (unscalable items) are entered in
this cluster (for more details see chapter 5).
iNext. 01· 02 or 03 is maximized for K - 1.···.K*. This yields K- optimal
or nearly optimal partitionings.
Finally, the user can choose which of the K* optimized solutions best reflects
the dimensionality or scalability of his or her test data. This choice can be based
one or more sources of information: these are: substantive knowledge  the purpose
of scaling: the values of the maximized objective functions: the item and scale H
values; the number of scalable items; and maybe other sources of information.  The
practitioner may decide which lie/she prefers.  On the basis of this information.
one  may also decide  to  try out different  c or  K*.
User-defined constant c plays a slightly different in the new MSA methods. It
plays the same role in rejecting items from each of the scales that do not satisfy the
Mokken scale conditions. In the sequential method, c also plays a role in yielding
a particular number of scales. This indirect effect of c on the number of scales
is no longer present in the new method. Regardless of whether the practitioner
prefers the 2-. 3-. or 4-cluster solution. using the new MSA methods each obtained
cluster satisfies the scale conditions chosen in step 1.
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Summary
The aim of this thesis was to investigate how we can successfully select one or
more sets of items driven by a single latent trait from a test driven by niulti-
ple latent traits. This method should use the relatively weak assumptions from
nonparametric item response theory (IRT). Compared to parametric  IRT  mod-
els, nonparametric models frequently show a better fit to test data. This renders
nonparametric IRT models more appropriate when ordinal rather than interval
measurement is sufficient for the measurement purpose at hand. In the intro-
diiction to the chapters an illustration of the relevance of miiltidimensionality
assessment and possible approaches were presented.
Chapter 1 presented two models on which dimensionality assessment meth-
ods in nonparametric IRT can be based: essentially and strictly unidimensional
models. The three methods DETECT, DIMTEST and HCA/CCPROX are based
on the essentially unidimensional model and use covariances conditional on the.
latent trait to assess dimensionality. The method kISP is based on the strictly
unidimensional model and uses the combination of the H coefficient and scale
quality conditions. In a simulation study, the four methods were compared with
respect to their ability to retrieve a simulated dimensionality structure.  In general,
it was found that the conditional covariance-based methods were often better in
retrieving the dimensionality structure of the data than the H coefficient-based
method.
Iii Chapter 2, four hierarchical alternatives for the item selection algorithizi
used for Mokken Scale Analysis (MSA) were proposed. Attractive properties of the
methods that use these different algorithms were the simplicity and the standard
availability of three of these methods in SPSS (SPSS. 1998). A fourth could
not be reproduced with SPSS. but was especially programmed for NISA. Another
attractive property is that the methods provide the opportunity to investigate
the process by which sets of items are joined. By means of a simulation study
and an empirical example, it was shown that the complete linkage method and
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the scale linkage method with the H coefficient as proximity metric performed
better than MSA's original selection method and the other hierarchical methods
in  dimensionality  assessment.
The third chapter discussed the effects that clustering algorithms may have
on finding the underlying diinensionality of data. Using simulated examples, for
different algorithms (including hierarchical algorithms) it was shown where in the
process of clustering items things might go wrong in the sense that suboptimal
solutions may be found and. consequently, that the underlying dimensionality may
not be retrieved.
The next chapter. Chapter 4. introduces three alternative methods with the
aim to reduce the probability of obtaining suboptimal solutions. These methods
used deterministic and stochastic versions of non-hierarchical clustering (NHCA)
algorithms and clearly defined scaling objectives in both unidimensional and mul-
tidimensional contexts. Specific scaling conditions were not included. Using a
simulation study. it was shown that stochastic NHCA algorithms may be used
for obtaining optimal (or. near optimal) solutions. Moreover. these NHCA Ineth-
ods based on the H coefficient seem to be able to compete with the conditional
covariance-based methods in yielding sets that reflect the underlying dimension-
ality of data.
Finally, in Chapter 5, suggestions were given on how the new NHCA methods
discussed in Chapter 4 may be extended so that they become useful for creating
multiple Mokken scales: that is. incorporating the MSA conditions. The chapter
also explained how other interesting conditions may be imposed on the data as
well.
 alnenVatting  (Summary iIi D,itch)
Het doel VaIi dit proefschrift was het achterhalen hoe we het beste een of meer
verzamelingen eendimensionale items uit een meerdimensionale test kunnen selec-
teren. Deze methode zou gebruik moeten maken van de relatief zwakke aannamen
die binnen de nonparametrische item respons theorie (IRT) gelden. In verge-
lijking met methoden die gebaseerd zijn op parametrische IRT zal deze methode
voor meer onderzoeksgegevens een goede passing met het gebruikte Inodel moeten
opleveren. Dit maakt de methode geschikt wanneer een ordinaal meetniveau vol-
doende is voor het beoogde onderzoeksdoel. In de inleidende pagina's van het
proefschrift wordt uitgelegd waarom het onderzoeken van de dimensionaliteit van
onderzoeksgegevens belangrijk is en worden mogelijke benaderingen gepresenteerd.
Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft twee nonparametrische IRT modellen waarop metho-
den voor dimensionaliteitsonderzoek gebaseerd kunnen zijn: het essenti8le en
liet   strikte unidimensionale model. De methoden DETECT, DIMTEST en
HCA/CCPROX zijn gebaseerd op het essentiBle unidimensionale model en inaken
gebruik van covarianties conditioneel op de latent trek om de dimensionaliteit van
data vast te stellen. De methode MSP is gebaseerd op het strikte unidimensionale
model en maakt gebruik van de H co8ffici*nt en schalingscondities. Door middel
van een simulatiestudie werden de vier methoden met elkaar vergeleken op de mate
waarmee ze ons in staat stellen de dimensionaliteit van test data terug te vinden.
De conditionele covariantie-gebaseerde methoden bleken het op dit aspect beter
te doen dan de op de H coafficiant gebaseerde methode.
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden vier hiErarchische alternatieven voor het item selectie
algoritme van Mokken-schaal analyse (MSA) voorgesteld. Aantrekkelijke eigen-
scliappen van deze methoden zijn de eenvoud en het standaard aanwezig zijn van
drie van deze methoden in SPSS (SPSS, 1998). Een vierde kon niet met SPSS gere-
produceerd worden en werd speciaal voor deze toepassing geprogrammeerd. Een
aiidere aantrekkelijke eigenschap was de mogelijkheid die deze methoden bieden
oiti het clusteringsproces te onderzoeken. Met behulp van een simulatiestudie en
een empirisch voorbeeld lieten we zien dat de "complete linkage" methode en de
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-schaal linkage" methode in combinatie met de H coafliciant als afstandsmaat het
beter doen dan MSA's originele itemselectiemethode en de andere onderzochte
hiitrarchische methoden.
Het derde hoofdstuk bespreekt de effecten die cluster algoritmes kunnen
hebben  op het vinden  van de dimensionaliteit. Gebruik makend van gesimuleerde
voorbeelden lieten we voor diverse algoritmes zien op welk moment in het cluster-
proces verkeerde stappen genomen kunnen worden waardoor de optimale oploss-
ing niet gevonden wordt. Een gevolg hiervan kan zijn dat de dimensionaliteit niet
achterhaald wordt.
In het volgende hoofdstuk, Hoofdstuk 4. introduceerden we drie alternatieve
methoden met het doel de kans op suboptimale oplossingen te reduceren. Bin-
nen deze methoden werden deterministische en stochastische varianten van een
niet-hi8rarchisch  cluster (NHCA) algoritme gebruikt. Ook werden doelfuncties
ontwikkeld waarin voor zowel het eendimensionale als het meerdimensionale geval
eenduidig werd geformuleerd wat een optimaal clusterresultaat is. Specifieke scha-
lingscondities werden achterwege gelaten. Door middel van een simulatiestudie
lieten we zien dat stochastische NHCA algoritmes gebruikt kunnen worden om
optimale (of bijna optimale) oplossingen te verkrijgen. Bovendien bleken de op
de H coiifficilint gebaseerde methoden, toen we deze stochastische algoritmes toe-
pasten, de dimensionaliteit van de gegevens ongeveer even goed terug te vinden
als de op conditionele covarianties gebaseerde methoden.
Ten slotte werden in Hoofdstuk 5 suggesties gegeven hoe de nieuwe methoden
die we in Hoofdstuk 4 introduceerden uitgebreid kunnen worden zodat ze bruik-
baar worden om meerdere Mokkenschalen te gelijkertijd te ontwikkelen.  Daar-
naast werd uitgelegd hoe met deze methoden andere interessante condities aan de
onderzoeksgegevens opgelegd kunnen worden.
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